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Scharlemann: Book Review. - Literatur

BOOK REVIEW

I

A.II boolls review«l i• this 11•riatlir.J "'"' In
prou,,wl from, or 1hro111h Concordill P•b•n•••
St. Lollis,
/ul,;n1
Ho111e,
So111h
lf.11
Ari11011ri 63118.

3,,s

l•D•rson

BIBLICAL STUDIES
INTBRTBSTAllfBNTAL AND NIHV Tl!ST AllfBNT STUDIBS.

Significant publications of the last twelve
months included several to0ls and general
works of unusual merit. Primacy of pface
belongs tO the Syn0f1sis Qualluor l!va,igelio,11m
( Stutt,g3rt:
Wurttemberigsche
Bibelmstalt [1964]), edited by Kurt Afand,
a to0l which replaces all earlier synopses. It
deserves an honored place in the exegete's
library; with its extensive critical apparatus,
patristic citations, and Biblical references it
is a small library in itself. The other major
tool given tO the English speaking world
was G. W. Bromiley's translation into
English of Volumes I and II of Germrd
Kittel's great Theologiul Dit:tionary of the
New T,st11menl (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm.
B. Ecrdmans Publishing Co., 1964-l965 ).
One can scarcely recommend this
(Gottingen:
work toO
highly for the past0r's library.
Four general surveys deserve mention:
Bruce Metzger, Tht1 Tat of the NtJUJ Testamnl (New York: Oxford University Press,
1964); Floyd V. Filson, .A Now Tes1amcn1
History (London: SCM Press, 1964); and
Wemer Georg Kummel's revision ( 13th
edition) of Paul Peine and Jomnnes Behm,
Binlril•ng ;,, us Nn• T.slllmnl (Heidelberg: Quelle und Meyer, 1964). Kiimmel's
volume provides an arsenal of names, positions. and the history of interpretation of
questions relating to the origins of the individual New Tes1a1Dent books and their
anonization; it is now the scandard manual
of iugogics written from a critical stance.
Stepbcn Neill, Th• I111nt,,e1111ion of th•

Noru Testamem 1861-1961 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1964), provides •
readable history together with penetrating
evaluations of the trends in Nc-w Testament
stud)• in the fast century.
This )•carw53the
completion of the Lttyma,i's Biblo
tary, Commc11
11 popular work,
and the faunching of the Ant:hor Bible, a
new schofarly commenmry on both testaments. Franz Mussner's Der Jakob11sbri,f
(Freiburg: Verlag Herder, 1964), a sober
and demiled commenmry in the Herders
theologist:h
c, T N
e cma,
oKom111
zum
11tm s111mc111, is the third volume of the first Roman
Ca.tholic schofarly commenmry on the New
Test3fflent in German, a series that p:irallels
Me)•er in its excellence.
1964 saw several major works in the hisrory of New Testament studies brought back
intO print: Johannes \'Q'eiss, Die Predigl Jess
110111 Reiehe Galles, 3d edition by F. Hahn
Vandenboeck und Ruprecht,
1964) ; Ernst Percy, Die Problcrne tier Kolasscr- tmtl l!t,heserbrieft1 (Lund, Sweden: C.
W. K. Gleerup, 1964); the Dodd Festschrift,
The Background, of the Now Testament 11ntl
lls Est:hatolog'Y (New York: Ca.mbridge University Press, 1964); the new edition of
Oscar Cullmann, Chrisl 1111d T;me (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1964); and the
second edition of Marcel Simon, VtJrNs In-11•l
(Paris: :aditions de Boccard, 1964). This
reprinting of basic studies must be regarded
u one of the positive contributions of recent
years.
One trend seems to be that the new quest
of the bisrorical Jesus is being succeeded in
Europe by the problem of hermeneutics.
While Hugh Anderson's J,s,u 11111l Chrislitm
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Origi·n s (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1964) and the volume of essays edited
and translated by Carl E. Braaten and Roy
Harrisville under the tide The Historic11l
Jes11s a11J, ths Ker1gmatic Christ (Nuhville:
Abingdon Press, 1964) are both valuable
contributions in their own right, they also
show that the center of interest in this question has «--ally shifted from Europe to America. The translation of Ernst Fuchs' essays
StNtlies of the Historical JosNS (Naperville,
Ill.: Alce R. Allenson, 1964) s enables
Voll: one
to see the shift to hermeneutics in progress.
Fuchs is :is concerned with the New Testament :is language event in these essays as
with the historical Jesus. Dem)•thologization
hllS also been generalized into this problem.
One is therefore "more up to date" (however important that is! ) with the reading of
Ths N e111 Herm
o 11onties (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), edited by James M.
Robinson and John B. Cobb, than with
concentration on the new quest for the historical Jesus. An interesting and provocative
study of New Testament langua,gc forms is
given by Amos N. Wilder in Tho umgnage
of tha Gospel: Barb,
Christia,i Rhetoric
(New York: H:irper & Row, 1964).
A second trend seems to be a shift from
a concentration of interest on the Synoptic
Gospels to Pauline theology. The outstanding book in Gospel criticism in this period
is certainly William David Davies, Ths Sstti11,g of ths Sermon on the Mo11111 (Cambridge: University Press, 1964), a careful,
detailed examination of Matthaean theology
against the background of Judaism. Pauline
studies concentrate upon his theology. A most
useful volume to orient one in Pauline studies
is Beda Rigaux, Panl,,s t111do:ssins Brief Dsr
Porseh11ng (Munich: Kosel-Verlag, 1964). Rigaux covers the historical
questions dealing wjth Paul, including a most
valuable section on the form criticism of
Pauline correspondence. Pauline theology is
treated in another volume in the series, Ru-
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dolph Schnackenburg, New T11stamsnt Thsology Toda-y (New York: Herder and Herder,
1964). The last meeting of the Lutheran
World Federation m:iy be responsible for a
series of books and articles dealing with the
Pauline concept of justification; see Rudolf
Bultmann, "61xmOOVVY1 6£oii," Jo11mal of
Biblical Literaturs, LXXX:111 (1964), 12 to
16, an answer to Ernst K:isemann. Meanwhile C. Millier published a book dealing
with Rom. 9--11, Gollt1s Gt1rechtigl:t1it ,,,,J,
Go1111
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, 1964), while Peter Stuhlmacher
published Gollcs
i
Gsrechtigl:sit bt1 Pa11lt1s
(Gottingen: Vandcnhocck und Ruprecht,
1965 ) . A Scandinavian scholar, H. Ljungman, has contributed a study on Pistis in
Paul (Lund, Sweden: C. W. K. Gleerup,
1964) to this discussion. Two more general
works have also appeared, D. E. H. Whitely's
Tht1 Theology of St. Pa11l (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1964), a work that deserves
careful study, and Richard N. Longneckcr's
Panl: Apostls of Libsrty (New York: Harper & Row, 1964). Continuing interest in
the relation of Paul and Gnosis is reflected
by Dieter Georgi, Di• Gsgnsr tl•s Ptll#l#s
im 2. Korintha,brit1f (Neukirchen Kreis
Moers: Neukirchner Verlag. 1964).
Some outst:inding volumes of CSSl)'I were
published in this year. Their varied contents
precludes further characterization: Zrit 1111,l
Goschicbts: Da11l:11sgabo 11n Rt1tlolf B•ltmnrt
um 80. Gt1b11rtst11g (Tiibingen: J. C. B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck]. 1964); Apophorsta:
Psslsehrilt fiir Brnst Hasncbm (Berlin: Verlag Alfred Topelmann, 1964); Ernst Kisemann, Bxsg•tiseh• V •rs11ch• """ Bssirtntt•g•n, II• (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1964); and Arnold Ehrhardt. Th•
Pramsworl: of 1bs Nsw Tssldmnl S10,;.s
• Selections fzom Vol I weie translated and
published under the title BISll'JS OIi N•w T•s1t1,,,.,,, Tb..,•s (Naperville, DL: Alec R. Allenson, 1964).
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(Cambridse, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1964).
In intenest:unental snidics a few tides deserve mention as
Two rcxt editions were of sisnificance: Eduard Lohsc's
T•xl11 •111 Q11mran (Munich: Kosel-Verl:as,
1964) (an edition of the pointed Hebrew
with facing
text German translation)
and
Th• Ox/ortl A11.no1111cd.
•pha Apo,r,
of tho
O/tl T11sl11m11nl - R1111iscd. Sta11d11rtl V ersion
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1965),
ed. Bruce M. Mcrz.ger. Excellent general
tttauncnts of Palestinian Judaism are Werner Foerster, From 1h11 Exi/11 lo Christ (Philadelphia: W csuninster Press, 1964) • and
Joseph Bonsirven, Pal11sli11ian Jt1d11ism i11
1h11 Tim• of J11st1s (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964). John McDonald,
Th110log1 of 1h11 Samarilans (London: SCM
Press, 1964), should be definitive for the
next years. Jiirgen Becker, D111 H11il Gottcs
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
1964), contrasts Qumran and the New Testament on
and salvation. Finally, two
major ueaunents of apocalyptic were published, both of the first water: H. H. Rowley,
Th11 R11l11111111e11 of Apoul,t,tic (New York:
Association Press, 1964), much revised and
expanded, and D. S. Russell, Th11 M111hod. 1111tl
M11ss11g• of J11111isb Apoul,/,lic (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1964).
This survey would be incomplete without the mention of the publication of Vol.
II of Edpr Hennecke and Wilhelm Schnecmelcher, N1111l11s11tm1111tliehe Apocryphtm
(Tiibiqen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck],
1964), which completes this basic collection
of texts.
It is a pity that no volume issued by the
publisher of this journal was worthy of
inclusion in this list of si3nificant works in
the area of New Testament published in the
months. Perhaps the next year
twelve lut
will see him fare better.
EDGAll KJlBNTZ

THB I.Erl'BRS OP PAUL: AN BXPANDED PARAPHRASB PRINTED IN
PARALLBL
WITH THB RBVISBD
significant.
VERSION. By F. F. Bruce. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishins
Company, 1965. 323 pages. Ooth. $4.95.
There are, as Bruce says (p. 11), often
gaps with which we must reckon as we try
to understand Paul's epistles. Some are
caused by our faulty knowledge of the situations for which Paul wrote; others perhaps
were caused by the impetuous na.turc of
Paul's mind, which leaped from topic to
topic and may easily have outstripped the
most capable scribe's tachygraphic abilities,
for example, in Galatians or Second Corinthians.
Bruce hopes to fill in some of those gaps
by supplction in this paraphrase. Intelligent
reading is aided by short introductions to
each letter, paragraph headings, and a small
number of explanatory notes. As a control
oversin
the paraphrase Bruce reprints on facins
p:iges the English Revised Version of 1881,
generally regarded as the most precise, literal
translation available. At the foot of the page
the parallel references of Scrivener, Moulton,
and Greenup arc printed, 11 great gift to any
interpreter, almost worth the price of the
book.
The introductions and a chronolosical
table reveal some of this conservative
scholar's solutions to historical and literary
problems. Galatians is dated A. D. 48, as
the earliest Pauline epistle ( thus equatins
Gal. 2:1 ff. with Acts 11:29-30; 12:25).
Philippians is dated 54/55, from Ephesus,
written therefore between 1 and 2 Corinthians. The .rcmainins "captivity epistles"
arc placed in the Roman imprisonment. The
unique style of Ephesians may be due to
the larger role of the amanuensis (Tychicus?) in the actual composition. The Pastorals, Bruce suuesrs hesitantly, probably
collection
and publication of
represent the
genuine Pauline frqmena
notesand
on
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n that

Paul's oral iosuuction by an editor after
Paul's death; variations in style are probably
to be laid to this editor's hand (perhaps he
was Luke, as Moule suggests) .
A paraphrase is not to be judged by the
same criteria as a translation. A paraphrase
does not claim to have precision nor to
achieve an artistic and emotional effect
equivalent to the original text's. One should
therefore not raise questions about specific
renderings. Bruce achieves his aim, the clarification of Paul's argumentation. Less racy
of J. B. Phillips, this paraphrase
deserves wide use.
EDGAR KRENTZ
THB SEITING OP THE. SERMON ON
THE. MOUNT. By \VI. D. Davies. New
York: Cambridge University Press. 1964.
440 pages, plus indices. Cloth. $12.:50.

Occasionally a book is published that
changes the direction of the total theological
endeavor. Adolf Deissmann's Lighl
l!asl
/ram
ths A:ncienl
was such a work. So was
Davies' P11«l 11nd, R11bbi11ic /t1tl11ism. The
volume under review promises to be the
same kind of accomplishment. Ir embodies
a wealth of materials on the Jewish background of the New Testament in general
and of the Sermon on the Mount in particular. The importance of the book is enhanced
by the fact that it deals with a part of the
New Testament which many people regard as
the ultimate scatement of ethical principles.
Davies, F.dward Robinson Professor of
Biblical Theology at Union Theological
Seminary in New York, introduces the
reader to the various historical and theological viewpoints current in the first century
of our era. It is his central thesis that the
Sermon on the Mount, as given in Matthew,
conlBins two stralB of thought and materials.
The original A.11sn,uuukrssmng reflected
in the
was one between Jesus and
the sectarian community. Matthew used
these materials in his formulation of "the
way" of the New Israel at the very rime
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when the rabbis were engaged in a parallel
task for the Old Israel. The sermon, therefore, reveals the mutual interaction of the
Pharisaism of Jamnia and the Christian
church toward the end of the first century.
Davies is an acknowedged expert in the
field of rabbinics. His work is a meticulous
and imaginative piece of rese:trch into many
intricacies of the background to the New
Testament. With scrupulous attention to detail he builds a case against B. W. Bacon's
theory that the structure of Matthew's Gospel
was intended to suggest that Jesus was to
be understood as the new Moses. In fact,
the author concludes that Matthew transcends
Mosaic categories. Jesus, for example, is presented as teaching "law" as Lord, while Moses
commanded only as mediator.
Matthew's handling of his sources does
not constitute a distortion of the primal
,;ospel. For the distinaive claim of Jesus
remains in the Sermon on the Mount as given
in Matthew. It consisted of His "naked"
awareness of God's will. This is what distinguished Jesus from the rabbis of His day,
and His authority from theirs. His words
always pointed beyond themselves to Him
as their source.
A careful scrutiny of the sermon as we
have it reveals that also the teaching of Jesus
belongs to theAs
lt.ar,gm11.
Professor
Davies
puts it: 'The faith of early Christians rested,
nor on a mime, but on a dnma, and in this
drama the words of the chief protagOnist on
morality, as on other subjecrs, were essential
to the action." This volume contends that the
early church grounded her moral imperatives
nor only on the kerygmatic indicative but
also on specific words of Jesus which He
taught as "law."
Davies would like to have the reader accept
his conclusions u a contribution toward
correcting what he feels is an exaggerated
antithesis between grace and law which grew
our of 16th- and closing
17th-century
is
intercon•
fessional conrroversies. It in these
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observations of the book that the arsument
this reviewer,
of that
largely
mountain is no easy task. Here is one
seems weakest to
be- book that con help to move mountains.
cause the opposition between Law and Gospel Rig:iux, a French Dominican priest, surveys
is not drawn in terms that Luther.in theo- the Pauline corpus in recent Biblical critilogians understand and use. (Possibly no one cism. As he himself says: "Wir
stchen
bier
who has not grown up on the Law-Gospel - wie in der gesamren Exegese des Neuen
polarity in the sense of Lutheran theology Testaments - vor ciner Atomisierung der
ever quite understands this distinction in Forschung" (p. 16S). This volume puts the
the same way.)
atoms into an order that makes something
Speaking specifically, the church does not of them.
avoid the disastrous consequences of antiIn six chapters he surveys the various
nomianism by pointing out that Jesus also schools of interpretation, the available
taught "law." She transcends the problem biogmphics (A. D. Nock and D ibeliusby understanding Paul's statement that Christ Kiimmel
e
get th nod ) , Paul's conversion and
is the end of the law as the apostle did. The apostolate ( Paul's conversion is described in
period of legal nihilism through which the terms of Old Testament call narratives, a
Communist revolution p35Sed, when it pro- mark of theolog ical reflexion ) , the chronoposed to do without law, is hardly to be logical darn available for P:iul's life ( no
compared, therefore, to the experience of reconstruction is certain), the questions of
the early church. She always had in her midst integrity and authenticity in the Pauline
the indicatives of the ker)•gma from which corpus ( on the authenticity of Ephesians
to derive her imperatives; and Paul was one a cautious 110n q
J; 1101 is given; the language
of the men who pointed out how this could of the Pasroml Epistles is a problem, and
be done in order to have righteousness the)• should be used sparingly to reconstruct
"without law."
Paul's rheology) , and the results of form
But having entered this demurrer, this criticism as applied to the letters. This last
reviewer would still insist th:it he knows of c{lnpter is the major contribution to a book
no other single volume that offers so pro- that is good throughout. Rigaux has given
found an insight into the currents of thought a preliminary report that deserves to be exthat converged on the church of the first panded into a Po'"igaschichleerti ,P,,Nlinicentury to help create the setting for the sche,i
Brie/a.
Sermon on the Mount as recorded by MatRigaux calls for rese:irch in a number of
thew and Luke.
·
areas. A new comprehensive biography is
MARTIN H. SCHARLEMANN
a great desideratum. No agreement has been
reached on the structure of Romans. Much
PAULUS UND SBINB BRIBPB: DBR careful work needs to be done on the religin'AND DBR PORSCHUNG. By Beda 011sgeschich1lich background of Paul.
Riga.we, translated by Aupst Ben:.
A number of minor errors were noted:
Munich: Kosel-Verlag, 1964. 23S pages. p. 7S, for l11lt1rP,eler read lnte,PrehlliOfli
Paper. DM IS.BO
p. 181, for Jemrich read Jennrich; p. 182,
The interested, scholarly, but busy pastor for Musenii read Musonii; p. 209, for T. W.
must often stand aghast ( if he has the time) Manson, read W. Manson. Some idea of
at the amount of material, good, bad, and the comprehensive chamcter of this book can
indifferent, written :ibout Jesus, Paul, or the be gained from the fact that unpublished
Gospels in any given year. To be a "work- dissertations by two professors in Missouri
man needing not to be ashamed" in the face Synod schools are listed, W. Jennrich and
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E. C. Malte. The last chapter on Hebrews
(non-Pauline) is an added bonus.
EDGAR. KRBNTZ

GBNBSIS. By E. A. Speiser. Garden City,
N. Y.: Doubleday and Company, 1964.
lxxvi and 379 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
JOB. By M. H. Pope. Garden City, N. Y.:

Doubleday and Company, 196S. lxxxii
and 294 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Tbe first published volumes of the Anchor
Bible deserve special comment. This new
commentary is under the general editorship
of William Foxwell Albris ht and David N.
Freedman. The project is international and
interfaith in its scope. Both Christian and
Jewish scholars :are participating. The reader
must accordins ly make allowance for a certain lack of concern for discerning the rheological import of the various books treated.
The emphasis lies on a strict cxesetical
an:al}•sis of the text which is comprehensible
to the general reader. Nevertheless, the
authors make repeated allusions to the
Hebrew text and cite all the scholarly evidence and theories found in more technical
commentaries. Thus the Anchor Bible can
hardly be called a layman's commentary. It
also stands in contrast to the kind of "theological" commentary typified by Gerhard von
Rad's work on Genesis in D11s If.It• Test11,ru,n1 De111seh. Each volume is composed
of a lensrhy introduction and a translation
with brief exegetical notes and comment on
the various units.
lasgely
In many rcspccrs, the translation
by Speiser
is one of the most provocative fcarores of
his work on Genesis. He operates with the
essentials of the source hypothesis which,
he claims, belong amons those end results
which "have won qualified acceptance from
the
of biblical scholars"
(p. xxi). At the same time,
.recosnizes
he
the
allow for a "reasonexesetethat
must
able masgin of error" in his application of
such theories.
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The P,iestZ, Doe,unnl
, Speiser believes,
is probably a school with a long history.
"T." is his special designation for that tradition (presumably oral) which had a certain
semicanonical staros and which could not
therefore be ignored by the editors of Genesis even though each of them may have
interpreted the same tradition differently.
Speiser's attempt to discover the historical
Sitz ,im !Aben of the monotheistic faith of
Israel in the original call of Abraham rather
than in the period of Moses cries for further
investigation. That Abraham, the prosperous
settler of Gen. 14, should leave the glorious
culture of the Hammurabic age and move to
Canaan demands explanation. Speiser's own
summary reads, "the genesis of the biblical
way is bound up with the beginnings of the
monotheistic concept; both converge in the
age, and presumably also the person, of
Abraham" (p. xlix) . This pendulum of the
Albright school seems to have now swung
farther to the right, despite the prorcsu of
the German scholars!
Speiser's own competency in Mesopotamian literarore is reftc:cted throughout the
book and he is concerned., wherever possible,
to suggest Mesopotamian origins for the traditions preserved, especially in Gen. 1-11.
What the reviewer misses throughout this
material is a sensitivity to what the Biblical
writers were rryins to say through these traditions to Israelite audiences who faced
specific needs in a new Canaanite environbeen
culrore had
ment. The Mesopotamian
forsauen by the time of David. Israel
facccl the temptations of Baalism. Are these
reJlc:ctcd
or not? What was the
Genesisin
messqe of the writers? Speiser's srudy of
Mesopotamian origins has, however, revealed
many significant aids for Biblical interpretation. The suggestion that rob•s, for esample,
in Gen. 4:7, be rrmslatcd in the light of
Akbdian nbis•• (demon) is excellent and
resolves an awkward textual difficulty.
Of special interest co many readers will
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be study of the introductory formula for considerable evidence for viewing the dialog
creation narratives, namely, dependent tem- as relatively early (7th century), with the
poral clause, parenthetic clause, and main possibility of parts being earlier. He is not
clause. Speiser sees this formula in Gen. 1, certain if the author is an Israelite. The
Gen. 2:4b-7, and the Enuma Elisb. The re- Job of the dialog, who propounds his "antisulcant translation of these opening clauses wisdom wisdom" against the "orthodox"
illustrates this formula and the kind of tech- comforters, is the poet's theological mouthnique employed by Speiser. Gen. 1: 1-3 is piece. The ancient legend of the hero Job
translated: "When God set a.bout to create was his literary point of deparrure. There ii
heaven and earth - the world being then a no real movement in the argumentation of
formless waste, with darkness over the sens the dialog, a.ccording to Pope, and the ultiand only an a.wesome wind sweeping over mate charge of Yahweh against Job, who
the water - God said, 'let there be light.' remains innocent to the end, is that he
And there wu light." Gen. 2: 4b-7 isrendered had spoken out of ignorance. The speeches
similarly: "At the time when God Ya.hweh of the comforters demonstrated how "wrongmade hea.ven and earth - no shrub of the headed traditional piety can
The confield being yet in the earth and no grains viction of Job is tha.t justice must somehow
of the field having sprouted, for God had not triumph. And the concluding answers of
yet sent rain upon the eatth and no ma.n
God a.re an evasion of the question of justice
wu there to till the soil; instead a Jlow would as Job hod posed it. Fa.ith alone, it would
well up from the ground and water the whole seem, can nccept innocent sulfering u somesurface of the soil - God Yahweh made thing meaningful. And yet, "no extreme of
man from clods of the soil and blew into suffering gives mere man license to queshis nostrils the breath of life, and man be- tion God's wisdom or justice a.s Job had
came a living being." Although the comdone" (p. boo,). While the book may prove
ments of Speiser are not lengthy, his sug- rather heavy going for the average reader,
gestions and translation should prove a stim- it will become a. valuable tool for scholars
ulus for both scholars and students alike.
in the clarification of difficult passages in
perba.ps
the most difficult book of the Old
The buic approach of Pope is similar to
that of Speiser. His major contributions are Testament.
In general the Anchor Bible commentaries
linguistic and philological His concern for
the purpose and theological meaning of the on the Old Testament are scholarly, proJob rext is evident in his introductory sum- vocative, and helpful They are exegetical
mary but rarely explicit in the exegetical rather than expository. The first two volumes
notes. The author's specialization in the field augur well for what is to come.
of Ugaritic studies has enabled him to
NORMAN C. HABEL
elucidate many texts. Thus, for esample, he
translates 9:31a as "You would douse me in THB SBMtrISMS OP ACTS. By Max Wilcox. New York: Oxford University Pn:ss,
filth,• explaining the term filth as a reference
1965. xiv and 206 pages. Cloth. $8.00.
to the loathsome putrescence of the underworld. In this same contezt (9:33) he interIn this enlarged doctoral dissertation Wilpreu the ''umpire" or "redeemer" figure in cox, Australian professor and staff member
the light of the ancient Near Eastern concept of Melbourne Univenity, offen a fresh and
of penonal or guardian deities.
painstaking investigation of an old question.
In his excellent introduction Pope cites
parallels
After opening
with a valuable historical
numerous .relevant Near Eastern
and survey of past research, the study divides into
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five main sections: Old TesblDlent quotations
or allusions in Acts; the diction of Acts and
its use of the Scptuqint; residual or indiJputablc Scmitisms in Acts; seven other identifying marks of Semitisms; and the presence
of soutce material in Acts. Wilcox suggests
that though Luke customarily followed the
Scptuasint, there are traces among certain
Semitic sections in Acts of the influence and
use of Samaritan, Targumic, and even of
alternate Greek Old Testament Versions.
Another class of Semitism is the word or
phrase formed under the influence of the
Septuasint; these terms Wilcox calls "liturgicalisms" or "apologeticisms" to indicate
their origin in the worship and controversies
of the early church. A third class comprises
definite or likely Semitisms that are not the
result of Old TesblDlent quotation or
in0uence.
The definite or "hard-core" Semitisms are
found mainly in chs. 1-15, in stories which
reveal the style and diction of Luke. For
Wilcox this points to the "general authenticity" of this material and to the fact that
it reached Luke not in Aramaic (against Torrey) but in Greek form. The presence of
Scmitisms in the speech material, on the other
hand, shows similarities with the Tar&UJDS
and points to "ready-made blocks of material"
(see especially 13:22), similar to collections
of les1imoni11 and older than the accompanyins "kcrygmatic" or "crcdal" material. These
observations indicate Luke's use of specific
oral or written traditions whose likely origin
is the area of Antioch.
Wilcox' analyses are strictly philological
and for this reason provisional They mwt
always be supplemented by the other exegetical disciplines of form and historical
criticism. The light that this stUdy sheds on
the tcxtUal problem of Acts and the state
of the Old Telbl.Dlent tezt in the first Christian century makes Wilcox' work a valuable
contribution not only to the study of Acts
but to Biblical rcscarcb u a whole.
JOHN H. EI.LI01T
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BBGINNBR'S RBADBR-GRAMMAR
POR NBW TBSTAMBNT GRBBK. By
Ernest Cadman Colwell and Ernest W.
Tune. New York: Harper & Row, 1965.

111 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
This new teztbook aims to bring the
Greckless man to the modest point where
he can identify forms, locate the meaning of
Greek words in a lexicon, and master the
meaning in context of all words that occur
more than fifty times in the New TesbUDcnt.
In the hands of a skillful teacher or diligent
private learner it will probably aid one to
reach that goal. This reviewer cannot see
that it will replace any of the available
beginner's grammars that are less expensive,
more comprehensive, and easily available.
EDGARKllBNTz
THB CRBATIVB BRA: BETWEBN THB
TBSTAMBNTS. By Carl G. Howie. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1965.
96 pages. Paper. $1.45.

This book is designed u a popular study
and could serve for lay Bible class groups.
In Chapter I Howie bu told the complicated
talc of intertcsblDlcntal Jewish history with
commendable clarity. He reveals his dependence upon John Bright, to whom the
book is dedicated. Chapter ll conlains an
introduction to the pertinent boob of the
Old TesbUDent, the apocrypha, pscudcpigrapha, and Dead Sea literature. Chapter III
conlaios a brief introduction to each of the
major Jewish parties in this period. Chapters IV and V are analyses of what Howie·
calls the "creative religious atmosphere• and
the "emerging thouaht patterns." It seems
to this .reviewer that the formative mle of
the Old Testament itself dcscrvcs far more
attention than it usually .receives in stUdics
of the intcrtclblDlCntal period. A book of
this lcnsth must resort on almost every pqe
to simplified ttcaUDCDts of vastly complicated
subjects, but on the whole Howie bu written
a helpful survey.
HmlBBRT T. MA.YD
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THB ORIGIN OP FIRST CORINTHIANS.
By John C. Hurd, Jr. New York: Seabury Prcu, 1965. 296 pqes, appendices
and indices. Cloth. $7.95.
author
The
himself calls this a ''wedgeshaped work." Its purpose is to show the
chanse and development in St. Paul's thought
under the impact of his relationship with
the church at Corinth. It is a very detailed
srudy of a rather limited area. Hurd takes up
the familiar question of Paul's attitude toward
the decree of the Jerusalem synod, as given in
Acts 15. He is persuaded that the "previous
letter" to which the apostle refers in 1 Cor.
5:9 was, for all practical purposes, this resolution of the Jerusalem council accompanied
by the letter prepared by the men chosen at
the meeting of apostles and elders ( Acts
15:23). This letter, in the language of Hurd,
"represented the high-water mark of Paul"s
attempt to apply Jewish legal answers to
his converts' ethical needs." (P. 294)
We hear no more of the Jerusalem decree,
because Paul found the solutions of th:n
assembly impractical to apply and, as a
result, 10Ught more and more to find other
principles which mi&ht serve as the basis
of Christian ethics. Concern for the "weaker
brother" was a fint attempt in this direction.
As for the origios of First Corinthians, it
is to be found directly or indirectly in Paul's
dis;asn:ements with the members of the
Corinthian church, every section of the letter
being related to the group of disputes which
resulted from Paul's attempt to obtain conformity to the Jerusalem decree.
to

Here is a book for professionals. Its value
is
be found in the vast number of details
put together to demonsttate Hurd'• major
thesis. This information, some of it put conc:ilely into very useful chans, contributes a
great deal to shedding light on the work
and ICtffities of the apostle to the Gentiles
during 10me very aitical years of his career.
MARTIN H. ScHAlU.BMANN

BOOK NOTES
THB SO-CALLED HIS'l'ORlCAL JESUS AND
THB HISTORIC, BIBLICAL
SOGBNANNTB HISTORJSCHB

GESQIICHTLJCHB

CHRIST (OBJ.
Jnsus UND DBJl

DIBLISCHB

CHRJSTUS).

By Martin Kahler, tmnslated by Carl E.
Bmaten. Phil:idelphia: Fortress Press, 1964.
xiii, 153 pages. Paper. $1.75. Kiihler WU
one of the seminal thinkers among the German theologians of the late 19th century.
The present work, first published in 1892, is
one of the most important to come from his
pen, and English-s1:ieaking theology owes a
debt of gmtitude to the able translator-editor
as well as ro the general editor of the Sn,,iN1tr
Editions series, Theodore G. Tappert, for
making it awilablc. The basis of the English
version is the second edition of 1896. Even
after seven decade.ssK:ihler' study h:ls a great
deal to say in the still-continuing discussion
of his theme. Not the least valuable feature
of this edition is the 38-page essay by Braaten, "Revelation, History and Faith in Martin
Kahler," a condensation of his 1959 Harvard
doctoral dissertation. Paul Tillich, 11 student
of Kiihler's, conuibures a brief foreword.
THE STORY OF THB Wrsn MBN ACOORD•
ING TO ST. MATTHnw. New York: Holr,
Rinehart and Winston, 1964. 43 pages.
Cloth. $4.95. Twenty of the 43 pases of the
book proper :ind both doublespread endsheets are devoted to superb gravurc reproductions - of the four capimls in the Burgundian cathedml of St. Lazarus in Autun on
which Gislebert, the great (possibly the
greatest) medieval sculptor, whom Andre
Malraux called "'a Romanesque Cc'.-zanne,"
chiseled the story of the Wise Men in the
12th century; of other dccomtions of his
from the tympanum and the north doorway
lintel of the same great church; of the exterior of the church itself, both u it looks
today and as it appeared to a medieval artist;
and of a view of the columns within to
show the locations of the Magi capitals. Ten
pages of the text tell the story of the Magi
in the Revised Standard Version form. Another 10 are devoted to a commentary on the
work of Gislebert and the place of the cathedral in medieval life by Regine Pernoud and
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Denis Grivot. The latter is coauthor with
George Zarnccki of the definitive work on
Gislebert. This book was obviously designed
to be a giftbook; it is a superb example of
its kind.
THB BooKS OF THB OLD TESTAMENT.
By Robert H. Pfeiffer. New York: Harper
and Row, 1965. xi, 335 pages. Paper.
$1.95. The author's isagogical masterwork,
l11lroduclion lo tho Old Tos111me111, came out
in 1941 and was republished in 1948. In
1957 it achieved new popularity in an
abridged form under the present tide. The
1957 edition is here reissued as a paperback.
THE CENTRAL MESSAGE OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. By Joachim Jeremias. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965. 95
pages. Cloth. $2.95. The author's 1963
Hewett Lectures :it Union Theological Seminar)•, New York, and elsewhere here find
permanent form. Jeremias' four "chapters in
New Testament theology" are: Aboo, the
sacrificial death, justification by faith, and
the revealing Word. The last is a study of
John 1:1-18, which Jeremias m.kes to be :in
old Christian hymn adapted to serve as prolog to the Fourth Gospel.
THE ENDURING MESSAGE OP THE BIBLE.
By L Harold DeWolf. Revised edition.
Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1965.
128 pages. Paper. $1.45. "This is a very
personal testimony. I am frankly sm.ting, in
a direct, straightforward way, the truth which
I believe God has disclosed to me throush
the Bible" (p. 7). The outcome of famed
Methodist theologian DeWolf's effort is a
gracefully formulated but liberal Biblical
theology.
A HISTORY OF THB ANCIENT WORLD.
By Chester G. Starr. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1965. 742 pases plus 32
plates and two end-sheet maps. Cloth.
$12.50. We do the divine revelation less
than full justice if we do not see it against
the backdrop of the times in which the
events which it describes took place. Starr,
professor of ancient history at the University
of Illinois, has provided a smoothly written,
authoritative, adequately detailed, balanced,
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comprehensive, objective, well-illustrated
secular account of human history from the
recordable beginnings to the 5th-century
"fall" of the Roman Empire.
THB ILLUSTJlATBD NEW TESTAMENT.
Collegeville, Minn.: The Litursical Press
(1965). 260 pages. Paper, $1.00; doth,
$3.00. This large page (almost 8½ by 11
inches), superbly illustrated, astonishingly
low-priced book offers an unabridged New
Testament (without notes) in the 1961 revision of the Confraternity of Sacred Doctrine text, with an average of two excellent
photographic illustrations per page to give
the reader almost a sense of being on the
spot. The work is an encouraging example
of cooperation between the American Bible
Society ( the source of the introductory material) and a Roman Catholic press bent on
making the written Word of God familiar
to the people of that denomination.
JOHANNINE STUDIES. By Andre Feuillet,
translated from the French by Thomas E.
Crane. Staten Island, N. Y.: Aloo House,
1965. 292 pages. Cloth. $5.95. The topic:il studies in this book, as timely as they
are stimulatins - the theological signifiance
of the miracles at Cana, our Lord's discourse
on the "Bread of Life" in the context of the
Eucharistic doctrine of the Fourth Gospel,
the composition of St. John IX-XII, "the
time of the church" in the Johannine corpus,
participation in the life of God according
to the Fourth Gospel, the 24 "elders" of
Revelation, the contribution of Revelation
ro the solution of the eschatological problem,
and the interpretation of Revelation XI and
XII. Feuillet writes with Gallic clarity of
organization and with his usual mastery of
the pertinent bibliography.
KlEIUCEGAAllD AND BULTMANN: THB
QUEST OF THB HJSTOlllCAL JESUS. By
Herbert C. Wolf. Minneapolis: Aussburg
Publishing House, 1965. 100 pages. $1.95.
Wolf, who reaches at Wittenberg University, Springfield, sees Bultmann serving the
20th century as Kierkegaard served the 19th,
"by radically reaffirming the centrality of
the proclamation of the kerygma in categories which comunicate to and challenge
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modern man" (pp. 5, 6). In comparing the
two Wolf renounces the intention of definitively solving the hermeneutiml problem
and proposes merelye to
vexing
revive "th
problem of the relationship of faith to the
historical Jesus" ( p. 6). In his concluding
aitique he acdits Bultmann with seeking
"to reinterpret faith in what appears to him
to be the most adequate contemporary
lan
. • • as a proper preface to the selfundentanding of man derived from the encounter with the kerygma" ( p. 88). \'Q'o lf
aiticizes Bultmann's understanding of myth
and of science, charges Bultmann with removing "God from the realm of space to
the realm of histor}"' (p. 89), with retreating "from the historical to the existentialist
realm of existence" (p. 90), with ultimately
ending up speaking only to "Bultmannians,"
with oversuessing "the discontinuity between
Jesus of Nazareth and the Christ-kerygma"
(p. 91) , and with transforming "the Christian faith and its kerygma today into something radically different [from] and discontinuous with the early church's kerygma
a
concerning Jesus Christ." (P. 92)
THB Acrs OP THB APOSTLBS. By Thomas
Walker. Chicago: Moody Press, 1965. xxix,
586 pages. Cloth. $4.95. This is a commentary on the Aas of the Apostles written
Has
by an English missionary to India from a
missionary's standpoint. The present reissue
reproduces the 1910 edition without ch:aoge.
THB APOCALYPSB (L'APOCALYPSB). By
Andre Feuillet, translated by Thomas E.
Crane. Staten Island, N. Y.: Alba House,
1965. 143 pages. Ooth. $3.95. L'lnstitut
Catholique's feuillet is a topflight Roman
Catholic exeget.e. The present SNdy considen the general tendencies of recent commentators on the Revelation of St. John,
offen a SNdy of the unity of composition
and literary suucrure, examines the interpretation of the book u a whole, sketches its
doctrinal content. discusses the date and
place of the book and its authorship, and
finally
addresses itself to the special problems of the woman of Revelation 12 and the
millennium of Revelation 20. As a bibliographical guide to the vast scholarly liters-

ture on the issues that Fcuillet takes up it is
peerless.
THB BIBLB AND THB ANClllNT NB.All
EAsT: Ess.A.YS IN HONOR OP WILLIAM
FOXWELL ALBRIGHT. Edited by G. Ernest
Wright. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and
Company, 1965. 542 pages. Paper. $1.95.
Technically a Fos/.S
ehri/1, this highly useful
work - first published in 1961 - comes
closer to being a reader in Palestinian and
N ear Eastern archaeology. The hard cover
edition was reviewed in this joumal, Vol.
XXXIII (1962), 242.
GOD'S \'Q'ORD INTO ENGLISH. By Dewey
M. Beegle. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William
B. Berdmans Publishing Company, 1965.
x, 230 pages. Paper. $2.25. The original
( 1960 ) edition of this commendable study
was reviewed in this journal in Vol. XXXIII
(1962 ), 432. An elaborate appendix brings
the first issue up t0 date with c:ircful evaluations of Charles Kingley \'<filliams' Th, N, 111
T cstame111 i 11 Plai,i l!.11,g
lish;
Kenneth S.
\'<fuest's The N ew
s T·ostnmc111: An 1?.xp.11J,J
Tr 11 lntio11, T ho Neto 1!.11glish Bibi,: N i u,
;tnme
Cc
,; eNTi u,
101111i lh
n111r,
T es
T111cstaTh
11,e11t the Jewish Publication Society
version of the Torah: Th, Pi11
e
Boolu ol
Moses; J. B. Phillips' Po11r Proph, ts:
First
A,nos,
Isaiah,
en,
Micah; Tho Am9li{,etl
Bible, published by the Lockman Foundation; and the N ero
, Am
eric a, Sta11d11rtl Bibi,
revision of the American Standard Venion
of 1901.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN
THEOLOGICAL DICI'IONARY OP THB
NBW
TBITAMl!.NT
(Th.alo6iseha
Wor11rb11eh um N euen T 1st11111nl).
Edited by Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard
Friedrich; tnmlated by Geoffrey W.
Bromilcy. Vol I. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1964. xi and 793 pa.ses. Ooth. $18.50.
A number of the entries in Th.alo6iseh,s
IYl'or11rb11eh um N 1N1 • T 1st11,,,.,,, (TWNT)
have been translated English
into
in Bibi,
K , :, Words, but with some omission of demil found in the original. Bromilcy'1 claim
to render the 111hol1 of "Kittel" is home out
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by examination of the translation, although
occasionally he makes some slight modification of the German expression. ( Sec for
example, p. 7, a. 7.)
The value of '"Kittel" as a resource for the
pastor and specialist need hardly be rcaccentcd
here. Nor is it necessary on the other h:and
ro underscore Bromiley's reference to James
Barr's warning about the philologiatl deficiencies in this great word book; Friedrich,
the present
editor
of the Thcologisehcs Nauer,
W orsta1110111, himself drew
tcrbueh V'1n
attention to some of its limitations and critical deficiencies ("Die Problematik eines
Theologischen Worrerbuchs zum Neuen Testament," in Texlo ,nul
o cr U11tersuehnngon
oratur, o
%/lr
ht
tl
11/tehrist-lieh tJ Lil
LXXm [Berlin, 1959], 481---486).
Lest the criticisms th:at follow be misconstrued, let
reader
the
who is serious about
his pastoral tasks know that this is one purchllse which he need not ponder long. There
are many new publications over which one
may well sleep a night or two so th:at the
mesmerizing effect of the publisher's blurb
can wear off before one wastes his money.
But this publication does not come over11dvertised. Any negative criticism of such a
contribution, then, might seem gratuitous,
but this reviewer hopes that what is said here
will be consuued as help to the reader rather
than dissatisfaction with the translator's work,
for only one who bas participated in a project of this type can appreciate the magnitude of the complexities.
German scholars are able to communicate
among themselves by means of abbreviations
of German publications which are bewildering to students lacking familiarity with the
languase and its theological literature. (German scholars would be equally nonplussed
by a reference to English abbreviations that
are perfectly transparent to English-speaking
readers.) The indexes of abbreviations in
both the original and the translation attempt
to take care of most occurrences. On p. 11,
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however, '"Eth. M." (for l!thie11 magR11) may
suggest Aristotle's Afag1111 morali• to the
reader, and it is not identified in the index.
In such cases, if the reader's ingenuity fails
him, he will have to check the original; this
is facilitated by a thoughtful attempt at
preservation of parallelism in pagination.
In the case of abbreviations like '"Jiid. Esch."
(for Jiitliseho l!sehtuologio) on p. 615 he
will have to manage as best he can. On the
hand, the editor should not have left
T other
o
'"Pray. Man." ( for '"Prayer of Manasseh,"
Gebel dos Manasso) unclarified (p. 8, n.10).
More effort might h:ave been made to pick
up obvious errors in the original. Thus the
metathesis in the number "563" in the third
last line in n. 8 is evident from the sequence
sivcn. The correct pagination, 536 ff., js
given correctly on p.15, n. 15.
One especially convenient feature of the
original was the line numbering. This facilitated precise reference. In a work of this
type such consideration is merely humane.
Bromiley's publishers h:ave not done as well.
Thus on p. 415 we find a reference to ;,.J,-11
signaled by an arrow. Because of the mass
of technical data it is difficult to be sure
what reference the writer had in mind. In
the original we are directed without waste
of time to lines '"36 ff."
Undoubtedly some reviewers will criticize
Bromiley for not bringing bibliographies up
to date or for not citing translated works
when available. In defense of Bromiley it
should be said that even the original is not
yet completed and that we much prefer to
have what we have in translation before the
ParousiL At the same time the student must
note th:at research goes on and that in not
a few places the original itself has been outdated; see Kittel's own mrrection in Dia
Religio,ug,sehieht•
""1 Unhris1n1,.,,.
(Giitersloh, 1932), p.146, a. 214, on dtlll«
by way of example. But the fact remaim that
nowhere in such mmined apace will the student find such an usemblqe of liaguistic

••ti
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data bearing on the understanding not only
of the New Tesr:unent but also of the Old
( since the Hebrew and Scptuaginral material, not to speak of the classical and patristic
references, is so generously treated).
A final word and the sermon is ended.
The individual contributors have labored
hard to produce tbe Thaologischcs 1J'orlerbwch ;:11,111
sta111e111. It is only fair
T e Na11en
that the sisnatures be noted, as by Bromiley
the)• are, at the end of each article and that
in references to his work Kittel be siven
the credit only for tbe articles that bear his
name.

We look forward to the completion of the
orisinal and to the early appearance of
further volumes of this excellent translation,
whose sq•le, althoush hardly that of an H. L.
Mencken, is nevertheless redeemed by scholarly fidelity.
FREDERICK W. DANKER
JESUS AND CHRISTIAN ORIGINS:
A COi\fllfBNTARY ON MODERN
VIBU'IPOINTS. By Hush Anderson. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1964.
xii and 368 pages. Cloth. $7.00.
THB HISTORICAL JESUS AND THB
KBRYGJ\fATIC CHRIST: ESSAYS ON
THI! NB1J' QUEST OP THB HISTORICAL JESUS. Edited by Carl E. Braaten
and Roy A. Harrisville. New York:
Abingdon Press, 1964. 250 pases. Cloth.
$5.00.
Martin Kibler, author of Der sogennanle
biblisch•
hislorisch• J•s11s """
Chris1111 (l.eipzis, 1892), has
waited a Ions time for sympathetic commentators, and at last he is 6ndins them. Searchins critiques of the work of the principal
participants in the Jesus-of-history-andChrist-of-faith controversy are made in Anderson's comprehensive survey of attempts
to take a hermeneutical stanee which will
insure an acceptable separation of "historical"
and "faith" elements in the Gospel accounts
concernins Jesus Christ. H•ilsg•schidJI• is

one approach, among others, which finds
a scntle but nonetheless crippling torpedoing. In answer to the Bultmann school he
emphasizes the importance of preserving the
sovercisnty of Jesus Christ over against the
church, of which He is the Source and Head,
and insists that knowledge of the historical
Jesus is not irrelevant to faith. On the other
hand the "new quest" for the historical Jesus,
while it has helped arrest a Docctic trend,
is itself, be claims, too root<.'CI. in philosophi•
cal presuppositions to be guaranteed a great
future. Students who are bewildered by all
the current hcrmeneutical static will do well
to read this volume and the one edited by
Braaten and Harrisville. Tho Historical Jcs11s
1111d the Kcryg111atic Christ presents nine es•
says, written recently by participants in the
debate, that Anderson reviews, including one
each by the editors. Herc the student can
in a few minutes read what such scholars as
Bultmann, Stauffer, and Conzclmann themselves have to say about the problem.
FREDERICK W. DANKER
CALVIN'S COMJ\fENTARIBS-THB SECOND EPISTLB OP PAUL THB APOSTLE
TO THI! CORINTHIANS AND THB
EPISTLES TO TIJ\WTHY, TITUS AND
PHILBMON. Translated by T. A. Smail.
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Ecrdmans Publishing Company, 1964. vi and 410 pages.
Cloth. $6.00.
tler like
g•schichlliche,
John Calvin,
Wetstcin, has been the
victim of much scholarly pilfering, but even
if the dour theologian were aware of it, he
would view it as a salutary donation to the
maintenance of exegetical sanity. One can
only marvel at the restraint with which Calvin fishes out one clear explanation after the
other, without crying his "hitherto undiscovered tadpole of interpretation • . • round
the town u a rare dainty," u Spurgeon put it
and u we exegetes today do it. So rigorously
honest is he with the text that, as has often
been said, "John Calvin was not half a Cal-
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vinist" in his commentaries. If occasionally
he slips into indefensible statements (for
example, on p. 224: "polygamy was certainly
very prevalent among the Jews"), the many
times when he steers his craft through
treacherous hermeneutical waters ( see, for
example, on 2 Cor. 7:8, 1 Tim. 1:4; 2:1;
2 Tim. 2:6, 22) more than redeem his reputation. This installment of the new translation of Calvin's Commentaries, like the rest,
deserves to be received with a thanks which
expresses itself in a thoughtful reading of
the great Reformer. Mix Luther's passionate
homiletics with Calvin's historically sensitive
exegesis, and it is understandable that the
cork refused to stay put on the Reformation.
FRilDilRICK W. DANKilR
TflE PJONEJ!R OP OUR FAITH: A NBW
UFJ! OP Jl!SUS. Dy S. Vernon McCasland. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1964. x and 210 pages. Ooth.
S4.9S.
"My researches have convinced me that
the picture of Jesus in the Gospels is essentially reliable" ( p. vii). After he has said
this, the author, a distinguished member of
the Society of Biblical Literature, proceeds to
analyze the actions and words of Jesus in
terms of His own deep awareness of God and
responsiveness to the "wonder of faith." He
attacks the sophistication of modern scientific
man and endeavors to direct his attention to
the spiritual life and away from the mere
transitory method of its expression. One of
his major accents is that Jesus, like the Qumran community, discovered Himself in the
Old Testament. From this standpoint the
prophecies of His death and of the desuuction of Jerusalem are to be understood. Evident throughout this work are the researches
that entered into his article "Matthew Twists
the Scriptures," ]o,,,,,11l of Bibliul Li111r11111r11,
LXXX (1961), 143-148. Some points,
however, require special notice. In the discussion of Jesus u Son of God the question
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of His sonship and the adoption of Christians
as sons is confused. Moreover, Gal. 4:4-7 is
hardly the passage to introduce an argument
for an adoptionisr position. The discussion
of Mark 1:2,3 (cf. pp. 46-48) oversimplifies the complex hermeneutics lying behind
rhis and related passages. McCasland's discussion of 1 Cor. lS:1-8 fails to note that
rhe aim here is not to prove the resurrection
of Jesus but to introduce the attack on the
question raised by the Corinthians concerning resurrection in general. Paul argues that
if the Corinthians deny the general resurrection, then belief in Jesus' resurrection is invalidated.
Pastors especially will be grateful for the
assistance this book gives in bridging the
firsr and the 20th centuries.
FREDERICK W. DANKER
AN INTRODUCTION TO THB APOCRYPHAL BOOKS OF THB OLD AND
NBW Tl!STAi'tfl!NT. By H. T. Andrews,
edited by Charles F. Pfeiffer. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1964. 141
pages. Cloth. $2.9S.
The periods between the Testaments and
directly after the completion of the New
Testament were times of vigorous theological
production. Much of the literature has
a bearing on our understanding especially
of the New Testament. Pfeiffer has brought
up to date the popular introduction to the
apocryphal books of both the Old and the
New Testament published by H. T. Andrews
in 1908 by including descriptions of a nwnber of the docwnents found at Qumran and
at Cheroboskion. This is a handy reference
guide for the church school library.
FllEDlllUCK W. DANKD
THB INTERPRErATION OP THB NBW
TBSTAMBNT, 1861-1961. By Stephen
Neill london: Oxford University Press,
1964. vi and 348 pages. Ooth. $7.00.
After years of pursuit of hypotheses it is
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time))• that someone should gather up the
fr:agments of :assured results :and fill in English the void left by the stopping point in
Farr:ar's great ",ork on the lUsto~ of I111erfm1tatio11,. At first sight the concluding list
of 12 "positive achievements" of New Testament studies since 1861 sum;csts that a
mountain of scholarship has been long in
labor and brought forth the t)•pical product
of expectant mountains. But the gains described are real, and the by-products of increased understanding of the New T estament are not to be measured by such cold
statistics. The fact is that a great deal of
labor was necessar)• to er:ase much previous
inferior workmanship, and the fact that critical discernment had not been fostered to
any great degree previous to the 18th and
19th centuries meant athat certain amount
of refuse of uial and error was part of the
price to be paid for recovery of the original
product beneatb layers of prejudiced interpretation. Nor is the end of the process in
sight, but if Neill's plea is attended to, that
Biblical scholars follow rhe lead of the physical scientists and subject critical axioms and
hypotheses to a ruthless inquiry into their
validity, then the list of assured results at the
end of our century may well be many times
greater.

If there is a theme to this history of a
century of Biblical interpretation, it is this:
Consequences are no greater than their causes.
One misht anticipate that the Germans
would be the whipping boys for the sport of
less venturesome British scholars, but this is
not the cue. Neill knows only too well that
the debt to Germany is incalculable. He
does not hesitate to rely heavily on Werner
Georg Kiimmel's D,u N6Ne Tes111m,n1:
Gn,hi,hle tier Br/orsehang seiner Problem•
(Munich, 1958), and his skillful contrasting of daring Teutonic hypotheses against
a pmdent Cambridge scholarship, which veoaua f'orth only after much of the shooting
is ewer, ieveals his true admiration. His

critique of scholars like Bultmann and Dibelius therefore carries more weight than in
the ink of those who sc:arcely bother to understand them. Neill does understand because he has a sympathetic grasp of the fundamental issues and the inner connections
between various developments in the history
of New Testament interpretation. He understands why David Str:auss' work was necessary, and he can appreciate the positive contributions of Ferdinand Christian Baur even
amid the Hegelian Triim,nor/
cltl. But always
he insists that correct method means to keep
a scrupulous eye on stubborn presuppositions. From time to time Neill reinforces
this accent on method with the sum;estioo
that this or that book be made required
reading (for example, J. B. Lightfoot's
A,Postoli, Fathers).

On occasion N eill's own careful caution
deserts him. For example, he fails to realize
in his remarks about the gcner:al agreement
"imaginative cnlars
(pa,ge
resarding
250) of a story like the coin in the fish's
mouth or Peter's walking on the water that
the question raised by Bultmann is precisely
this: What is the correct method to be followed in determining the extent of the community's creative contribution? And what
arc the aitcria to determine when a method,
such as form aiticism, is "carried to its extreme" (p. 250)? And in this connection
we wonder whether a reconsideration of
Mark 1S:3S, 36 in terms of form-critical
method misht not prompt the author to revise his support of an emendation for that
passage (p. 79). Certainly, after what James
Moffatt bas written about rhe recipients of
Hebrews, it is rash to assert that the superscription to this letter is "almost certainly
correct" (p.186). (In a casual note to page
2S3 Neill sugesrs that Julius Caesar in his
Commffllmt1s plays havoc with the facts.
That Caesar does not diminish Caesar is a
fact, but T. Rice Holmes deserves a hearing
on the defense.) In view of the debate on
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Second Peter and James, it is hazardous to
assert flatly that the latest part of the New
Testament could "hardly have been written
later than the year 116" ( p. 63) . Some explanation is anticipated. Hearsay is a danserous form of scholarly communication. We
would like to know what form historian said
Luke was a "falsifier of the Gospel" (p. 265).
What we find stated on p. 288 as "stronsly
attested fact" is really srronsly attested conviction, without prejudice to factuality. Since
F. Wilbur Ging rich's contributions to
A Greek-1!11gli
1h
Lexir:011 of the N ew
Test,z.
m e nl are considerable, his name should have
been included in the index. The writer could
not know of irs p roduction, but Bruce Measer's work, The T axi of the Name
Teru
e
st
nt
(London, 1964)
,
now supersedes Kenyon's
treatment of the New Testament textual history. (P. 61 )
Final verdict: This book will be required
reading in this reviewer's courses in hermeneutics and New Testament introduction.
Candidates £or theological desrees will do
well to digest its contents and explore the
rich lode of scholarly productions cited in
the footnotes.
FREDERICK w. DANKER
THE TEXT OP THI! NEW TESTAMENT:
TRANSAflSSION, CORRUPTION,
AND RESTORATION. By Bruce M.
Metzser. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1964. ix and 268 pages. Ooth.
$7.00.
"Superficial, inaccurate, and misleading''
was the verdict applied by a reviewer to
a book on the text of the New Tesrament
published a few years qo,
However, only
the antonyms of these adjectives will suflice
to describe Meager's superb treatment of the
science and an of textual criticism. The
book is designed to meet the requirements
of a multilevel hermeneutia curriculum.
Merqer's customary careful documentation
of the Greek New
Testament
text in its
manuscript and
forms is accompanied

rrs
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by helpful "leads" to deeply recessed information. Besinners bewildered by the apparatus in their critical editions will find the
extensive description of types of errors in the
transmitted text most helpful as an introduction to the textual analysis of selected passages. In this last section of the book Measer rakes his readers into his own workshop
and painstakinsly methodology
rehearses the
to be applied in makins a choice between
variants. The discussion proceeds from relatively simple problems to the more involved
type. Metzger's mastery of his complex subject makes it possible for him to avoid what
many writers on this subject do not avoid,
namely the hackneyed illustration. His alertness to much that is of human interest has
helped him write a book that is also deliciously seasoned. A generation of students
will bless him for this work.
FREDERICK W. DANKER

PREACHING VALUES PROM THE PAPYRI. By Herschel H. Hobbs. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1964.
123 pages. Cloth. $2.95.

The papyri, first popularized for Biblical
students by Adolf Deissmann, have been
periodically mined for their "preachins
values." The valuable contribution they have
made to understanding of the Biblical text
is evident from the improved renderings
of many passases in recent translations. such
as the Revised Standard Version and the
New English Bible. But the data requires
critical use, and the preacher must be on his
sward against reading some meanins from
a papyrus frqment into a Biblical text without due consideration of the latter context.
Hobbs offers much that is interestins and
correct in this enmination of forty selected
words, but his renderins of Mark 14:41, "the
account is closed," is overingenious, and
since John's Gospel does speak of salvation
in terms of
ransom-theology, the treatment
printed
of -cadA1cncu. (John 19:30) is interesting
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but irrelevant. lack of critical discernment is
also evident in the writer's lapses into sccmrian interpretation where he ousht to have
let the text say what it has to say. Thus Paul
does not say that "we are buried with Him
(Christ) throush the meaning of b:aptism"'
(p. 38), but "through baptism." A false
antithesis of "sacraments" and "ordinances"
stemming out of an unnecessary polemical
approach adds to the reader's confusion.
Similar!)', a misundersmnding of Paul's docuine of the role of the Law as a sin-producing agent because of man's flesh appears
in the articles discussing this area of Pauline
theology. To say that b"rirh is translated
"consistently" in the LXX with 61aih'1x11
(p. 4S) is to ignore the many passages where
i vml11 and auv01ix11 render this word. Origen sponsored the view that Gaius ( Rom.
16:23) bad the entire Roman church meet
in his home. Hobbs uncritically assumes that
"he apparently was a man of means to have
a house large enoush to be 'host' to the
church in Rome"' (p. 121). Surely what the
verse means is that Gaius pla1•s host to the
apostle u well as to any other Christian
who requires hospitality.
FREDERICK W. DANKER

NBW Tl!STAM.BNT THBOLOGY TODAY.
By Rudolf Schnackenburg. New York:
Herder and Herder, 1964. xiii and 133
pages. Ooth. $2.9S.
Over 500 conuibutors to the creKendoing
literarore on New Testament theology receive
mention in this knowledgeable combination
survey of faaa and desiderata. The author,
a Roman Catholic, ungrudgingly acknowledges that Kbolars not of his denomination
have in many areas made more signal conuibutions. Yet one wishes that the frequent
encourqement to cover similar ground might
have been directed to more of the vast
amount of fresh terrain awaiting tillage.
Some of the Statements in this presseddown-and-sbaken-together
of Biblical
store
smdies are frankly perplexing. On the one

hand it is stated, without demonstration, that
dogmatic rheology and New Testament theology cannot possibly be opposed. The Reformation indicates that this proposition is
not tenable, and the fact is that a work of
this rype can only lead to a questioning of
tenets of an authoritative magisrerium. There
is a considerable amount of evidence that
modern Biblical rheology is often too rich
a brew for old wincskins, and that Biblical
rheolog
y
and dogmatic theology in Roman
Catholic circles are at all points "complementary"' can be asserted only through dialectical jujitsu. The author's habit of referring to "'Protestant"' in contrast to the "Catholic"' tradition ignores rhe '"Catholic" clement
in much that be calls "Protestant," and the
"Protestant" clement in much that he calls
"Carbolic," and misleads him into speaking
of an "orthodox Prorcsrant viewpoint"
(p. 37), whatever that may be! Nor does
all "Lutheran theology" look "particularly"
to Paul for irs authority, as Schnackcnburg
states. If the Lutheran Symbols cite Paul
heavily, it is because his authority had been
unduly questioned. Similarly inexplicable is
the criticism made of the contributors to the
Theologischas l'r/ortcrbuch : Nm N eNcnT~st11me111, that the authors "always stick to the
viewpoint of Protestant orthodoxy and their
own personal theological positions" (p.41 ).
The same could be said of Schnackenburg
11iwt111is mNland;s, but it is hardly the type of
criticism appropriate to serious Kholarly
smdy. Again, on p. 55, n. 2, Schnackenburg
observes with reference to E. Percy and G.
Bornkamm that "in the Catholic view, a certain amount of criticism seems to be necessary." The statement is irrelevant, since any
scholar's position should be subject to critical review, and this book is written for
a KholarJy public.
It is regrettable that these striCNres must
be made about a book which is in many respeas so welcome an addition to the current
discussion of live theological issues.
FRBDBlllCK W. DANXBll
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pearance of several new translations of source
materials. The World Christian Books
series issued an excerpted translation by
R. P. C. Hanson of ]11S1i11 Mat:,r's Didlog11t1
, ,pho
(New York: Association Press,
w ith T,
1964; 80 pages; paper; $1.25) and a work
called I!.a,ly Chris1i1111 Thinltttrs: An I111,odttelion lo the ThoNght of Clement of Al11xa11dri11 1111,l Orig1111 (New York: Association
Press, 1964; 77 pages; paper; $1.25), translated and edited by H. Kraft. The former is
an excerpted new translation of this important but often neglected work by Justin.
Hanson has written a valuable 4-page inuoduction and has included many helpful pieces
of information in footnotes to the text. The
latter of these tWO works gives us a 25-pagc
introduction tO Alexandrian Christianiry,
followed by two chapters of selected brief
excerpts from the writings of Clement and
Origen. The excerpts are well chosen, and
the inuoductions are pointed and helpful.
This World Christian Book is a good guide
to some of the basic ideas of these two prominent Alexandrian theologians.
One work whicb promises tO make some
original contributions in this area is Volume 1 of a projected 6-volume publication
with the tide, The Aposloli, Patht1rs, A Nttw
antl Commtmta,:,
Tra11s/11Jion
(New York:
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1964). Tbe first
volume contains a general introduction and
was prepared by Robert M. Grant.

The preceding twelve months were not
marked by the publication of many definitive
scholarly monographs on the subject of the
early church. Perhaps scholars arc pausing
to regroup before setting off on a new spoor.
Gnosticism was the subject of a few books,
and early Christian worship received the attention of only one important work. In
previous years both these areas had received
much attention.
Four t)•pes of books marked the limited
publishing activity in this field.
The first class includes several popular
studies. These are most welcome, for they
enable everyone to become acquainted with
the stor)• of the ever-moving, ever-growin.s
church. The most ambitious of the popular
publications was The Ho,izo,
History11
of
Ch,i
as1,1i 11i1 which sold at $24.00. A transfation of the first volume of the popular
history by Daniclou and Marrou appeared
under the tide The Pirsl 600 Y ttars. In
Thtt Ch11reh of the Cataeombs (St. Louis:
Concordia, 1964 ) Walter W. Oetting combined a popular account with important
source material.
In the second place, a few important
English translations appeared. Among these
was the third part of Maurice Gogucl's
uilogy on the early church. This volume can
serve the aver38C reader, although it is not
HBRBBR.T T. MAYER.
intended to be a popular study. Severa.I volumes in the major church history by the A HISTORY OP LIi.TIN LrrERATURE.
By Moses Hadas. New York: Columbia
Roman Catholic scholar Henri Daniel-Rops
University Press, 1964. 474 pages. Paper.
were printed in paperback form by Image
$2.45.
Books.
A third phase of publishing activity cenA grasp of the literature of a people is
tered in the continuing reissue, usually in an excellent guide
their national
to
genius.
paperback form, of older classical Hadas'
studies
study of Latin literature, first pubwhich have been out of print. Arthur Darby lished in 1952 and reissued without change,
Nock's study of &,Z, Genii/• Ch,istianit:, performs this service by careful analyses of
was one such reissue.
almost every Larin writer and all his works,
In the fourth category we note the ap- by setting each author and his work: against
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the proper hiscorical backsround and by
trenchant observations on the relationship
between the writer and his rimes. The book
is not recommended for fireside reading,
but it is an invaluable reference tool, now
economica.lly every
available
srodent
to
of
Larin history and early Christianity.
HERBERT

T.

MAYER

BOOK NOTES

IDEAS AND PRACl"ICB.
By Frank E. Adcock. Ann Arbor, Mich.: The
University of Michigan Press, 1964. vii and
120 pases. Paper. $1.65. Sir Frank is
ROMAN PoLmCAL

a fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and
a noted Gracco-Roman political and military
historian. The present reissue reproduces
without change the original 1959 edition of
his 1957 Thomas Spencer Jerome Lectures
at the University of Michigan as revised for
a second presentation at the American Academy in Rome in 1958. The six chapters
survey the development of Roman political
instirotions from early Rome to the death
of Commodus and rhe end of the "Principate"
in A. D. 192. To understand in even a limited measure history
the
of the early church
demands an acquaintance with the political
history of the stare with which primitive
Christianity collided. The pastor who senses
that he needs to refresh his information in
this area will find no other book that will
give him so much insight in so small a
compass. (As he compares the Rome that
was with the America that is, the book will
also give him a sense of unease, but this too
is valuable! )
AUGUfflNB THB BISHOP: RELIGION AND
SoaETY AT THB DAWN OP THB MmDLB
AGES (AUGUSTINUS DB ZIELZOllGBll) , By

P. van der
Meer, translated by
Brian Battershaw and G. R. Lamb. 679 pases. Paper.
$3.75. For a monograph like this to achieve
paperback statuS less than four years after the
hard cover edition (1961) came out is something of a triumph. The Durch tide translates
literally u A11111sti11• th• P11slor. It is precisely the pastor, u well as the parrologist,
who will delight in this authoritative account
which van der Meer, archaeologist,
his-art

torian and cartographer as well u church
historian, has patiently brought together and
welded into a coherent narrative.
THn FORMATION OP CHRISTIAN DoGMA:
AN HISTORICAL STUDY OP ITS PlloBLBM
( Orn ENTSTEHUNG DBS CHRISTLICHBN
Do<iMAS) . By Martin Werner, translated by
S. G. F. Brandon. Boston: Beacon Press,
1965. xvi, 352 pages. Paper. $2.45. Werner's work came out in 1941. The Enslish
version of 1957, reproduced here, represented a reduction of the source material of
the German work. But coupled with this
reduction was the addition of a 34-page appendix on the continuing historical significance of the crisis CDused by the dccschatologization of the Christian faith in "latend
the concomitant transformaantiquity" :i
tion of primitive Christianity into what Werner calls "the Hellenistic mystery-religion of
early Catholic.ism." \Verner's basic thesis is
that of Albert Schweitzer: Jesus and His followers believed in the imminence of the
Parousia and were disappointed. Werner's
histor)' of dogma is his version of the consequences of the process of readjustment
which had begun inevitably to operate by
the end of the first generation of the original
disciples, as the hope of the imminent arrival
of the returning Lord began ro fade.
M llN WHO
SHAPllD
THB WBSTBRN
CHURCH (lATBINISCHB KlllCHBNVABTBR).

By Hans von Campenhausen; translated by
Manfred Hoffmann. New York: Harper and
Row, 1965. vii, 328 pages. Cloth. $5.95.
This is one of the rare books that will attraa both the general reader and the partistic expert. Von Campenhausen's a,lorfully portrayed subjects are Tertullian, Saint
Cyprian, I.actantius, SS. Ambrose, Jerome
and Augustine, and Boethius. His vast erudition is carefully concealed by a total absence of footnotes. Hoffmann's translation
is exceptionally smooth and competent.
PALLADIUS:

TuB

LAUSIAC

HISTORY.

Translated and edited by Robert T. Meyer.
Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press,
1965. vii, 265 pages. Cloth. $4.50. Palladius (born 363/364, died before 431 ),
monk and bishop of Helenopolis, a disciple
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of the monastic mystic Evagrius Ponticus,
and a friend of St. John of the Golden
Mouth, is best known for the history of
early Egyptfan monasticism which he dedicated to Lausos, chamberlain at the court of
Theodosius II. Tha Lansiac History ranks
with St. Athanasius' Life of SI. A111hon-, in
importance for its subject. It enjoyed a tremendous popularity. There are at least two
Greek rccensions, a number of Latin versions, two independent translations into
S)•riac, an Armenian paraphrase, a Coptic,
an Ethiopic, and at least one Arabic version,
and even a version in Old Sogdian from the
Bokhara region of Central Asia. The textual
problems arc still formidable, although
Cuthbert Buder reduced the chaos to a semblance of order. At the s:ame time Butler's
text is the best available, and it is this text
which Meyer has used. Palladius' episodic
account reflects firsthand experiences, amplified by contemporary verbal accounts and.
to a limited (but still debated) extent, literary sources. Meyer has done an excellent
piece of work as translator and editor.
ST. AUGUSTINB: THn TRINITY. Translated by Stephen McKenna, edited by Charles
Dollen. Jamaica Plain, Boston, Mass.:
Daughters of St. Paul, 1965. :H 2 pages.
Cloth. $4.00. Here is a practical abbreviation of McKenna's admirable translation of
Sr. Augustine's D a Trinitt1tt: in the series
Pt1lht:rs of th• ChNrch. The process of
abridgement has eliminated some duplications, but little that is essential to the argument of this definitive treatment of its subject, the Bishop of Hippo, has been lost.
ST. CYPRIAN: LETTERS 1-81. Translated
by Sister Rose Bernard Donna. Washington, D. C.: Catholic University of America
Press, 1965. xxv, 352 pages. Fabrikoid.
$6.40. St. Thascus Caccilius Cyprian ranks
as one of the srearest of African churchmen
between Tertullian and St. Augustine. The
81 letters in this collection date from the
decade of his episcopate that preceded his
martyrdom in 258 and furnish a revealina
picture of the Western Church durina a aucial phase of its existence. This volume is
No. 51 in the series Th• P•tht:rs of the
Ch11rch. Like the rest of the series it is
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a straightforward translation with a aisp
16-page inrroduaion and only the barest essentials in the way of notes. The volume
has special significance for Lutherans, since
four of the letters in it arc appealed to by
the Lutheran Symbols: ( 1) St. Cyprian's advice that consecrated virgins who are unwilling or unable to persevere as celibates
marry rather than fall into hell for their
transgressions (Letter 4,2; AC XXIII 25);
( 2) the evidence for Communion under
both kinds in St. Cyprian's reference to the
"chalice of the Lord" as preparation for the
chalice of martyrdom (Letter 57, 2; also
sec Letter 63, 8.10.11; AC XXII 5; Ap
XXII 4); ( 3) Sr. Cyprian's appeal for the
intercessions of the living St. Cornelius,
which the Confutation had cited in behalf of
the invocation of the martyrs (Letter 60, 5;
Ap XXI 1 ) ; and ( 4) the evidence that in
Sr. Cypri:m's day it was regarded as a divine
tradition and an apostolic observance that
bishops should be chosen in the presence
and with the consent of the people and consecrated by the neighboring bishops in attendance (Letter 67,5; Traetatus 14).
(The reference to Letter 63,4.5 in note 2 on
p. 983 of the Belumn111issd,ri/lt:11, with reference to FC SD VU 36, is incorrect.)
ARTHUR CARL PIEPKOJlN

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY: 1300 TO
1800
The concerns of Vatican II have revived
interest in tht Conciliar Movement of the
14th and 15th centuries. A notable example
is the volume of 23 essays gathered together
under the editorship of August Franzen and
Wolfgang Millier, Das Konzil t1on Ko•
sta,n: B11ilMg11 %11 st:inw G11schicht11 •tul
Theologi11 (Preiburg: Herder, 1964).
In keepina, ap.in, with current accena we
have John T. McNeill's revision of his UflitiH Pro1es111111ism: Th• Bt:11111niul St,iril
""" Its Pwsisllltll &f,nssi011 (Richmond,
Va.: John Knox Press, 1964), in which be
has valuable studies on the concern that the
leaders of the Reformation exhibited for the
oneness of the Christian community.
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Source readings are always welcome, particufarly when they are well edited. For the
period of the Reformation we have the work
edited by Hans Hillerbrand, which tells the
stor)• of the Reformation in its own words.
The tide of the American edition is simply
Tho R•/orm•lion (New York and Evanston: Harper & Row, 1965). The twovolume \\'Ork edited by Ray C. Petr)• and
Cl)•de Manschreck, A Histor, of Christia11il'JI
(Enslewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1962 and 1964), must also be noted for irs
worth.
The volumes which have appeared recently
in the American edition of Luthor's
Works
will be enumerated separately. B)• this time
this edition has so established itself that
all those interested in the Reformation look
forward to these ,•olumes. Litt1.rg1 am/,
H,,,,,,,s edited by Ulrich S. Leupold as Vol.
LIii (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965) is
welcome to the musicologist, the Luther
scholar, the pastor alike. Jaroslav Jan Pelikan's splendid translation of the Galatians
lecrures of Luther in 1535, begun in Vol.
XXVI (1963), is completed in Vol. XXVII
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1964). From the pen of the late George
V. Schick we have the fourth volume of
Luther's Genesis (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1964), again a very readable and faithful translation.
For those who want to get into a "different" 16th-century source the translation
by Arthur D. Imerti of Giordiano Bruno's
Th• E:cf,Nl-sion of 1h11 Triumph.111 Ba,JSI
(New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers University
Press, 1964), will provide stimulating reading. The vices of men are portrayed in this
discussion, an allegorical work. Then, again,
there is the famed or notorious l!pisto/1111
obsutrOf'#m 11iromm, which has been issued
u a Harper Torch Book with an inrroduaion
by Hajo Holborn with the tide On 1h11 B11t1
of IN R•IOf'flllllio• (New York: Harper
& Row, 1964).

And there is Erasmus. To what must we
attribute the interest in Erasmus? Is it an
appreciation for his scholarship or a re•
appraisal of his stand as a mediating, nondogmatical reformer? Is it because of the
perennial attraction of his literary charm?
Craig R. Thompson has produced a valuable
and highly readable translation of the Colloq1ties ( Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1965). Margaret Mann Phillips' Th•
"Ad11ges" of E.ras11111s: A Stud,,y ,11ilh Tr•11slalio11s (Cambridge: University Press, 1964),
gives not only the history of the Ad11gi11
over a period of 36 years, but a translation
that makes Erasmus very readable. We like
the selections made by John P. Dolan, The
E.sso111ial Erasmus (New York: The New
.American Library, 1964 ), a Mentor-Omega
Book. \"<'erner Welzig is editing an eight•
volume B·r11
s sm11e -S111,l.i na1tsgabo (Darm•
stadt: Wissenschafrliche Buchgesellschaft,
1964).
Biographies of Luther continue to roll off
the press. From England there is the biography by V. H. H. Green, Lti1her 1111,J 1h11
Reformation (London: B. T. &tsford [New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons], 1964 ). From
France comes the biography by Rene-Jacques
Lov)•, Luther (Paris: Presses Univcrsitaircs
de France, 1964). It is a popular, readable,
sympathetic work. In the United States of
America one biography by a Roman Catholic
writer, John M. Todd, Marlin 1.Nther:
A Biogr11phieal S1nd,,y (Westminster, Md.:
The Newman Press, 1964), must be noted.
Todd has written sympathetically of the
work of Martin Luther.
In our thinking the most significant work
on the Reformation published in 1964 was
written by Jaroslav Jan Pelikan, Ob.dittnl
Rebels: C111holit: S11bs111net1 ,,,,,i Pro1•st11nl
Princit,l•
in 1.N1be~s R11form11lin (New
York: Harper & Row, 1964). Lutheran,
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and secular
scholars will find this work most helpful in
its interpretation of the religious movement
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of the 16th century which owes so much to
Martin Luther.
Besides the biographies of Luther which
have appeared, we should note particularly
the translation of Fran~is Wendel's Calvin
and the translation by Harold Knight of Jean
H. Rilliet's Zwi11,gli, Third Ma11 of th•
Ro/ormalio11 (Philadelphia: Westminster
Press, 1964).
As a one-volume work on the Reformation the paperback published as a Pelican
original in Tho Polica,i Hi
s tory of the
Church, called simply Tho Ro/or111a1io11
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1964) by Owen
Chadwick, demands high praise. The "Left
Wing of the Reformation" is the subject of
a series of lectures expanded into a book
by Leonard Verduin, Tho R o/orm
ep-Childre
ors a11tl
Th ir St
11 (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964).
The number of volumes in the arc-a of
the English Reformation which have appeared during the past months is particularly
noteworthy. Two volumes have appeared in
the Co11rle11ay Library of Ro/ormalion
Classics: the one, The Work of l'(l'i/J;am
T,•ndalo, the other, Tho Work of Thomas
Cra,imer (Appleford, England: The Sutton
Courtenay Press, 1964 ) . They contain writings of these very important English reformers. A. G. Dickens has given us an
exciting survey of the culture, the politics,
and the religious developments in England
between 1509 and 1558, Tho English
Ro/ormation (New York: Schocken Books,
1964). Jo spite of some defects, the work
by William A. Clebsch, Engla11d!s Ea,li11s1
Prol.shlnls, 1'20-1'3, (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1964), must
be regarded as a noteworthy contribution.
Then, too, there are more specialized works
such as Sir Tbom111 Elyol ,n11l Renirissanc•
H,.,,,_;,,,. by John W. Major (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1964). J. W.
Bleach, Prnchmg ;,. Bt1glntl ;,. 1h11 LIit•
Pi/111n1b lfflll Sixt.nib Cfflltlri•s: A S1wd,
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of English Sormo111, 14,o-e. 1600 (New
York: Barnes and Noble, 1964 ) is another
such specialized work. Studies of this kind
bring us into the literature which many of
the common people of the 16th century
knew. An analysis of Puritan theology can
be found in John F. New's Anglican 11nrl
PNrita11: The B11sis of Their Opposition,
1"8-1640 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1964).
Roman Catholicism in England during
the Tudor Period has been studied intensely
by William R. Trimble in his C11tholic Laity
,
in Elizabo1han, E11gl11nd, 1,,s-1603 ( Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of the Harvard
University Press, 1964 ). Marvin O'Connell
has written Thomas S111plo1on
Coun- and the
1cr-R11/or1natio11 (New York and London:
Yale University Press, 1964). No study of
the Counter-Reformation in England is complete without some reference to Thomas
Stapleton. Thomas H. Clancey has made a
study of Roman Catholic political writings
in this period, P11pis1 P11mphlo1ens: The
Allen-Parsons Party 1111d 1h11 Poliliul Tho11gh1
of 1h11 CoN11ter-R11/orma1io11 in E·nglt1nd,
1'72-161' (Chicago: Loyola University
Press, 1964).
A significant paperback reprint about the
hisrory of England in the 17th century is
Robert S. Paul's The Lortl Protector: Religion
,mt/, Politics i11 1h11 Life of Olivar Cromwell
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1964). Although not a paperback, we note
the contribution by G. P. Best, Tem,port1l
cal Commissionns,
Pill11rs: Qtteen Ann's Bo11n11, Th•
t1ntl 1h11
of
Englllnd (Cambridge: University Press,
1964). The work, of course, covers the
years 1704 ro 1948, bringing together considerable significant information about the
conduct of church finances in England from
the 18th to the present century. Called "indispensable reading for students of English
history," the 520-page work by Christopher
Hill, Soeie11 """ P11rihmism ;,. Pn-Rwol•-
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tio11t1'1 E·nglantl (New York: Schockcn
Books, 1964) , presents II sociological
analysis
sto,.,,
of English Puritanism.
J. D. Dougl:as has written Light in tho
North: Tho Story of tht1 Seollishe Covtma11t rs
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: \V'illiam B. Ecrdm:ans Publishing Co., 1964). This is Vola
of Christia11it,yri
ume VI in The Atlva11e
th,, Ctmt11 t1s, edited by F. F. Bruce.
Throngh
A Libra,, , of Protesta111 Tho11ght got
off to an auspicious beginning with the
volume edited b}• Albert C. Outler, Joh11
y /
lfl't1s ,, (New York: Oxford University
Press, .1964) This antholo.m• from the writings of the 18th-century British reformer
enables the
appraise
reader \V'cslcy's
to
theological thought
first-hand.
at
For an undersranding of the period of Wesley and
the Evangelicals from another angle, because it examines rationalism and skepticism
and authorit}', Gerald R. Cragg's Reason a11
d
y Ce
m11, (Cam, , A11thori1 i,i the Eightemuh
bridge: University Press, 1964 ) will be
found a bit of very helpful British intellectual histol)•.
An important new volume about an outstanding Roman Catholic theologian of the
16th century is Hugo Rahner's 500-page
l111111iw.s 110n Lo:,ola als
.sehltft1n 0 t111tl Tht10l01
(Freiburg: Herder, 1964).
The reigns of Charles I of Spain (who
became Emperor Charles V) and Philip II
have been dealt with by John Lynch in
Sf,llin Under the Hll(Jsb11rgs. The first volume has the subtitle Empire t111tl Absolutism, 1'16--1'98 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1964). De Lamar Jensen
presents a full bisr:ory of Spanish connivance with the Guise faction in France
and the Catholic League during the so-called
Huguenot Wan, at least between 1585 and
1591, in bis Diplo""'e, 11,11l Do1m11lisfff: Bt1ranlir10 u MnJoui ,,,,, 1he Frneh Gdholit:
LMp• (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1964).
Among miscellaneous
would
items we

note Studies in /ifetlie11t1l 1111tl Rt1nt1iss11nee
Hi
edited by William M. Bowsky
( Lincoln: University of Nebraska
.
Press,
19 64) Philip Jacob Spener's Pit1 Desitleri11
takes us back ro 1675. Theodore Tappert
h:is translated this work into English for the
first rime and has published a penetrating
:in:tl)•sis of Pierism as an introduaion to the
work ( Phil:idclphia: Fortress Press, 1964).
Of more than passing interest, because it
combines a g rcat de:il of inform:irion for a
period in which information is hard to
come by, is H:ijo Holborn's A Histo,, of
Modem
y,a Ger111 11 1648-1840 ( New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1964) . For the pastor
a strikingly unique volume oug ht to be of
pr:ictical worth, Pastoral Ca re ;,, Hisloriet1
l
Pcrspoe
: # 11e At1 Bm,y 111itb Exhibits by Willi:im A. Clebsch :ind Charles R. Jackie
( Eng lewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1964) .
CARL S. :MEYER

PASCAL'S
RECOVERY OPHOLENBSS.
MAN'S
By Albert N. Wells.
ll?
Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1965.
174 pages. Cloth. $4.25.
Wells turns to Pensl-e 792 for a summary
of Pascal's notion of reality as wholeness the coordination of scientific, theological,
and philosophical thought. He says: ''This
book is a study of the origin, development,
and exposition of the wholeness expressed in
this Pensl-e." Pascal needs no introduction to
the scientist, the philosopher, and the theologian. Each one of them has profited by the
works of this profound thinker, who was
great in each of their respective disciplines.
Wells gives a good account of Pascal's inrellcctu11l and spiritual development and of
his mature position. In P:ascal's case ir is
proper to speak of a mature position, even
though he died at the early age of only
39 years.
LBWJS W. SPITZ
ZWINGU. By Pritz Schmidt-Clausing.
Gruyrer
& Co., 1965.
Berlin: Walter de
119 pages. Paper. DM 3, 60.
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This handy pocket edition is divided int0
three parts. Part I describes the political,
the intellectual (humanistic), and the ecclesiastical life in Zwingli's local environment
and in the neighboring little Alpine world.
Part II gives a thumbnail sketch of Zwingli's
short life and tragic death. Part III presents
Zwingli's theology as a theology of the Holy
Spirit and concludes with a current evaluation of the Swiss reformer. The author is
generous in his treatment of Zwingli's life
and work. This is No. 1219 of the Sam,nlt/.ng Gos
cho 11.
LEWIS W. SPl'I%

PREPACl!S TO Rl!NAISSANCB LITERATURE. By Douglas Bush. Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965.
xiii and 110 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
Bush is :m outstanding authority on the
English Renaissance and has long put scholars
in his debt by his writings about the 16th
and 17th centuries in England. The present
collection of essa)•s deals with humanism,
the classics, God and nature in English poetry,
time and man in English poetry, and
the isolation of the Renaissance hero.
Bush discusses topics such as the conflict between orthodox Christian humanism and the
rising forces of skepticism and naturalism.
His four headings, God, Nature, Time, and
Man, from which he discusses English
poetry, enable him to probe some basic concepts. Typical is this quotation: "It has been
said that any theological suggestion of a
compensating heaven is fatal to tragedy although one remembcn that it is not fatal
to Hami
c, - 'And Bights of angels sing
thee to thy rest."' (P. 89)
CARL

s. MEYER

THB RBPORAfATlON: A NARRATIVB
HISTORY RBLATBD BY CONTBMPORARY OBSBRVBRS AND PARTICIPANTS. Edited by Hans J. Hillerbrand.
New York: Harper & Row, c. 1964. 495
pases. Cloth. $7.50.
Notwithstanding the neptive opinion of
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some high school and college students, history can be exciting. This volume proves it.
Unfortunately history can also be deeply
humiliating tO the human race, including
Christians. This, too, the volume proves.
But despite the cruel stories of religious
fanaticism documented in these pages, this
narrative history should give encouragement
to all of God's people. Any institution that
can survive the mistakes made by memben
of the Christian church and the brutal assaults of its foes from without must be one
of particular concern to the Lord. The gates
of hell shall not prevail against it.
In eight chapters, each properly introduced by the editor, the reader proceeds
from the dawn of the Reformation ro the
dusk of the Roman Catholic Counter-Reformation. Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, Knox,
Cranmer, Loyola, and a host of othen move
across the stage of history as they live, labor,
and die.
W ell-selected bibliographies, helpful notes
and references at the end of the chapten add
to the value of the book. Some 60 illustrations enable the student ro sec people and
events of the Reformation as contemporary
artists saw them.
LBWIS W. SPITZ

JOHN 11YESLEY. Edited by Albert C. Outler. New York: Oxford Univeniry Press,
1964. xvi and 516 pages. Cloth. $7.50.
This is the fint volume in a new and
highly promising series, A Ub,llr'J of Pro1t1st11n1 Tho11gh1. When completed it will pick
up where the Lib"""J of Chrislill,s Clt11sics
sropped (the 16th-century Reformen) and
carry the story of theology on through the
mid-nineteenth century. A cop-drawer edirorial board - John Dillenbergcr as chairman, his San Francisco Theological Seminary
colleasue Leonard Trinterud, Jaroslav Pelikan and Sydney Ahlstrom of Yale, Robert
Handy and Paul Lehmann of Union, Winthrop Hudson of Colgate-Rochester, James
Hastinp Nichols of Princeton,ClaudeWelch
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of the University of Pennsylvania, and Albert
is supervising the project. Outler starts it off with
an admirably representative collection of
Wesley's writings, designed to provide "a
valid sampling of Wesle)"s ,,,,ai,i ideas in
their scope and depth, without serious omission or imbalance" (p. ix), and supplemented with the necessary introductions and
notes. Part One gives us "the theologian
self-interpreted," notably in his letters and in
his sermons. (On p. 79, Paul Gerhardt is
incorrectly given the Christian name Johann.) Part Two gives us the "theological
foundations" in terms of doctrinal summaries,
Wesley's understanding of faith in its various
ramifications. and his teaching on the church
and the sacraments. Part Three takes up the
rift with the Moravians, "the menace of
Antinomianism," tensions within the Established Church, the struggle with the Calvinists, and "an olive branch to the Romans."
Outler frankly confesses a hope that the
presentation will help toward an appreciation
of Wesley u "an 'ecumenica.l theologia.n'
[rather] than u the epon)•mous hero of a
particular denomination" ( p. xii). There is
a good selected bibliography and an adequate
index. This reviewer cordially recommends
this new series and the first volume to be
published in it to the readers of this journal.
C. Outler of Southern Methodist -

ARTHUR CARL PIEPKORN

MARTIN LUTHER: A BIOGRAPHICAL
STUDY. By John M. Todd. Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1964.
xix and 290 pages. Ooth. $5.n.
Todd's Mali• 1.ll1h• is a selection of the
Thomas More Book Oub. It could be recommended by the Concordia Book Club. The

lay Roman Catholic convert author hu
written a welcome account of the man whose
"contribution to Christian theology is of
fundamental importance for an undemandiq of European hismry, and still exercises an
enormous influence throughout the world"

(p. xix). Writing from an ecumenica.l
stance, Todd wants to make Luther meaningful and understanding for modern man. He
realizes that Luther was a theologian 11nd that
one must understand his theology to understand him. Todd has read Luther. He values
Rupp highly, especially his Rightcoum,ss of
God. He has been influenced by Erickson
(and perhnps by Osborne), but be is 11 writer
of independent judgment. He will turn
against Bouyer and Jedin at times, without,
however, becoming antagonistic or pro•
partisan.
Much of rhe work deals with Luther up
ro 1521. Parr V, which rhe author calls "The
N ew \"1orld," is ropical rather than chronological. The Bible, Erasmus and free will,
and Luther's later rheology are among the
topics treated here.
"Luther's distinctive Pauline and Augustinian theology kept strong links with
Catholicism," Todd writes (p. 217 ). Elsewhere this same emphasis of Luther's links
with Roman Catholicism are pointed out.
He would agree with Pelikan, if not in all
details, in his strong emphasis on the Cath•
olic substance in Luther's Reformation. Hans
Kung on Karl Barth is taken into account
by Todd when he says of 1h11 ,•om,g Lllthe,
of about 1517: "Luther's essential theology
of justification and grace is not incompatible
with, nor absolutely contradictory of, Catholic
dogmatic tradition" (p. 82).
On questions of interpretation one might
differ with Todd here and there, and even
though Todd is careful about his facts, several
statements musr be questioned. Thus he
speaks of six elecrors when actually there were
seven (p. 138). He says that Luther was
a "layman and public figure" for 22 years
(p. 271). Luther's addition of "alone" after
"faith" is the great example of Luther's
hobby-horses (p. 232). The index is poor,
and there is no bibliography, but the book
is judiciously illustrated.
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From Todd one can gain a fresh appreciation of Luther and his meaning for all
of Christendom today.
CARL S. MEYER

OBBDIBNT RBBBLS. By Jaroslav Pelikan.
New York: Harper & Row, 1964. 212
pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Obotlic111
Rebels
is another volume from
the busy pen of Yale's Titus Street Professor
of Ecclesiastical History and coeditor of the
English translation of the works of Martin
Luther. A notable forerunner of this volume
is his prize-winning book, Tho Riddle of
Roman
tholicism,
Ca
his first major contribution to the current dialog between Protestants
and Roman Catholics. The present volume,
he says, unites two of the deepest concerns
of his thought and scholarship, the Reformation of the 16th century and the ccwnenical
movement of the 20th, and studies each in
the light of the other. Iu main thrust is aptly
expressed in the subtitle : "Catholic Substance
and Protestant Principle in Luther's Reformation," a concept for which he gives credit
to Paul Tillich, to whom he dedicated the

book.
Pelikan presents the findings of his research in three parts. Part One, with the title
"Critical Reverence Towards Tradition,"
summarizes the concern of Luther and his
Reformation for the catholicity and the unity
of the church. Part Two portrays Luther as
the irenic churchman, particularly in bis
efforu towards unity with the Slavs. Of
special interest in Chapter X is the inclusion
of the Consensus of Sandomierz, presented
here in English for the first time. Part Three
discusses Catholic substance and Protestant
principle today.
Ob«lit1nl
ls
b
R11 11 is enjoying the favorable
acclaim of Roman Catholic and Protestant
reviewers. The place of tradition in the history of the church must be recognized by
all. But the term does not mean the same
everyone.
to
Criticism of the book will obviously depend to a great extent on the
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critic's view of tradition or on the influence
the religious tradition of bis own denomination has had on him.
On page 175 the author states: ''Whether
or not one accepts all the conclusions of
form criticism in the study of the Old Testament and New Testament, the admission
seems unavoidable that the Scriptures, in
whose name the Reformers defied traditions,
have their roors in tradition."' Here the important question is whether the traditions
in which the Scriptures have their roots are
of the same kind as those which the Reformers defied.
LEWIS W. SPITZ
BOOK NOTES
THE STUDY OP THE BIBLE JN THE MID•
DLE AGES. By Beryl Smalley. Notre Dame,
Ind.: Universiry of Notre Dame Press, 1964.
xxii, 406 pages. Paper. $2.25. Miss Smalley
published the first edition of this important
work in 1940; the second edition, here reproduced, came our 11 years later. Both
church historians and cxegetes have justly
praised this careful, methodical, and superbly documented inquiry into the changing patterns and purpose of Biblical studies
between the age of Charlemagne and the
Aristotelian revolution of the 13th century.
It has not been superseded and it deserves
the wider circulation that this paperback reissue makes possible.
PIA DESIDERIA. By Philip Jacob Spener,
translated from the German by Theodore
G. Tappert. Philadelphia: Forueu Press,
1964. vii, 131 pages. Paper. $1.75. Tappert here translates into readable English
Kurt Aland's recent critical edition of the
tract upon which a large part of Spener's
fame depends. Tappert's task was not easy;
Spener's German is anything but transparent!
A 28-page translator's introduction sets the
stage for the work itself.
REFORMATION EUROPE 1517-1559. By
G. R. Elton. Cleveland: The World Publishing Company, 1964. 349 pages. Paper. $2.95,
This meaty volume-with a hish content
of historical protein - is the first of a projected dozen volumes that will make up the
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llft1ridittn Histori•s of J\-fodt1rn, Ett.ropt1, Elton is the editor of Vol. JI of the Ca,nbrid.gt1
ltfodt1rn Hisro,,, (19S8) and of ldaas and
lnsliltt.lions
,1ai1•nt/. in Wt11l1Jrn
1a11u
Rt1/ormt1tio11 ( 1963 ) . He has
positive opinions and is not reluctant to
communicate them. His informed readers
will disasree with him at man}' points, bur
they will have to concede at the snmc time
that he combines a vast store of information
and a keen historical mind with urbanity,
charm, subdet>•, and hish literaryostyle. Rt1formation, Europt1 covers the around comprehensively - Luther, Charles V, Zwinsli,
the Radicals, the world outside the Holy
R.om:in Empire, the formation of p:irries, rhe
revival of Rome, Calvin and Calvinism, the
crucial period from the Colloquy of Res ensrhroush
burs
the Peace of Aussburs to rhe
Treaty of Careau-Cambrl"Sis, and the arts and
the society of the era. This volume will be
an essential staple of Reformation bibliosraphy for )'ears to come.
PHILOSOPHICAL \VRITINGS: A SELECTION. By William of Ockham, trans. from

the Latin b)• Philorheus Boehner. N ew York:
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1964. lix, 1 S7
pages. Paper. Sl.4S. Boehner's well-orpnized introduction sketches Ockham's backsround and life and elaborates his philosophy. The text itself consists of translated
excerprs from the I!xpo1i1io s,1pt1r t1iii libros
Ph11icor11m, the Ortli11a1io, the Qttodlibata,
the &f,osilio mp.,- libru111, Pt1rihenne11ia1,
the R•Portalio, the Qr,.aa11iont11 ;,, libr#m
icorum, Ph,•s
prim11m
and especially the
S11mm11 loliNJ logiut1. Ockham is of special
interest to Lutherans, of course, because of
his early and, in some areas, abiding influence on Luther. This is a paperback reissue
of the 19S7 British edition.

THB ENGLISH MYSTICAL

TllADmON, By

David Kn011,•les. New York: Harper and
Row, 196S. 197 pages. Paper. Sl.3S. In
this authoritative investigation, first published in 1961, Knowles illuminates typically
Eqlish mysticism in terms of the lives and
the thouaht of Richard Rolle of Hampole,
Th. Clotul of Ut1/mowit1g, Walter Hilton,
Dame Julian of Norwich, Margery Kempe,

and the post-Reformation Benedictine monk
Aususrine &ker.
Civilizatio,1: Ra
THE PHILOSOPHY OP ST. BONAVENTURE
(LA PHILOSOPHIB DB SAINT BoNAVBN•
TURn).
By :firienne Gilson, translated

by Jlhyd Trerhowan and Frank J. Sheed.
N ew York: Desclcc Company (Paterson,
N. ].: St. Anthony's Guild Press), 196S. xv,
'199 pases. Cloth. $8.00. A 16th-century
nnd n 19th-century pope have described
Sr. Don:iventure the Francisc:in and Saint
Th m:is Aquinas the Dominican as "two
olive-trees and rwo candlesticks sivins lishr
in the house of God." Sr. Bonaventure's
doctrine marks "the culminating point of
Christian m)•sticism and constitutes the
completest synthesis it h:is ever :achieved,"
Gilson :affirms (p. 448) . "Bur if these rwo
philosophies [rh:ir is, Sr. Bon:ivcnture's and
Sr. Thomas'] are equally Christian," he SOt.'5
on a little later, "in rh:it they cqu:illy sntisfy
the requirements of revealed doctrine, they
remain none the less rhe rwo philosophies.
. . . They arc complemcnmry, as rhe rwo most
comprehensive interpretations of the universe as seen b)• Christians, and it is because
they are complementary rhar rhe)• never conflier or coincide" (p. 449 ) . The reader of
this work will s et from ir a vivid picture
of the intellectual power, the spiritual profundity, and the philosophic method of
Sr. Bonaventure. The present edition is an
unaltered reprinrins of the 1938 Enslish
translation of the 1924 French edition;
some adjustment of dares in Sr. Bonaventure's
life is necessary, bur this is a very minor
fault.
CHURCH AND STATE IN LUTHER AND
CALVIN: A CoMPARATIVB STUDY. By Wil-

liam A. Mueller. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleda)• and Company, 196S. ix, 187 pages.
Paper. 9S cents. The hard cover edition of
19S4 is here reproduced without chaqe.
The German-born, American-trained author
views his subject very broadly. The issues he
raises have sreat contemporary relevance.
The treatment of Calvin is probably the better of the two parts.
THB GoLDBN CENTURY OP SPAIN lS0l
TO 1621. By R. Trevor Davies. New York:
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Harper and Row, 1965. 32S pages. Paper.
$ l.9S. First published in 193 7 and reprinted
five times since then, Tho Go/don Ce11INr,
of Spa;,,, is both one of the most readable
and one of the most illuminating works in
English on Spain during the period when
her history is of greatest interest to Lutherans.
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the issue, "Pope Pius XII and Germany,"
Vol. LXX,
No. 1 (October 1964), S9-78, and Guenther Lewy rellecrs upon The Catholic Ch11rch
G er,na,iy
and Nazi
(New York: McGrawHill, 1964).
lay interest grows in the Roman Church;
this is shown in three articles on '"Canon
SIMPLICIUS SIMPLICISSIMUS. By Johann
iow,
R l!cJakob Christoffel von Grimmelshausen, trans- Law and lay Interest" in the A111erie11,s
el
al
o11
Vol.
CLII,
Nos.
1-3
osiartie
lated and edited b)• George Schulz-Behrend.
Indianapolis, Ind.: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., (January-March I 96S ) , 17-32, 73-88,
In the same periodial Andrew
196S. xxxii, 3S3 pages. Paper. $2.4S. D erenerliche
s169-183.
T o Si
711p/ici sim111
nuch will R. Breines speaks ro 'The Layman in the
llbe111
celebrate his (or its ) 300th birthday in Local Church," Vol. CLII, No. 3 (March
1969. It is a perennial favorite not only in 196S ) , lSS-168.
German but also in Eng lish, as the 1962
The issues relative to Rome and educaedition of the Goodrick translation (see this
journal, Vol. XXXIV [1963], 12S) and tion have found expression in a doctoral
, eConr111e1Con-Murr11.y:
the British translation of the same year by dissertation, Joh11
Th o,
( G:arden
Walter W allich, The At/.110111n.r
es temporar1
of II Sim- Chn.reh-State
t,le1011, testify. But Goodrick, complains City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Co., 196S). by
Schulz-Behrend, "rendered the archaic Ger- Thomas T. Love of Princeton.
man of Grimmelshauscn into pseudoantique
Regional studies of Roman Catholicism in
English" ( p. vii). His own translation, by the United Stares include The Catholic
contrast, is in modern American, with slang
in Missirsippi by James J. Pillar
rch
rendered by slang, dialect reproduced by Chn.
(New
Orleans:
Hauser Press, 1964).
dialect, bad style re.Rected by bad style. He
abridges passages that he regards boring. His
Outside the Roman Catholic Church the
22-pagc introduction is helpful.
emphasis has been on certain men and moveAR.1HUll CARL PIBPKORN
ments along with normal denominational
CHURCH HISTORY: 19th AND 20th history. The frontier emphasis is still among
us as T. Scott Miyakawa has shown in P,ro,C'l!NTURll!S.
esta111 1111,J
Pioneers: l11tli11idnalist11 an,J Co,sThis has not been a year for definitive f ormi,:,
e erican
on 1h Am
Fro111i11r (Chicago:
works on this period. There have, of course, University of Chicago Press, 1964) and also
been numerous works relative to Vatican II in Moving F1'011liors, a documentary history
and the ecumenical movement, u would be of The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod
expected. With the centennial of the Civil edited by Carl S. Meyer (Sr. Louis: ConWar and the coming remembrance of Vari- cordia Publishing House, 1964).
an I in 1870, one should, however, have
The racial issues that have apin come ro
expected more on the church of these periods.
prominence receive an analysis in Kenneth
Francis J. Connell aids us with the "Con- K. Bailey, So•lhnn While Prolesltlnlism ;,.
stitution on the Church" from Vatican II, the Twenli•lb Cen111r, (New York: Harper
A.meriu,s 1!.cclosi11s1iul Rniew, Vol. an. & Row, 1964).
No. 2 (February 196S), llS-139.
"Horace Bushnell: Orthodox or SabelThe st0rm raised by The Dq,•11 still lian" by Fred Kirschenmann ( Ch•d Hiselicits response. George
Thus
Kent examines 1or,, Vol. XXXIII, No. 1 [March 1964],
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49-S9) is another sisn of a resursent interest in this prominent Consreptionalist
leader.
James Saxon Childers (editor) , A lti'111
Home: Tht1 Baptists T all Their Sta,, (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964)
is an example of recent denominational history.
With a loss of cultural identification confrontins certain Lutherans in the sreat
mersers of the past five )•ears, stress is beins
laid upon remembrance of the roots. Thus
in a still unpublished doctoral dissertation
at Boston University E. E. Eklund examines
"Accultur:nion in the Swedish Lutheran Consreptions of the Boston Area."
In The Lutheran Church Missouri
S)•nod, with its emphasis on missions at the
Detroit convention, it is proper that past
efforts have been examined in F. Dean
Luekins's Mission in the
( M11king St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1964) and
T1110 Worlds or Non• (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1964) by William J.
Danker.
JOHN CONSTABLE
FRATERNAL APPEAL TO THE AMERICAN CHURCHES. By Samuel S.
Schmucker, edited by Frederick K. Wentz.
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965. vii
and 229 pages. Paper. $2.25.

Schmucker's F,111ern11l A,ppul, one of the
famous documents of 19th-century ecumeniciry, appeared in three editions: 1838,
1839, 1870. This volume contains a reprint
of the 1839 edition with explanatory notes
by the editor; the Otl11rl#re /or Christian
Union, distributed by Schmucker in 1845;
and the Motlifie,I. Pun P,opos,tl, which is
chapter VII of the 1870 edition.
In the introduction Wentz gives a summary of Schmucker's life and of his ecumenical activity. He stresses Schmucker'•
contributions to ecumenical movements which
bepn in the 19th century and also analyzes
the factors, such u evangelicalism and

L

interest in missions, which led to Schmucker'•
interest in closer cooperation among denominations. He shows the direct contributions
which Schmucker made toward the organization of the Evanselical Alliance ( 1846) and
the Federal Council of Churches ( 1908), althoush Schmucker opposed detailed organization and bureaucracy and stressed agreement on fundamental doctrines u a
prerequisite for fraternal relations.
Schmucker's limitations, according to
Wentz, lay in his narrow view of the church
and his shallow assessment of tradition,
which led him to believe that doctrinal state•
ments could be taken from a variety of creeds
and fitted together.
Schmucker's ecumenicity contributed to
the development of both fundamentalism
and liberal theology. ERWIN L. LUEKER
MJJ.MOIRS. By Vilhelm Beck. Edited by
Paul C. Nyholm, translated by C. A. Stub.
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965. xi and
192 pages. Paper. $2.25.

Beck was a contemporary of Kierkegaard
and Grundtvig. Though Beck influenced
more of his contemporary countrymen than
Kierkegaard, the former is practically unknown outside of Denmark. This book attempts to introduce the English reader to
Beck. Although he will probably not attain
the significance of Grundtvig or Kierkegaard,
he will undoubtedly receive increased attention for his contributions to the renewal of
church life, for conceptions of the functions
of the church inherent in the Inner Mission
movement of which he was the head, and
for his emphasis on the work of the laity.
The Mt1moirs were written at Karlsbad,
Czechoslovakia, a year before Beck's death.
He had no notes before him as he wrote and
hence relied on his recollection. As a result
there are some inaccuracies as well u false
conceptions in the Mt1moirs. This, as Nyholm
points out, makes a critical analysis and study
of Beck's life desirable. Essentially, how-
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ever, Beck wrote an accurate account of his
life and of the Inner Mission, which occupied most of his attention.
ERWIN L LUEKER

DECISION AT DAWN. By Chulho Awe.
New York: Harper & Row, 1965. 180
pages. Cloth. $3.95.
What was it like in the seesaw Korean
War, to live as a Christian in Communist
Nonh Korea, a labor hero roday and 11 hunted
underground agent tomorrow, liberated by
United Nations troops one day and overrun
by Chinese Communists rhe nexr? Whar is
it like to flee for your life, ro wrestle with
rhe decision whether ro remain an engineer
or become a minister of the Gospel? Many
a young Christian reader will probably gulp
down this graphic, gripping 11ccount at one
sitting.
WILLIAM J. DANKER

459

tures 11nd communicating the Gospel today.
'"Everything," he says, '"depends on the intention with which I pursue the critical study
of the Dible" (p. 35). The treatment of
hermeneutics introduces principles which are
indispensable for a valid understanding of
Scripture.
Thielicke's analysis of Bultmann shows
rhe pitfalls in rhe latter's rheology, but at
rhe same rime shows values. The virgin
binh, Thielicke holds, is not ro be considered as a biological prerequisite for
conception by the Holy Spirit but a '"sign'"
of rhe miraculous entrance of Jesus into our
life, alrhough he expresses indecision whether
the sign is ser up by God, or by man.
'"Speaking in tongues" and rhe '"faith of unbelievers" are skillfully handled. Most interesting, perhaps, to American readers are the
last three chapters on racial integration, the
Nazi regime, and the problem of suffering.
ERWIN L. LUEKER

BETWBBN HBAVBN AND EARTH:
CONVERSATIONS l'(llTH AllfBRICAN
CHRISTIANS. By Helmut Thielicke. PATHBR COUGHUN AND THE NEW
Edited 11nd translated by John W. DoberDEAL. By Charles J. Tull. Syracuse,
stein. New York: Harper & Row, 1965.
N. Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1965.
xvii and 192 pages. $3.75.
Cloth. $6.50. 292 JXIBCS.
This volume admirably illusrrares ThieIt seems incongruous ro most people today
licke's forthrightness, sympathy, 11nd under- that only a generation ago men were able
standing in depth. The author expresses his to rise to national prominence by way of
convictions, his doubts, 11nd his uncerrainries radio, so completely has the modern soap
so honestly that he alone could agree with box of television replaced the men with only
all his statements. This, however, is also why a voice as the pied pipers of the contemporary
everyone can obtain valuable insighrs by scene.
reading this book.
The thirties produced both Dr. Walter A.
The chapters dealing with the Scriptures Maier and Farber Charles Coughlin. In rhis
book in rhe '"Men and Movements'" series an
are well written. They show a deep grasp
of the fundamentalist position and the con- attempt is made to cumine the latter's role in
uibutions which fundamentalism bu made what has been called '"the second honeymoon
social justice"
in our country.
to the church. On the orher hand, Thielicke
thinkforthrough
rhe
The book is heavily weighed down with
difficulties
urges fundamentalists
t0
and problems posed by modern vast quanriries of details about both the man
theologians. He strongly opposes the use and his movement. It also suffers from the
of the historical-critical method to confirm fact that Tull could not personally inrerview
intellectual presuppositions but defends its his subject.
use as a rool for understanding the ScripThe redeeming feature of the book is in
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the concluding chapter, "In Retrospect,"
which contains a brief summary and evaluation of Father Coughlin with his "mania for
the inconsistent" ( p:a.ge 224 ) and of the
8fOUP on the American fringe that he led.
Some historians may find Tull's analysis
of the platform of the Union Party and the
Union Party's vote in the elections of 1936
of value.
JOHN CONSTABLE
THB OLD LIi.ND 1IND THE. NE.W. Edited
by Robert H. Billipeier and Fred a.Alt-

schuler Picard. Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1965. 281 pages.
Cloth. $5.75.
The role of the immigrant in American
history has often been portrayed in terms
of the numerous immigrant manuals that
poured back to Europe from ambitious land
spc:culators in the new world. Here is an
entirely different rype of immigrant source
material: Two fascinating journals of Swiss
families that are objective in their approach
to the problems of emigration and settlement in the new world.
The editors have prefaced the journals
with a historical and sociological study of
the immigrant in the period of the 1820s.
The journals themselves are the very perceptive writinp of rwo Swiss emigrants from
St. Gall. The observations that they made
in the course of the trip throup Europe to
their place of deparmrc shows their keen
minds. Herc in the new world there is no
over-glamorization of conditions, and they
are frank about their problems and hardships.

Of special interest to the church historian
are the impressions of these emigrants as they
met representatives of various communal
societies that had come to the new world.
Rildiqer's impressions of "the religious life
on this continent are that "rcliJ;ion is held in
much hi&her esteem here than in the old
world" (p. 237). He fortifies this with his
observations on amp meetinp and notes

that there were already seven theological
seminaries in the new world.
The journals of Johannes Schweizer and
Johann Riitlinger are refreshing pietures of
the United States through the eyes of two
immigrants who were the forerunners of
the mass of new faces that came to the United
States after them.
JOHN CONSTABLE
TOllll"ARD THB Rl!COVE.RY OP UNITY:
The Tho11gh1 of Predarick Daniso,i /11.11Nf'ic Edited by John F. Porter and William

J. \Volf. New York: The Seabury Press,
1964. 246 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
The life of John Frederick Denison Maurice, as he was baptized, began in the reign
of George III and ended in that of Queen
Victoria. It spanned a notable-some say
notorious - period in the history of Great
Britain. Britannia ruled the waves, and in
her empire, as in that of Charles V of the
Holy Roman Empire, the sun never set. The
Industrial Revolution, begun in England, enabled British merchants to capture the world's
markets. But not all was good at home. The
rich were growing richer and the poor poorer.
Women did the work of men in the mines;
children labored in the factories from dawn
to dusk. The working classes were helpless.
Capitalism was growing but so was socialism.
The rich were worried. Churchmen, too,
were having their problems. What would be
the thought of a man like Maurice -classical scholar, teacher, theologian, social reformer - at such a time? His letters, the
basis of the present work, enable the reader
to discover his inmost thoughts.
There are letters to Bishop John William
Colenso, the Old Testament aitic, and to
Fenton John Anthony Hort, the New Testa•
ment scholar; letters to Archbishop Richard
Chcnevix Trench and to the Rev. Charles
Kingsley. Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Lord
Alfred Tennyson arrive as guests in the
Maurice home. John Henry Newman and
Edward Pusey evoke his comments. Samuel
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Wilberforce and others who like him \11,•ere
ready to help those in need come in for a
word of commendation.
Striving for unity, Maurice emphasized
the points on which religious groups agreed
and rejected only the nesative in each and
that which could not be reconciled. Obviously Georg Calixt would have been closer
m his heart than Abraham Calov. His own
theological position compelled him to resign
his teaching office at King's College.
The index is helpful, but "Reform Bill of
1830" should be "1832" and the pages
should be 73, 74.
Lnw1s W. SPITZ
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raises some issues that must be eventually
faced with more than a modicum of Lovejoy's courage.
JOHN CoNSTABLE

BOOK NOTES
JOURNAL OP A 5oUL (IL GJORNALB
DELL'ANJMA
) . By John XXIII, translated
by Dorothy White. N,-w York: McGrawHill Book Co., 1965. !viii, 453 pages. Cloth.
$ 7.95. Widely serialized in the press in
1964-1965, the spiritual diaries of Angelo
Roncalli are here collected in a single handsomely illustrated volume, together with related documents which increase the whole
by about one third. They provide a unique
insight into the spirituality of their author.
LOVEJOY: MARTYR TO PRI!.l!.DOM. By
LETTERS FROM EGYPT 1905-1908
Paul Simon. St. Louis: Concordia Pub( LETTRES D £GYPTE, 1905-1908). By
lishing H ouse, 1964. pages.
150
Cloth. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, translated by
$3.00.
Mary Ilford. New York: Herder and Herder,
The youthful srate senator from Illinois 1965. 256 pages. Cloth. $4.95. The biblihas given us a popular work about a little ography of primary Teilhardiana. in English
known "editor, preacher, and fighter" of 19th- continues to grow. The author was in his
mid-twenties when he wrote these 68 letters
century Midwestern America. The terms
to his father and mother. His official posi"editor" and "fighter" are apt descriptions of tions were lecturer in physics and chemistry,
the author himself, and Elijah Lovejoy seems museum curator and assistant to the church
a natural subject for him.
administrator at the Jesuit School of the
Lovejoy's life in the St. Louis-Alton area Holy Family, Cairo. There is little in the
is a window on the stru,S8le of frontier letters that points - even in retrospect Americans to deal with the problems that toward the religious and scientific directions
upon which Teilhard would enter. At the
beset them in the crucial years after 1830.
same time they reveal, in the words of Henri
The locale reffected the ideas both of the de Lubac"s preface, his "unaJfeaed gravity,
abolitionists and of the Southerners on the smiling objecriviry, and the 'graciousness' of
issue of human freedom and dignity that a being as modest and as good as he was
magnificently gifted." (P. 10).
helped to bring on the Civil War.
DESCENT INTO HBLL and w All IN
For those interested in developments along
the "cutting edge" of early 19th-century HEAVEN. By Charles Williams. Grand
America this is an important book. It pro- Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Pubvides insight into the lives of men of both lishing Company [1965]. 256 and 222
pases. Paper. $1.95 each. Williams belongs
courage and contempt. In a day when for
in the circle of distinguished 20th-century
many people heroes have lost their fascina- British men of letters by any criterion. The
tion along with their causes a chronicle of fact that he was also a committed Christian
faith like this is exciting.
merely adds to the interest and power of the
In a postcript the author uies, perhaps too two gripping novels here happily reprinted.
briefly, to tie the spirit of Lovejoy to the
GoD AND INCARNATION IN MID-NINB•
modern struMles for human dignity. Yet he TEENTII CBNTURY G.BRMAN THBOLOGY:
0
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G. THOMASIUS - I. A. DollNEll - A. E.
BIEDERMANN. Edited and translated by
Claude Welch. New York: Oxford University Press, 1965. viii, 391 pages. Cloth.
$7.00. In this volume, the third ro appear
in A Libr11r-:y of Pro1esta11t Thought, Gorrfried Thomasius (1802-1875), cofounder
with Adolf von Harless ( 1806-1879) of
the "Erlangen School," a creative historian
of dogma (Die ehristlieho Dog111e11gesehiehte) and a Christoeenrric dogmatician
(Christi
Darslelltmg
Perso11 um/
der
, lll'ork:
t!11a11geliseh-lt1tbt!risebe11 Dogmatik 11011i IHi11elp1"'k1 dor Cbristologie ,1111) remembered
for his kenoricisr speculations, represents
19th-centur)•
gustnee-Lutheranism. Isaak Au
Dorner ( 1809-1884), architect of an impressive speculative synthesis of knowledge
with faith and of philosophy with rheology,
who saw in Chrisrianit)' the answer to man's
quest for certainty because it united the ideal
(
with the historical, an anrikenoticisr and a
proponent of a novel Christology which understood the union of the rwo natures in
Christ u gradually taking place during His
earthly existence, stands for the "mediating
theologians." Alois Emanuel Biedermann
eolog1.
(1819-1889), a Swiss Reformed theologian who carried Hegeli:mism in theology
to extraordinary lengths in his Christliehe
Dogm•lii, speaks for "specufative
" rhcolom•.
selections from major
nsive teXt The
works of these three men, plus Welch's own
utute introductions and comments, exhibit
for English-speaking readers an important
and all-too-often misunderstood area of the
history of Christian thought. Since these
men are products of the same era that helped
to shape the leaders of confessional Lutheranism in America this volume has exceptional
interest for most of the readers of this
magazine.
THB IMPERIAL INTELLECT: A STUDY OP
NEWMAN'S EDUCATIONAL IDBAL. By A.
Dwight Culler. New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1965. xv, 327 pages.
Paper, $1.95; cloth, $7.50. Culler's careful
and original study of John Henry Cardinal
Newman's education, of his work as an educaror of others, and of his educational think-

ing first came out in 1955. This is an unaltered reprinting. Ir is an essential prelude
to the reading of lde,i of ,i Uniuersit1.
THE POSITIVE THINKERS: A STUDY OP
1"1-lll AMERICAN QU6ST FOR HBALTH,
\VEALTH AND PERSONAL PownR PROM
MARY BAKllR EDDY TO NORMAN VINCENT
PEALE. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and
Comp:my, 1965. By Donald Meyer. 358
p:iges. Cloth. $4.95. Meyer is professor of
Americ:in history at the University of California in Los Angeles. His perceptive and
witty analysis of the appeal of mind cure
and self-help ro increasingly idle middle and
upper class women and anxious men will
provide provoc:itive summer reading for the
pastor concerned about the church's contrihappiness
and
of
bution ro the mental health
its own people and of the community.
THE PJUNCIPLB OF PROTllSTANTISM
DAS PRINZIP DllS PROTESTANTISMUS). By
Philip Schaff, trans. John W. Nevin, edited
by Bard Thompson and George H. Bricker.
Philadelphia: United Church Press, 1964.
268 pages. Paper. $4.50. This is Volume I
in the Lancaster Series o,i Ibo M11reersb11r1
Th
Future volumes now in preparation include works of Nevin, Schaff's historical writings, reading in the Mercersburg
Re11ie111, and the "Mercersburg Liturgy." As
rhe United Church of Christ seeks for a
rheology that will go be)•ond its noncommittal official confession of faith, this series,
like the works produced in connection with
the Heidelberg Catechism quadricentennial
in 1963, could very well be decisive in directing, if nor the whole United Church,
then at least signific:int fractions of ir, back
to a more solid and ultimately more Catholic
basis. The present work is an expansion of
the provocative and controversial address
which the 25-year-old author delivered (in
German) at the time of his inauguration
as professor of Biblical literature and ecclesiastical history at Mercersburg Seminary.
Nevin turned it, the editors note, "into
passable English." They themselves have reproduced the translation accurately and added
28 pages of notes and 13 pages of bibliogARTHUR CARL PIEPKORN
raphy.
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CHURCH HISTORY
IN GENERAL

Methodist Theological School in (Delaware)
Ohio, who covers the modern era down to
New Delhi, is the author of Me/1111ch1bo,,,
A HISTORY OP CHRISTIANITY. Vol. I: 1b, Qniel Reformer (1958). His work does
READINGS IN THE HISTORY OP not quite come up to the standard of VolTHI!
EARLY
AND
MEDIEVAL ume I. Slips are not infrequent. For exCHURCH. Edited by Ray C. Petry. xiv ample, Luther's monastic "probation" lasted
and 561 pages. 1962. Vol. II: READ- only about 14 months, not "two years" (II,
INGS IN THI! HISTORY OP THB. 4). It is incorrect to say that pilsrims to
CHURCH FROM Tl-Ill REFORIUATION All Hallows' Church in Wittenbers "could
TO THE PRESENT. Edited by Cl>•de L
earn indulgences which would cancel out
Manschrcck. xii and 564 pages. 1964. 1,902,202 years in purgatory" (II, 5); the
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall. indulgences proposed only to provide the
Cloth. Price not given.
equivalent of that length of time spent in
Both volumes of this anthology - which public penance according to the norms of
ought better to be entitled A Hisl0'1 of the ancient penitential discipline. "In 1536,
\'Qcstern Chris1ia11ity, at least after Justinian the Swiss under Buccr and the Lutherans
- arc beautifully designed, superbly printed were able to settle their differences" ( II, 8)
(although the high-gloss paper gives the is a misstatement; Buccr was not a spokespages a tendency to stick together in damp man for the Swiss. The date of the Leipzis
weather), and lavishly illustrated. Duke Interim is 1548, not 1549 (ibid.). The date
University church historian Petry brings to of the first volume of the Weimar edition
the fourtc-cn centuries bracketed by St. Clem- of Luther's works is 1883, not 1804 (II, 14).
ent's Letter to the Corinthians and the mar- At the time of Walter R.auschenbusch's mintyrdom of Savonarola in front of the istry in the Second German Baptist Church
Florentine Signoria a distinguished reputa- in New York (1886-97), Horace Bushnell
tion as a historian of preaching (No U11cer(1802-76) was 1101 "sayins that poverty
l11i11 SoN11tl, 1948; Preaching in 1ho G,,111 is the result of vice" (II, 416). Some of the
Tradilion, 1950) and as medieval scholar translations are less than up to date: the
(Francis of Assisi, 1941; Christia11
1956; Eseha- excerpt from Luther's AfJpe11l lo 1h11 CbrisSocial
1olo11
a11d
Tho11gh1,
1.A1, Metli- lian Nobili11 is from the Wace and Buche11al Mysticism, 1957). Pctry's great sensi- heim translation of 1883, the excerpt from
tivity to "the inextricability of art, literature, the Augsburg Confession is from the Jacobs
architceture, liturgy and education within the translation of 1882, the excerpts from Calwarp and woof of complicated human exis- vin's l11s1i1111es are from the Beveridge
( 1879) and Allen (1841) translations.
tence" (I, vi) is apparent throughout, but it
finds particular expression in Chapter ix, Lutherans will feel that Manschreck wears
"Medieval Education, the Arts and Christian his prejudices rather openly; thus, for in"after the
of
Iconosraphy; Symbolism, the Liturgy and stance, he asserts thatPeace
the Common Life" (the reference section of Aupbur& 15S5, Lutheranism settled for the
which even has a unit on "Selected Recent confinins scholasticism of the formula of
R.ecordinp"! ) • Volume I, in this reviewer's Concord, 1577" (p. 218). The era of Luopinion, is all around the best one-volume theran orthodoxy is passed over in almost
reader in ancient and medieval Western complete silence; except for two passins refchurch history currently available. Man- erences to Paul Gerhardt. the first postschreck, professor of church history at the Reformation Lutherans to rate attention are
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Spener and Francke. Manschreck completely
.ignores the church in SandiDllvia. His decision to cake almost no account of Cbrisrianiry in the United States prior to 1890
is regremble. Admittedly his problem was
ultimately more complicated than that of his
collea,;ue; nevertheless, without wishing to
deny the real virtues of Manschrcck's volume,
one wishes that he had been more successful.
ARDIUR CARL Pll?PKORN

BOOK NOTES
CHRlmANITY THROUGH DIE AGES. By
Kenneth Scott Latourette. New York:
Harper and Row, 1965.pages.
321
Cloth.
$2.45. Over a 40-yc:ar period Latourette has
written a 5-volume history of Christianity
covering the 19th and 20th centuries alone.
He has written a 7-volume history of the
church from the beginning to 1945. He has
written a 1,516-page I-volume church history. He always writes objectively, ecumenically, hopefully, and from a frankly avowed
Christian standpoint. This paperback original is a mqnificent distillate of all that he
has learned and all that he has written. The
history of the church not only instructs w;
it aives w new strength to witness.

THs DBSCBNT OP THS Dovs: A SHORT
HISTORY OP ms HOLY SPllllT IN ms
CHUllOI. By Charles Williams. Grand

/ragc PubRapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans
lishing Company, 1965. ix, 245 pages.
Paper. $1.95. A prolific novelist-theologian,
Williams published what he oriainally intended to call A His1or, of Chrisltmtlom, but
did not, in 1939. This magnificently panoramic chronicle of the church throus}r 19
cenmries amply deserves the wider readership that it will receive throush this paperback reissue.
THs HBRITAGE OP CHlllSTJAN THOUGHT:
EssAYS IN HONOR OP ROBERT loWRY
CALHOUN. Edited by Robert E. Cushman

and J!si1 Grislis. New York: Harper and
llow, 1965. ix, 243 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Calhoun, who will celebrate his 70th birthday in 1966, has been a major fo~ jn
<liristian historiosraphy in America for a

quarter of a century. His students and disciples include many of the distinguished
names of the current generation of church
historians. Twelve of them have teamed up
to produce this volume of essays. The subjects range chronologically from Albert C.
Cutler's "The Sense of Tradition in the
Ante-Nicene Church" via George A. Lindbeck's 'The A Priori in St. Thomas' Theory
of Knowledge" to "Modern Papal Social
Tc:achings" by R. Paul Ramsey. In a degree
extraordinary among Pcslschri/lcn both
church historians and S)•stematicians will find
all the cssa)•s informative and suggestive.
An appreciation of Calhoun as a scholar
and as a man by Virginia Corwin and a
select bibliograph)• of his writings supplement the papers.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
THB HEART OP THIJ. R11PORMATION
PAITH. By Heinrich Bornkamm. Translated by John W. Doberstein. New York:
Harper & Row, 1965. 126 pages. Cloth.
$3.00.

Doberstein has put the nonspecialist in
Lutheran theology under obligation by 11dding Bornkamm's Das tw
blcibtlfltlo
o
Roehl tin
R11/or111atio11: Gr1111dregol11
Gt'#ntl- t1nd
11
a11,gclisch 11 G/1111bms and four
chapters from Bi11kt!hr to his numerous excellent translations. In the present volume
Bornkamm presents the :abiding validity or
the enduring truth of the Reformation as ll
truth and a power that invade and penetrate
every age. This truth he views primarily
from three different angles: faith, Christ, the
church. With respect to the chief principles
of the Reformation - by faith alone, by
sracc alone, Christ alone, the Holy Scriptures alone - be 1usscsts that for once Lutherans should avoid the aeptive tone by
•.ving: "'Wholly by faith, wholly by srace,
wholly by Christ, wholly by the Scriprures."
This. be ays. puts the emphasis on the mat•
ter itself: faith, grace, Christ, Holy Scriprures.
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Though written for the nonspecialist, the
specialist, too, can profit by a careful reading
of the cb:apters on Luther's theology of the
cross, the meaning of the church, and the
Reformation view of God, man, life, and
death. All of the cb:apters added together
point up the abiding validity of the Reformation - a fact to be remembered in an
age of theological insecurity.
LEWIS W. SPITZ

THE ll"ORD AND THE SPIRIT: BSSII.YS
ON INSPIRATION OF THE SCRIPTURES. By Regin Prcnter, translated by
Harris E. Kaasa. Minneapolis: Augsburg
Publishing House, 1965. 163 pages.
Cloth. $4.00.
These nine essays reveal Prenter's penetrating insight into Word and Spirit and other
related topics. In the first essay he bolds tb:at
Word and Spirit are always God himself;
that Word and Spirit cannot be separated;
that the \VIord of God as Jesus Christ is
grasped through the Bible; that the Bible
and the church cannot be separated; and that
those who regard the Bible as a collection
of inerrant truths separate the Word from
the Spirit. In the essay on "Preaching and
the Biblical Text" be criticizes both "subjective" and "objective" ( emphasized by the
doctrine of verbal inspiration) views of
preaching. The sermon stands between Baptism and the Lord's Supper; it calls man to
faith and nourishes him in faith. In the
third chapter Prenter endeavors to show that
the recognition of a universal awareness of
God's absolute demands, given in His indispensable will, prevents an intellectualisticlegalistic misinterpretation of the authority
of the Bible in social and political questiom today. Theocracy and secularism are
both rebellions against the authority of
Scripture. Io chapter four be bolds that
Bultmann's demythologizina is not a third
standpoint beyond ortbodozy and liberalism.
On the contrary, Prenter bolds, Bultmann is
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unable to find room for the salvation event
in his existentialism; he malces the crucifixion only an example; be removes the
kerygma; and bis theology leads either to
met:ipbysics or to psychology. In chapter
five Prenter emphasizes the need for inner
rather than outer reformation of the church.
In chapter six he pleads for a powerful Gospel preaching of sanctification, whereby
Christ is formed in us. In chapter seven the
evangelical doetrine of prayer is oriented in
the doctrine of justification through faith
alone as the most fundamental expression of
faith. Prayer is in fellowship, he declares,
centered in Christ, universal and victorious.
In chapter eight, Prenter bolds that the Word
is the form under which Christ can be present as alien righteousness. Hence vocal word
and sacrament are both external, that is
audible or visible, signs to which faith clings.
Hence "sig11r,m, corresponds in the economy
of redemption to the concept of /,,,.,,, in the
economy of creation." (P. 140)
The final chapter points out that the tension between theology and natural science
has practically disappeared, only to be replaced by a new tension between religion and
psychology when the latter ceases to be a
science and becomes a religion. He proposes to educators that they assume the
Christian view of God and man as central in education.
ERWIN L LUEKER

THE LORD'S SUPPER. By Harold Fey.
E.
New York: Harper & Row, 1965. 117
pages. Paper. $1.50.
This book was originally published in
1948. Fey's own sacramental doctrine is
Zwiqliao, his view of the atonement that
of the "moral influence" theory.
LEWIS W. SPrrz
THE BX.ISTBNCB OP GOD. By Wallace
I. Mats0n. Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 1965. 249 pages. Cloth:. $4.95.
This book is a comprehensive and oega-
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tive examination of the major arsuments
urged for "belief in God," summarized with
ycat force.
The author"s major device is (inevitably)
the 11rgu111c111um e sile,11io. He wants II perceptual, mathematical, or natural-scientific
demonstration of the existence of God, because, "generall1• speaking, it is reasonable
to believe in the existence of what presents
itself as an object of experience." (P. xiii)
His section on the "argument from evil"
is II good summation of the issues. Particularly pleasin,g is the short shrift he gives
to the specious notion of "self-determination" (p. 164), which seems to be II special
affliction of German-trained theologians.
From the Christian perspective, however,
the "'arsument from evil" has no force at all.
The Christian asserts both that God is compatible with all possibilities and that evil
has been overcome in Jesus Christ, and that
this fact will be forcibly demonstrated to all
creation in the consummation.
M11tson's book asserts principles of orsanizarion which· necessarily block his accessibility to "'Absolute Truth." For the
Christian, knowledge of God also asserts
His ineffable being, so that He is always
Deus 11bseondi1Ns in His aseity, and not 11
manasea,ble Deity who can be laid on the
counter, like merchandise in a department
store, for the inspection of the skeptical
philosopher.
Nor, if given, would "'evidence capable of
being assimilated into the corpus of ordinary human knowledge" help Marson. This
was acrually done by Jesus Christ, for example, in the case of the resurrection of
Lazarus. And though our Lord's contemporaries and enemies "assimilated"' and acknowledge the "evidence"' in this case, they
proceeded nonetheless ta plor His crucifixion. The reason for this melancholy state
of affairs was not the lack of evidence capable
of being assimilated into the corpus of ordinary human knowledge, bur the corrupted or

distorted nature of man, which then and now
and always will seek the abolition or death
of God. Matson seems to think that God
is not, because he is unable, on his reasonable
grounds, to believe in Him. But this should
astonish no one; it is the ordinary, run-ofthe-mill hubris of many philosophers in
American universities. RICHARD KLANN
BOOK NOTES
THE SACRIFICE OF CHRIST. By Charles
Francis Digby Moule. Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1964. xvi, 46 pages. Paper. 75 cents.
These three Holy Week lectures to Anglican
ordinands first came our in 1956. The present edition is in the Biblical series of P11ee1
Books; the introduction is by the series' general editor, John Reumann. The lectures
themselves deal with topics that stand high
on the list of important current Biblical and
systematic themes - the finished work of
Christ, the work of Christ continuing in
and through the church, and the question of
Eucharistic sacrifice.
BULL AT A N EW GATE
.
By Vic Jameson
and Don C. Westfall, illustrated by Johanna
Sperl. Philadephia: Fortress Press, 1965.
x, 54 pages. Cloth. $2.00. The authors are
Presbyterians, one a lay church journalist, the
other an ordained denominational executive.
"'An irreverent guide to churchology"' - the
jacker subtitle - is a little too accurate,
notably in rhe retellings of Biblical episodes,
bur elsewhere some impressive Law and Gospel gets set forth in language that docs not
require a course in the catechism to be understood.
THE CITY OP THE GODS: A STUDY IN
MYTH AND MORTALITY. By John S. Dunne.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1965.
xii, 243 pages. Cloth. $5.95. "'In each society and in every epoch," says Notre Dame
theologian Dunne, "'the problem of death
takes a characteristic form and receives a
characteristic solution"' (p. vii) . In this
sapient book he traces these "'ways that have
been found for circumventing death" from
the most ancient civilized societies, through
the Greek and Roman republics, Imperial
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R.ome, and feudal society, down to our own
culture.
ETHICS (ETHIK). By Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
edited by Eberhard Bethge, translated by
Neville Horton Smith. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1965. 382 pages. Paper. $1.45.
The German original came out in 1949.
Smith's translation, here reproduced, was
first published in 1955.
AN ExlSTENTJALIST THEOLOGY: A COMPARISON OP HEIDEGGER AND BULTMANN.
By John Macquarrie. New York: Harper
and R.ow, 1965. x, 252 pages. Paper. $1.60.
For a decade this has been a standard work
in English on the subject set forth in rhe
subtitle. In his foreword Rudolf Bultmann
states: "[Macquarrie shows] how the hermeneutic principle which underlies my interpreration of the New Testament arises our of
the existential analysis of man's being given
by Heidegger. . . . I have seldom found so
unprejudiced and penetrating an understanding of my intentions and my work." (Pages
vii-viii )
Goo \VIAS IN CHRIST. By Donald Baillie.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965.
230 pages. Paper. SVl5. This is one of the
best-known modern British answers ro the
Christological problem, in which Baillie
weaves the Jesus of history and the Christ of
dogma into the doctrines of the Trinity and
the Atonement. The present paperback reissue of the original 1948 edition contains the
appendix to Chs. II ( "Why the Jesus of History?") and Jll ("Why a Christology?")
which Baillie wrote for the German translation of God, W11s ;,, Chrisl and in which he
discusses "Christology and Mytholo&Y."
THB GoSPEL ACCORDING TO PEANUTS.
By Robert L Short. Richmond, Va.: John
Knox Press, 1965. 127 pages. Paper. $1.50.
Everybody knows that the creator of "Peanuts" is a Church of God (Anderson, Ind.)
lay preacher. Short, Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Chicago Divinity School, discloses with grace and humor the Biblical
theology that underlies Schulz's strip. "Peanuts" fans will regard the 85 cartoons with
which Short illustrates his points as pure
bonus.
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MAKER OP HEAVEN AND EARTH: THB
CHRISTIAN DocnllNB OP Ou!ATJON IN
THE LIGHT OP MODERN KNOWLEDGE. By
Langdon Gilkey. Garden City, N. Y.:
Doubleday and Company, 1965. 3 78 pages.
Paper. $1.45. The doctoral thesis of the
University of Chicago Divinity School's
Gilkey was on the relation of ert111lio ex
nihilo to process philosophy. This dissertation was the substrate of the present book,
first published in 1959 and now reissued as
a paperback.
NEW THEOLOGY No. 2. Edited by Martin
E. Marry and Dean G. Pecrman. New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1965. 316 pages. Paper.
S 1.95. Eighteen articles under five heads the problem of God and the godless, nature
and law, the churches in relation, Biblical
trends, and the extension of theology - suggest the significant directions that in the eyes
of two astute observers rheology was taking
in late 1963 and the first part of 1964.
PHENOMENOLOGY AND THE CRISIS OP
PHILOSOPHY: PHILOSOPHY AS RIGOROUS
SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY AND THE CRISIS
OP EUROPEAN MAN. By Edmund Husserl,
translated and edited by Quentin Lauer. New
York: Harper and Row, 1965. 192 pages.
Paper. $ 1.95. The continuing revived interest in the phenomenolo&Y of Edmund
Husserl (1859-1938) in both America
and Europe makes this translation by an
American expert in the field highly welcome.
The article "Philosopbie a1s Strenge Wissenschaft" was first published in 1911 a.nd
marks the transition from pretranscendental
to transcendental thinking on Husserl's part.
The second work is a lecture which Husserl
delivered at Prague in 1935 and which he
subsequently expanded into his ( never completely published) last major essay in philosoph)•, "Die Krisis der europiischen
Wissenschaften und die transzendenrale
Phanomenologie." Lauer prefaces the works
with a. 67-page introduction. The reader
who desires to know more a.bout the subject
can now turn to a paperback reissue of
Lauer's description of and apolo&Y for phenomenology (published in 1958 as The
TriNmph of SNbjoelit1i1,> under the tide
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and

(New York: Harper and Row, 1965; ix, 185
pages; paper; $1.45).
RELIGION. Edited by Paul R:imsey. Englewood Cliff's, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965.
x, 468 pages. Cloth. $8.95. To say that
this is a volume in the impressive Princeton
Studies series Hnma11istic Scholarship i,z
11.m
designed to survey the contributions of American schools to the field of the
humanities in recent decades, is endorsement
enough. The pastor who wants to be brought
up to date in the history of religions, Old
Testament studies, the stud)• of early Christianity, church history, theology, Christian
ethics, and the philosoph)' of religion will
find in this book six mentors of a top order
of competence to take him b)• the hand.
THB TRUE AND LIVING GOD. B)• Trevor
Huddleston. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday
and Compan)•, 1965. 120 pages. Cloth.
S2.95. The profound pastoral compassion
that made NaNgbl Ior Y 01,r Co11iforl so
yipping finds expression on every page of
these lectures m students at Oxford University. In them the bishop of Masasi (Tanzania) talks simply bur unforgettably about
the world, man, things, evil, sin and foraiveness, Jesus Christ and the church.
UNDEllSTANDING THB NICENE CREED.
By George W. Forell. Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1965. 122 pases. Cloth. $2.50. In
the best sense of "popular," this is a genuinely popular exposition of the Eucharistic
creed by a gifted scholar with II happy knack
for puning things in such a way that they
stick in his readers' minds.
DICTIONARY OP DEMONOLOGY. By
Jacques-Albin-Simon Collin de Plancy;
translated from the French and edited by
Wade Baskin. New York: Philosophical Library, 1965. iii, 177 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
De Plancy's Dictionar, enjoyed a modest
reputation among his fellow Romantics. Undocumented and eclectic, it is of limited
present day use even for those who are intaated in the subject.
IMMORTALJ"IY AND RESURRECTION.
Edited by Krister Stendahl. New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1965. 149 pages.
Paper. $1.45. Four recent Ingersoll Lectures by Oscar Cullmann, Harry Wolfson,
\Verner Jaeger, and Henry J. Cadbury derive from one another added power to illuminate from four directions - Biblical
theology, the church fathers, classic Greece,
and Gospel research - an important current
escbatologicnl deb:ite.
CHRISTUS UND DIB KIRCHE IN ROEMISCH•
KATHOLISCHER SICHT: EKKLESIOLOGISCHE
PRODLBMB ZWISCHEN DEM BRSTBN UND
ZWBITEN VATIKANISCHBN KONZIL. By
Frirz Viering. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, 1962. 127 pages. Paper.
DM 9.80. This is a condensation of Viering's 1957 H«bilitatio11ssehri/l at the time
he became instructor in systematics and
comparative theology in the evangelical
rheological faculty of rhe University of
Munster of \Vestphalia. He takes the position that the encyclical ltf,ystiei, co,Poris
had rhe net effect of narrowing the Roman
Catholic doctrine of the church and of eliminating certain evangelical possibilities which
had previously existed and which provided
points of contact with the theology of the
Reformers. He undertakes to describe the
Roman Catholic ecclesiological situation up
to 1943; the relation of Christ to the church
in JH,yslicicorporis; and the theological context and implications of the encyclical's
ecclesiology. His final chapters set up "theses
for an evangelical understanding of the
church" and sketch the implications of Ephesians and Colossians for the relation of Christ
and the church. This reviewer has the impression that Viering's Chriscology has a
mildly Nestorianizing tendency and that in
his evaluation of the Roman Catholic position he inclines personally to adopt the worse
interpretation even while conceding the possibility of a less offensive view of the data.
Nevertheless, whether one reads the evidence
in the same way that Viering does or not,
he deserves his readers' gratitude for having
assembled the material.
PRINCPLl!S OF CONDUCI': AsPECl'S OF

BIBLICAL ETHICS. By John Murray. Grand
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Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Co., 1964. 272 pages. P:iper. $2.25. This is
a reprinting of the origin:il 1957 edition,
in which Murray expanded his Payton Lectures of 1955 at Fuller Theological Seminary.
RBADINGS JN THll HISTORY OP CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. Edited by Robert L Ferm.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
c. 1964. xix :ind 619 pases. Cloth. Price not
given. Ferm, a Y:ile Ph.D., is chairman of
the Department of Religion at Pomona College. The 74 items in this anthology span the
1600-plus )•c:irs from Tertullian to Willillm
Ellery Channing. The m:iterials are organized in four parts around the themes, "Methods in Christian Theology: The Knowledge
of God," "The Person and \'<fork of Christ,"
"The Human Condition and Iu Remedy,"
and "The Church and the Sacraments."
Ferm's criteria of selection ore informed by
his conviction that "there can be no one
normative theological position; the brc:idth
of historical affirmations continues to shed
new light and shadows on the sc:irch of m:in
to articulate his relation to the God of
Christian faith and to the tradition that is
his" ( p. viii ) . The introductions are brief
and objective, the book is well printed, the
rranslations are to II large extent the old
standard ones. An anthologist can never
satisfy all his readers on the number, the
length, and the choice of his items, but in
general Ferm h:is done well. (Lutherans will
deplore the fact that while the book excerpts
the Swiss An:ibaptist Schleitheim Confession
of Faith, the Tridentine Profession, the
Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of Ensland, and the Racovian Catechism, none of
the Lutheran symbols appear.)
ARTHUR CARL PIEPKORN

ECUMENICS AND
COl\fPARATIVE THEOLOGY
Books and articles on ecumenia and on
the ecumenical movement continue to roll
off the press in great numbers to the delight
of all those who are interestedthe
in
affairs
of the Christian church. The followias vol-
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umes have appeared in 1964 and 1965.
There are others.
For BeNm•nie11l TIH0l061 Toth1 (Glen
Rock, N. J.: Paulist Press, 1964; 256 pages;
paper; 95 cents), a paperback in the D•IIS
Bool: series, GrcSory Baum selected 25
popufar articles that have appeared in Th,
I!enmc11isl1 a bimonthly Paulist Press journal
for promoting Christian unity of which he
is the ediror. The authors discuss the problems of the Second Vatimn Council, the
Roman Catholic Church, ecumenical developments, ecumenical dialog, and Christians and
Jews. A short but carefully selected bibliography of ecumenical literature is appended.
Paul Broadhurst clarifies the position of
Roman Catholics on prayer for Christian
unity. Noteworthy is the difference berwecn
the movement of prayer started by exAnglimn Paul Watson, who thought in terms
of II return of non-Roman Catholics to the
Rom:in obedience, now carried on by the
Francisa,.n Friars of the Aroncment, and
the
other, originared by the French AbW Paul
Couturier, now promoted by the center
"Unite Chr&ienne" at Lyons, France, which
takes a broader view of unity.
In PttNl Cot1lttri11, •ntl
Ch,isl
(Westminster, Md.: J. William Eckenrode,
1964; 366 pages; cloth; $5.75), Geoffrey
Curtis describes the movement started by
Couturier, which formulates its prayers in
such a way that other Christians may more
easily join Roman Catholics in their intercessions.
Heinz Renkewitz' Di• Kireh,,. ti#/ ,u,,.
1V•6• ZNr Ei11h,i1: Bflt1116•liseh, E11z1/,lop,idi,, Vol. 2 (Giitersloh: Giiterslober Verlasshaus Gerd Mohn, 1964; 189 pages;
boards; DM 7 ,80), is an introduction to the
bisrory and presence of the ecumenical movement.
In Einhril Mr Kinh,l Rinporun,•K

u,,;,, ;,,

W B11t1#6•liseh-Th,olo6isehM
,11/iliseh,,, W
,J,r
P11/,•IIM ,l,r

ilh,l,,,,.u,.;,,.,,;,., M;;,..
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star (Witten: Luther-Verlag, 1964; 148
pages; boards; OM 8,60), edited by W.
Marxsen, Kurt Aland, Ernst Kinder, HeinzDietrich Wendland, Helmuth Kittel, Wilhelm Anz, S. Hebart and the editor discuss
the unity of the church.
Chrllia,is an Dialopa (Paris: ~itions du
Cerf, 1964; 644 pages; NF 33.00 ) , by Yves
M.-J. Conpr, views the problems to be
solved in Rome's approoch to ccumenicity.
D11s 61:u manischa Prob/am, Vol. I (Frciburg: Verfag Herder, 1964; 332 pages; cloth;
OM 29, 50), by Bernard umbert, and IP'ega
des lebandiga,i Gatt
Gla11b 1111tl geistlichas Leba11 (Freiburg: Verfag Herder,
1964; 326 pages; cloth; OM 33, 50), by
Yves M.-J. Conpr, are signifimnt tmnslations on ecumenical thinking in Roman
Catholicism.
In Tba Problem of C111h0Ucism, (London:
SCM Press, 1964; 190 pages; cloth; 30/- ) ,
Vittorio Subilia, dean of the Facolra Teologica Valdese in Rome, presenu a fascinating
study of the theological grounds of debate
between Roman Catholicism and Protestantism. It was first published on the eve of
the Second Vatican Council. The translation
is by Reginald Kissack.
EC1t.manics, Iha Scianca of tha Church
Uni11ars11l (Englewood Oiffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964; 294 pages; cloth; $5.95)
comes from the pen of John A. Macka)•,
former president of Princeton Theological
Seminary and the first incumbent of that institution's chair of ecumenics. Called "the
father of ecumenics" in America, he needs
no introduction to students of the ecumenical
movement. Macby uys that the pages of
this book "voice echoes of the author's
srruule over four decades to grapple with
the ecumenical concept and its significance."
A good bibliography serves u a selected
guide to further reading and helps one to
forger that A Hislor, of 1ba ECNmniul
M011•mn1, 1'17-1948, edited by Ruth

Rouse and Stephen Charles Neill, has not
been brought up to date for students of this
movement. In four major sections the author
discusses the science of ecumenics, the church
in the purpose of God, the functions of the
church universal, and the church and the
world. The student of ecumenics can ill
afford to ignore this informative volume.
LEWIS W . SPITZ

Rl!LIGION IN ACTION: HOW' AMER·
ICA'S F,UTHS ARE MEEI'ING NElrt
CHALLENGES. By Lee F. Dirks. Silver
a
as:
Spring, Md.: The National Observer,
1965. 212 pages. Paper. $2.00.
Enpgemenr and encounter, evangelism,
education, and ccumenicity - here is America's religious scene "reported in depth" in
word and picture. The emphasis in this
fourth number of the documentary series
N awsbook is on the impact which the larger
and smaller denominations are having on
the conrempomry American political, eco•
nomic, and cultural scene. The themes of
this most impressive report include the
movements toward Christian unity, the contributions of the Christian denominations
and the Jews ro American thinking and
action, the churches' involvement with social
issues, "back-to-the Bible"' trends, glossolalia,
new directions for clerical and lay ministry,
and two special features on the "architects of
American rheology" and on Marrin Luther
King, Jr. Lurhemns will note with interest
the mention of jazz, the radio ministry, the
involvement in the issues of civil rights and
the stress on education which arc found to
be among the characrerisria of the Amerimn
progeny of Luther. 'The Lutheran Church,"
the author cites an old Lutheran proverb as
saying, "was born in a university."
The very effective manner in which engaging reportage and pictorial documentation of "religious pioneering" and "unconventional evangelism" at such unusual places
u drag strips, gambling casinos, and Florida
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arudent-packed beaches is presented makes
this report in depth well worth the modest
price. The author, selected in 1964 by the
Relisious Newswriters Association as the
'"Religion Writer of the Year," here cer•
tainly vindicates his garland.
JOHN

H. ELLIOlT

PRESBYTERIAN Hl!RITAGB. Dy A. Mervyn Davies. Richmond, Va.: John Knox
Press, 1965. 141 pages. Paper. $1.95.
Journalist and freelance aut.h or Davies
takes Presbyterianism back to the da1•s of
the Reformation, its establishment in Scot•
land, and its story in America. He writes
arrestinsly :ind has the knack of making the
most out of dramatic events, for example,
John Knox' confrontations with Mary Queen
of Scots. He is not always accurate in his
statements. He calls Jan Hus, whom he lists
between Tyndale and Erasmus, "the first to
be mart1•red as a heretic for his teachings"
( p. 11 ) . Patrick Hamilton is not identified
as a Lutheran. The Brainerds were perhaps
the pioneer Prosb,•teritm missionaries to the
Indians, but Davies calls them simply "the
pioneer American missionaries to the Indians" (p. 100). Or is the accent on American, not pioneer? However, the most serious
misgiving to be raised about the book is its
central theme, that Presbyterianism, or
ultimately Calvinism, must be given much of
the credit for the relisious freedom of our
country. Davies· claims are much too sweeping to be endorsed.
CARL S. MEYER
CHRIST'S CHURCH: EVANGELICAL,
CATHOLIC, AND REFORMED. By
Bela Vassady. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965.
1H pages. Paper. $1.95.
This book does nol owe its or.isin to
the sermon which Eugene Canon Blake
preached in Grace Cathedral, San Francisco,
on December 4, 1960, and which outlined
a proposal for the reunion of a number of
American denominations. Ever since 1925,
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the year in which the Stockholm Conference
on Life and Work wu held, Vassady says,
he had been deeply interested in the church
union movements. Nevertheless, he was certainly encourased by this sermon to put his
thoughts, first into a number of articles, and
then into a book.
The purpose of this book, he explains,
was not to give a detailed description of the
life of the church in a united form, but only
to offer a certain theological grounding for
any thinking about this question. The one
controlling perspective that guided him is
that of the gracious relationship that exists
between Christ and His church, which he
describes in terms of five key words - "con•
trol," "continuity," "concern," "contrition,"
and "commitment." A united church, he
says, must be truly catholic, truly evangelical, and truly reformed. For an appreciation
of the book one must pay close attention to
the author's definition and use of these terms.
The author is encourased in the task of
uniting the church by the faithfulness of
God in Christ and His Spirit. At this point
it is important to remember that the Spirit
of God works through His Word. This must
not be overlooked when one speaks of
I!cdtui11 aedific4nJ11 q11ia aedifiut11, one of the
author's choice axioms. The commitment of
the 16th-century Reformers was to that Word.
LBWJS

w. SPITZ

A CHURCH FOR THESE TIMBS. By Ronald E. Osborn. New York: Abingdon
Press, 1965. 192 pages. Paper. $1.95.

Like Bela Vassady's Christs Cb11reb: 1!111111geliul, Catholic, 11ntl Re/ormetl, this volume
and its basic theme owe much to the famous
sermon, "A Proposal Toward the Reunion
of Christ's Church," preached by Eugene
Carson Blake at Grace Cathedral in San Francisco, December 4, 1960. Osborn is a member of the Consultation on Church Union,
which is working toward a basis of union
among six major denominations as a ground
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for a church "uuly catholic, uuly reformed,
and uuly evangelical." Osborn believes that
denominationalism is an anachronism. The
Statement of Faith adopted by the United
Church of Christ therefore appeals to him
u "a stirring contemporary proclamation of
the good news." Not everyone will consider
this confession adequate for a united church,
but every Christian will join in irs closing
doxology: "Blessing and honor, glory and
power be unto [God]. Amen."
LBWIS \V. SPJn

THB CHURCH AND AUNKIND, edited
by Edward Schillebeeckx; viii, 177 pages.
THE CHURCH AND THB LITURGY,
edited by Johannes Wagner; viii, 191
pages. Glen Rock, N. J.: Paulist Press,
1965. Cloth. $4.50 each volume.
Concili111,m: Tbeolog,y ein the Ag of Reand
II, is a major theological fruit of Vatican II.
It grew out of the awareness of the theologians at the council that a general updating and reinvigoration of Roman Catholic
theology at every level was an imperative
necessity if the church were to consolidate
the gains recorded by the council.
The project is formidably impressive: 50
volumes at the rate of 10 a year; 300 scholars from 26 counuies u authors; an 18-man
blue-ribbon editorial board from 9 counuies; simultaneous publication in English,
Dutch, German, French, even Spanish and
Ponuguese, but apparently (and utonishingly) not in Italian. The editors invite the
collaboration of every Roman Catholic theologian and have set up u their only criterion
"scientific, theological sincerity in the service
of revelation."
Each volume is to be built about a single
ecumenism,
theme-dogma. liturgy,
pastoral
moral theology, the church and
the world, the
history
of the church, canon
law, spirituality, or Scripture. Each volume
will have three (or four) sectiom: A series

,,._l, of which these tides are Vols. I

of original theological essays; a definitive
bibliography of recent books and articles on
a number of subjects; a "documentation section," providing exact information in article
form on contemporary theological problems;
and "a chronicle of the living church"
( omitted in Vol. I). The net result is a
kind of five-rimes-a-year hard-cover thematic
rhcologicul journal.
The method and the quality of the contributors are admirably illusuated in Vol. J.
The articles are by the French Dominican
Yves Congar ("The Church: The People of
God"), the Miinster scholar Joseph Ratzinger
("The Pastoral lmplicarions of Episcopal
Collegiality"), Schillebecckx himself ( "The
Church and Mankind" ) , and the novelisrthcologian Michael Novak of Johnstown, Pa.
("'Diversity of Suucturcs and Freedom
\Virhin the Structures of the Church," the
only untranslated article in the volume).
The bibliographical surve)'S cover 'The
Church as the People of God," by Rudolph
Schnackenburg of \Viirzburg and the Belgian
Benedictine Jacques Dupont, and the question "Who Belongs to the Church?" by the
Dutch Dominican Boniface Willems. In the
"documentation" section rhe Louvain scholar
Roger Aubert discusses "Eucharistic Congresses from Leo XIII to Paul VI," and the
Belgian Dominicun missionary to the Congo,
Raphael van Kets, now of Rome, describes
"The Dialogue between the Church and Contemporary Cultures."
Vol. II, which concentrates on the Conslilntion 011 Iha Sacretl Li111rg,y of Vatican JI,
reproduces in its field the excellence of
Vol. I. It may even be of greater interest to
Lutherans. In the "articles" section the
Bolognese Benedictine Cipriano Vapggini
theology,
writes on
'The Bishop and the Liturgy";
Joseph Pascher of Munich on the "Relation
Between Bishop and Priests According to
the Liturgy Constitution"; Frederick R. McManus, president of the North American
Roman Catholic Liturgical Conference, on
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'The Juridical Power of the Bishop in the the Reformation denominations. He reporu
Constit11lion on tho Sllcrt:d LilNrgy"; the dispassionately on iu denominational and
great Austrian Jesuit liturgiolosist Joseph ecumenical history and gives special attenA. Junsmann on "Liturgy, Devotions and tion to the Indian union projectS, to the
the Bishop"; the priest-composer Joseph problem of orders as it is reflected in Anglican-Presbyterian negotiations, and to the isGelineau on "The Role of Sacred Music";
sues of "catholicity" and "ccumenicity" as
and the editor of 1'(;'orship, Godfrey Dieck- they affect Anglicans. A final chapter evalmann of Collegeville, on "The Place of uates the situation at present and in the imLiturgical Worship." The bibliographical mediate future. He deplores the fact that
survey covers recent literature on church "a true ecumenical attitude is still hard to
music, concelebration and Communion under find" in England (p. 27S ). Lutherans will
both kinds. (The last-named survey asserts note with interest that in his view "it is beon p. 158: "Only when the whole commu- coming more and more evident in India that
nity actually shares the chalice can the re- a confrontation of Anglican ecumenism with
cipient's personal participation be expressed Lutheranism opens up an entirely new and
vast complex of questions. It is also due to
in a satisfactorily 'significant' way.") The the Lutheran churches that rheological reflecdocumentation discusses the "Evolution of tion has developed sreatly in the churches of
the Concept of Economic Expansion." The India" (pp.188- 189). Few Lutherans in
"chronicle of the living church" reports on America, however, will agree with van de
the International Congress on Education for Pol that "there are no fundamental difficulthe Priesthood in Western Europe, held at ties with respect to the inter-church celebraRothem-Mccrssen, Holland, in the late sum- tion of the Supper in which Lutherans,
Reformed Christians, Prebyrerians, Coqremer of 1964.
ptionalisu, Methodisu, and even evangelical
A reading of these two volumes indicates
Anglicans, and eventually, Baptists, Menthat this is the kind of work which com- nonites, and Remonstrants could rake pa.rt."
mends itself to non-Roman Catholic clergy- (P. 257)
men and theologians who want direct
CATHOLIC THEOLOGY IN DIALOGUE. By
information from a wide variety of authorGustave Weigel. New York: Harper and
itative sources on the rapidly movins deRow, 1965. 126 pases. Paper. 95 cents.
velopments in the world's largest Christian This collection of papers, first published ia
denomination. ARTHUR CARL PIBPK0RN
1961, comprises the late Jesuit ecumenist's
Taylor Lectures at the Yale University Divinity School, in which he discussed the
BOOK NOTES
church, the Scriptures, and the sacramenu,
ANGLICANISM IN EcUMENICAL PERSPECplus four other lectures, on Roman Catholic
TIVE (HET ANGLICANISMB IN OECUMBecumenism,
revelation, church-state relations.
NISCH PnRSPBCTJBP). By William H. van
de Pol, translated by Walter van de Pune. and the Eastern churches.
CHRlfflAN SCENCB: ITS ENCOUNTD
Pittsbursh, Penna.: Duquesne 293
University
Press, 1965. x,
pages. Cloth. $6.1S. WJTH AMERICAN CULTURE. By Robert
Vaa de Pol, professor of the pheaomeoology Peel. Gardea City, N. Y.: Doubleday aad
of Protestantism at the Roman Catholic uni- Company, 1965. xiii, 224 pages. Paper.
versity of Nijmeaea, started out as a member $1.25. Peel is member of the editorial staff
of the Dutch Reformed Church, became aa of the Christun, Seine. Mo11ilor and a memAnslican at 22, a Roman Catholic at 43, aad ber of the Church of Christ, Scientist. First
a Roman Catholic priest at 47. He knows published ia 1958, his book mntruts the
Aqlicllaism from pcrsoaal coataet, aad be failure of Transcendentalism with the sucsees it u occupyiq a unique position among cess of Christian Science and proposes the
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rhesis rhar "Cbrisrian Science bas a revolurionat)• conrriburion ro make ro contemporary
sociery which is lirrle recognized - even by
many Christian Scientists." (P. ix)
THE OIURCH IN DIALOGUE: FIVE TALKS
IN AMERICA. By Leon-Joseph Suenens, edited by Arthur McCormack. Notre Dame,
Ind.: Fides Publishers, 1965. 128 pages.
Paper, $1.50; cloth, $2.95. The five addresses tbar rhe Cardinal Archbishop of
Malines-Brussels delivered in America in
May 1964 derive special significance from
his posirion as a moderator of Vatican II and
from his long-rerm advocacy of renewal in
his church. He delivered "The Council and
Church Uniry" and ''The Church and the
Civiliz:itions" at rhe Universiry of Chicago;
''The Council and Pastoral Renewal" ro the
!airy of the archdiocese of Chicago; "The
Message of Pace,n, i,i
T erris"
before the
United Stares Committee for the United Nations; and "The Aposrola.re of the Religious"
before 5,000 Roman Catholic nuns in
Boston.

CONSTITUTION ON THE CHURCH; 85
pages; 40 cenrs. CONSTITUTION ON ECUMENISM; 28 pages; 25 cents. CONSTITUTION ON THE ORIENTAL CHURCHES; 14
pages; 15 cents. Jamaica Plain, Boston,
Mass.: Daught
ers
of St Paul, 1965. Paper.
These rhree signally important Vatican II
documents, solemnly promulgated by Paul VI
on Nov. 21, 1964, are presenred in rbe
authoritative National Catholic Welfare Conference translarions.
HONESTY IN THE CHURCH. By Daniel
Callahan. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1965. 188 pages. Ooth. $2.95.
Widely read Roman Carbolic journalist Callahan is no mean lay theologian. The renewal
of the church that Vatican II is calling for,
he insists, requires both the individual Roman Catholic and the Roman Catholic
Church ro transcend past standards of honary,
The chapter headings in this remarbble
book outline the progression of Callahan's
thought: The claims of honesty, public
honesty, private honesty, from honesty to
inregriry, the responsibility of the church,

the responsibility of the individual. Bernard
Murchland contributes an earnest foreword
in which be describes rhe special problems
of rhe Roman Catholic in rhis area.
ODJECflONS TO ROMAN CATHOLICISM.
Edited by Michael de la Bcdoyere. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1965.
184 pages. Cloth. $3.95. This is an utterly
frank and correspondingly informative book
by a group of British Roman Catholic liberals. Its viewpoint is specifically English.
The "new look" in Roman Catholicism, says
de lare,Bcdo)•i:
quondam editor of the
Cttlholic
o,l
1-l ral and now cdiror of rhe newsletter Search, "is far from being ro the taste
of (probably ) the overwhelming number of
[Roman] Cnrholics today. And ir is particularly resented b)• grear numbers in the English-speaking countries and ( I suppose) in
backward parts of Europe, by no means excluding Italy" (p. 11 ) . The present book is
designed to crcare "a [Roman] Cnrholic
'image' which will powerfully help mutual
11,1u/ersla11tling berwccn a 'free' bur essenrially orthodox Roman Catholicism and the
views and traditions of other communions"
(p. 14). Oxford histori:m Magdalen Gollin
wr ites about supcrstirion and creduliry. Luther biograph
er
John M. Todd treats the
political
cy, bias, autocra
and legalism of a
"world!)• church." British educational psychologist Frank Roberts analyzes authoritarianism, conformiry, and the sense of guilt.
The University of Leicester historian H. P. R.
Finberg speaks to the issue of censorship.
Journalist Rosemary Haughton trcars freedom and the individual. G. F. Pollard,
philosopher and essayist, sketches existential
reactions against scholasticism. The controversial Jesuit ex-Archbishop of Bombay
Thomas Roberts challenges Vatican II with
the questions of contraceJ?tion
war. and
ROME AND REUNION. By Frederick C.
Grant. New York: Oxford University Press,
1965. 196 pages. Ooth
.
$5.00. A Proresrant Episcopal Biblical rhcologian who is one
of the Anglican observers at Vatican II,
Grant argues that the task of Chrisrian reunion demands a broad understanding of
the past. He sees the real obstacle to reunion
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as "the violence done to the New Testament ligious philosophy' " ( p. 3 ) . He notes that
in every attempt
defend
to
the primacy [of the excerpts that he presents are nor official
the Pope] as an instirurion dating from the Orthodox teaching. He also cautions his
first cenrury and founded by Christ Him- rcoders to remember that Russia 11cccpted an
self' (p. 7). His panoramic hisrory of the "official" Orthodoxy and that in consequence
papacy from the fifth cenrury on ends with there was in Russia "no tradition of indea sensitive chapter on "Unfinished Business pendent thought 11s 11 reflection of religious
of the Vatican Council."
experience" ( p. 6); furthermore, he observes,
Russion religious development was
ScRIPTURB AND ECUMENISM: PROTBS•
TANT, CATHOLIC, ORTHODOX AND JBWISH. 11ffectcd by its agelong isolation from the
Edited by Leonard J. Swidler. Pittsburgh: Christian West. His materials arc wellDuquesne University Press, 1965. iii, 197 chosen sclecrions from Weidlc, Khomyakov,
Bulgakov.
pages. Cloth. $4.95. The real ecumenical Solovyov, Florensky, Fyodorov, Rozanov,
Both the
issue, 11s the Roman Catholic editor of this Berdyaev, Fcdorov, 11nd
general and special introductions arc exsymposium defines it, is "the 1nagistt!
rium,
the reaching power of the Church: Can the cellent.
Church's 111agisterium
,
under the guidance
ANGLICANISM. By Stephen N eill. Baltiof the Holy Spirit, express truths not found more, Md.: Penguin Books, 1965. 468
in Scripture?" (p. 1). Six of the nine papers pages. Paper. Sl.95. Neill, linguist. misat the 1964 Duquesne University-Pittsburgh sionary ro India, Anglican bishop, one of
Theological Seminary seminar on ecumenism the major leaders in the creation of the
focused on the relationship of Scriprurc, tra- Church of South India, coeditor of the Hisdition, and 111agisteri11111. Roman Catholicism tory of the Ecumenical
m
Mot111 11n1 1'17 lo
was represented by George Tavard, Roland 1948, and professor of missions and ecuMurphy, 11nd Anthony Stephenson; Ortho- menical theoloBY or the University of Hamdoxy by Jean Me)•endorff; Methodism by burg, writes with the authority of experience
Albert C. Outler ; Presbyterianism by Robert and with the practised ease of a veteran auMcAfcc Brown, Markus Barrh, 11nd David thor. Although the Protestant Episcopal
Noel Freedman; and Judaism by Steven Church in the U.S. A. as mch receives only
five pages, the whole book is a valuable
Schwanzschild.
A TREASURY OP RUSSIAN SPIR.ITUALITY. guide to what our AngliCllD fellow Christians
Edited by G. P. Fedotov. New York: Harper arc and why they arc that way.
CHRISTIAN MAlllllAGB TODAY: A CoMand Row, 1965. xviii, 501 pages. Paper.
$2.95. These nine spiritual biographies or PARISON OP ROMAN CATHOLIC AND PROTautobiographies by nine Russian masters of ESTANT VIEWS. By Mario Colacci. Revised
the life of devotion from the 11th to the edition. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing
20th cenrury, ably introduced and 11nnotated House, 1965. xi, 203 pages. Paper. $1.95.
by Fedotov for the first rime 15 yean ago, Originally published in 1958, Colacci's
reveal impormnt focets of the Russilln re- widely cndoncd handbook here appears in
on expanded llnd updated revised version.
ligious mind.
ULTIMATB QUESTIONS: AN ANTHOL- Written by a Roman Catholic priest who
OGY OP MODBRN RUSSIAN RBLIGIOUS converted to the Lutheran Church, the book
THOUGHT. Edited by Alexander Schmcmann. reveals an accurate 11nd intimate ocquaintaoce
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, with the Roman Catholic position. Ia weak1965. vii, 311 pages. Cloth. $6.95. "The ness is the author's assumption that there is
an objective reality called P.rotcsw1tism.
aim of this antholoBY," says Schmcmann, "isNevertheless,
the srrcnsth ourwcighs the
to give to those who are srudying Russia,
her history, litcrarurc and religious life, at weakness. Pasron will find it useful
THB ONB BRIDB:
THB
CHURCH AND
least a general idea of that area of Russian
culrurc which Russians usually define as 're- CoNSECRATBD VIRGINITY. By Mary Jane
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Klimisch. New York: Shecd and Ward,
1965. xviii, 231 pages. Cloth. $4.95. The
aurhoress is a Roman Carbolic Benedictine
nun who is composing music for two masses
to be used wirh her denomination's new
English lirurgy. The present work is a thoroughly theological attempt "to explore the
mystery of Christian virginity in the dimension of the church's bridal alliance with
Christ." Noteworthy arc the absence of
complacency and uiumphalism and the evident impaa of the new Roman Catholic
Biblical theolog}'.
THE PENTECOSTAL MOVEMENT: ITS
ORIGIN, DEVI!LOPMENT AND DISTINCl"IVll
CHARACTER ( PINSEBllVI!GllLSEN
).
By Nils
Bloch-Hoell. New York: Humanities Press
(Oslo, Norwa)•: Universitersforlaget), 1965.
256 pages. Cloth. $6.00. The Norwegian
original of this work by the ediror of Tid-ssllri/1
og Kirlle came out in
for T eologi
1956. The English uanslation shortens the
original version radically by reducing the
marerial on rhe Norwegian Penrecosral movement to a summar)•; at the same time it
brings the whole :iccounr up to dare. The
ner result is a very useful, conrempor:iry, objeaivc, and carefully documented analysis of
the rise, expansion, te:iching, ethical principles, and worship of Pentecostalism. American clerm•men will re:id it wirh profit as
part of their preparation for encounter with
this ubiquitous phenomenon. Bloch-Hoell
sees Penrecosralism ar rhe beginning of irs
seventh decade marked liturgically by a more
sr:aric institutionalism ( in contrast to the extreme charismatic spontaneity of the early
years), ethically by a decreasing rigor of irs
Puritanism, organizationally by a renunciation of its initial principle of nonorganiz:ition, and doctrinally by a subduing of the
doctrine of entire sanctification and a general "docuinization" of its denominational
messqe. In faa, he concludes, contemporary
Penrecosralism is "an outstanding example in
Qurch history of a movement of reaction
gradually developing in the direction of the
very type of religious body or denomination
apinsr which ir originally arose as a movement of reform." (P. 177)

THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL AND
NEW CATHOLICISM. By G. C. Berkouwer; translated from rite Dutch by Lewis B.
Smedes. Grand R:ipids, Mich.: William D.
Ecrdmans Publishing Co., 1965. 264 pages.
Cloth. $5.95. Berkouwer, professor of system:iric theology in the Free University of
Amsterdam, represents the conservative
Durch Reformed tradition. His book is :i
serious rheologic:il study which avoids the
peril that tempts rhe unwary, in his words,
"ro substitute v:igue desires for cautious
:in:ilysis or give :i superficial prognosis in
order ro avoid open-end questions" (p. 249).
He covers all the major issues - unchangc:ibility :ind changeability of dogma, Scripture
and tradition, exegesis :ind doctrinal authority, the pope :ind the bishops, the doarine
of the church, :ind the n. V. M. Smedes h:is
done his difficult task very well. Ir is good
ro have this important analysis by an important representative of rhe Reformed rradition :available in English.
YEARBOOK OF AMERICAN CHURCHES:
INFORMATION ON ALL FAITHS JN THB
U. S. A. Edited by Denson Y. Landis. 33d
Edition. New York: National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the U. S. A., 1965.
314 p:iges. Paper. $6.25. This indispensable
source of information of all kinds - Sta•
tistics, organization, educational institutions,
addresses - about organized religion in the
United States and Canada brings its readers
as closely up to date as it is possible to do;
the data in this edition were assembled in
1964 and are generally correct as of Jan. 1
of that year.
THE

PROTESTANTISM JN AN ECUMENICAL
AGll: ITS ROOTS, ITS RIGHT, ITS TASK. By
Otto A. Piper. Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1965. ix, 254 pages. Cloth. $4.50. Distinguished Reformed exegete, systematician,
and moral theologian that he is, Piper's intimate l1550Ciation with the ecumenical movement has always been marked by a certain
critical reserve. In this book he repeats his
perennial concern that in their enthusiasm
the early advocates of the movement have
paid insufficient attention to its spiritual dynamic. His thesis is that we must see both
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the ecumenical movement and the existence
of "Protestantism" as phenomena of HeilsgesehiehltJ in order to find "the right synthesis of organizational effort and divine inspiration in our endeavors to make the unity
of Christ's Body manifest" (p. v). Piper
announces his intention "to restrict [his)
usage of the term Protestant to all those
groups who directly and indirectly received
their decisive stimulus from Luther's reformation" (p. 5). As it emerges in the book,
however, Protestantism so defined exhibits
a heterogeneity that docs not permit its
treatment as an entity. Piper's book is brilliant nevertheless, and his basic thesis is
sound when it is generalized to refer not
to "Protestantism" but to each Christian
confession.
ROMAN AND EVANGllLJCAL - GOSPEL
AND MINISTRY: AN ECUMENICAL ISSUE
( ROMERSKT OCH EVANGELISKT). By Per
Erik Persson, trans. Eric H. Wahlstrom. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1964. 92 pages.
Cloth. $2.00. Here at last is an English version of the able little book by Lund's current
professor of systematic theology which this
journal reviewed in Vol.XXXII (1961),
186.
ROMAN CATHOLICISM'. By Thomas Corbishley. New York: Harper & Row, 1964.
150 pages. Paper. 95 cents. Corbishley is an
English Jesuit. Apart from the addition of
a 9-page biographical sketch of the late
John XXIII written in September 1963, the
present Torchbook reissue reproduces without
change the original 1950 edition. A forthright Roman Catholic, Corbishley has composed an informative and revealing description of his denomination, its theology, its
moral and social teachings, its relation to
history and human progress, its present role,
its life and practice, and its organization.
Apropos the Reformation he declares: 'The
[Roman Catholic) Church regards the work
of the Reformers from Luther onwards as
constituting the greatest possible disservice
to the cause of Christ. • • • If you deny that
Christ has a Vicar on earth, you are falsifying fifteen hundred years of Christian history.
That, in effect, is what the Reformation did."
(P. 28)
AR.1HUR CARL PJEPKORN
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DIB KII.THOLIZITAT DBR KIRCHB. By
Hendrik Berkhof. Translated from the
Dutch by Marcel Pfandler. Zurich: EVZVerlag, c. 1964. 112 pages. Cloth. OM
12.80.
In this brief study, obviously a plea for
ccumenicity, the author gives the history of
the term "catholicity" and defines its meaning. He regards the terms fJ/irom• and
fllerottn as used by Paul in Ephesians and
Colossians as the primary root of catholicity.
The second root is the conviction that
revelation must be viewed as an organism an organic multiplicity - unity of truths,
values, aspects, or whatever one wishes to
call it. These, he holds, may be unified by
centering them about Christ, Scripture, or
the church. Catholicity and ecumenia he
views as vertical and horizontal dimensions
of the same thing.
Most Lutheran readers will fail to see the
dire consequences for catholicity that the
author ascribes to Luther's work of l'.523,

To Wh.rl &lt1nl Shottbl S,e11J11r ll.11thori11
Bt1 Obe:,etll
LEWIS W. SPITZ

CO:MPARATIVE RELIGION
AND MISSIONS
THEOLOGICAL
II.ND
MISSION/I.RY
Sl"UDIBS IN MBMORY OP JOHN
.11.BBRLY. Edited by J. M. Myers, 0.
Reimherr, and N. H. Bream. Gettysburg,
Pa.: Times and News Publishing Co,.
1965. vii and 1S2 pages. Cloth. Price
not given.
F11s1sehri/l•n delayed have a way of turning into memorial volumes. Originally intended as a tribue to Aberly on his 95th
birthday, this collection now appears m keep
green his memory as missionary, theologian,
educator, administrator, and author.
He finished only the first year of his
formal seminary training, then went to India
for what was to be a short term emergency
assignment but that actually lasted for 33
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)'ears. He completed bis theological studies lotions of Buddhism at Marburg. However,
on the field, where he served in many capa- on a year's )eave during which he lectured
cities but made bis most lasting contribution and traveled and, what is more imu an able writer of Bible helps and com- portant, observed and reftected - in Asia,
mentaries in Telugu. His 1,200-page T t!lug,e he found a dynamic neo-Buddhism in Japan,
Bible Diclionllrj• appeared in a 2d edition India, Burma, Thailand, Ceylon, and Hong
as recently u 1961.
.
Kong that is markedly changed from the
Atter serving three years as the first pro- traditional Buddhism that most scholars
fessor of missions at Chicago Lutheran Semi- know.
nary in Maywood. Abcrly went on to GettysIt boasts an ecumenical movement that
burg, where he soon was elected president of is makin.g rapid strides in rcconcilin.g Therathe seminary whose course he had never vada and Maha1rana Buddhism. In its great
completed. This fact did not keep him from Japanese universities it continues to adapt
pioneering a graduate program. An Ot11/i1111 skillfully to a rapidly chan.ging world. Ir
of Missions (1945), his best known En.glish comprehends scientific thinkin.g, bur is nor
work, is a standing challenge to contempo- limited to it. Jt insists that man was nor
rary Lutheran missiologists to update it in made for science, but science for man.
the light of the postwar revolution in the
Benz"s work has instructive sections on
Buddhism in the Soviet Union and in mainnon-Western world.
The distinguished list of contributors in- land China. The Communist re.gime in China
cludes such well-known names as Robert H . itself alternately persecutes and exploits
Fischer, with a penetrating anal)•sis of '"The Buddhism, while in nei.ghboring countries,
United Lutheran Church in America and it has loSBed not only seosraphical but
American Culture'"; Richard H . Drummond, political milease with its roamins relic, the
who writes perceptively on '"The Christian holy tooth of Buddha. Nco-Buddhism has
Mission and Missionary in Japan"; Wesley been equally ambisuous toward Communism.
L Sadler, with an instructive article on lin- One stream opposes it as materialism, while
guistia for Africa; and Stewart W . Herman, the other current seeks to demonstrate that
who uks provocatively, "Latin America: the brotherhood of monks founded by
Buddha in the sa11,gha practiced socialism
Get In or Get Out?"
more than 2,500 years ago.
WILLIAM J. DANKER
An}•one seckins to understand the interBUDDHISM OR COMMUNISM.: WHICH twined fortunes of politia and relision in
HOLDS THE. FUTURE OP ASlll.i> By Asia today can hardly afford to miss this book.
Ernst Benz. Garden City, N. Y.: DoubleWILLIAM J. DANKER
day &: Company, 1965. 234 pages. Cloth.
$4.50.
WAR OP AMAZING LOVB. By Frank C.
Laubach. Westwood, N. J.: Fleming H.
The controversial activities of Buddhist
Revell Company, 1965. 150 pages. Cloth.
monks in Vietnam politia should stimulate
$2.95.
the interest of many in the West in Benz's
esciting answers to the arresting question
Laubach is a man with a sreat heart for
that this book's tide poses. This is the first all the disadvantaged people of the earth,
imponant book in the Western world to particularly the silent billion illiterates. He
study the significance of Buddhism for the threatens, he weeps, he pleads in this book
political future of the East.
for a compusionate Christian response u
Benz bad long taught the clusic formu- big as the chaUenge it faces. FoUowers of
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Martin Luther, who wanted the people to be
able to read the Bible for themselves, cannot consistently withhold their support from
this kind of effort toward world literacy.
This is II good book for pastors, te:achers,
and lay people.
WILLIAM J. DANKBR
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cent witness to the risen Christ in spire of
Bultmann makes one wish that the Marburg
thcolosian could have been a missionary to
India. He would perhaps have seen how his
demythologizing approach on the Resurrection would simply make it easier for
Hinduism to homogenize and devour
Christianity.
Stewart is candid about the weaknesses of
the Christian church in India, notably its
litigiousness. He is also optimistic about its
positive witness.
WILLIAM J. DANKER

THB HASIDIC ANTHOLOGY: T ALBS
AND TEACHINGS OP TH11 HASIDIM.
Translated and edited by Louis I. Newman
and Samuel Spitz. New York: Schocken
Books, 1963. xx and 576 pages. Paper.
$2.45.
This anthology of the writings of the TIVO ,r, oRLDS OR NONE. By William J.
Danker. Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing
Hasidic movement of the 18th and 19th cen1964. 311 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
House,
turies introduces the reader to aspects of
Jewish thought which are often overlooked,
Danker, professor of missions and director
namely the "sense of mystical ecstacy in the of missionary training at Concordia Semicommunion of God and man"; "democracy nary, St. Louis, has written an appealing and
and brotherhood between the rich and the interesting book, one that will cause eyepoor"; and "the moral values of the religious brows ro be raised and consciences ro be
S)•Stem" (p. xi ) . The anthology material stirred as the result of the author's observais grouped under 205 topics.
tions of the ecumenical movement as it
HERDBRT T. MAYER
affects the mission of The Luther:an Church
- Missouri Synod.
INDIA'S RELIGIOUS FRONTIER. By
Danker's book records the impressions of
William Stewart. Philadelphia: Fortress a journey which he made on behalf of the
Press, 1965. 183 pages. Ooth. $2.50.
church on a four-month srudy rour of Asia
Stewart, veteran India missionary and which included attendance at the Third Asprincipal of prestigious Serampore Colle&e, sembly of the World Council of Churches
here lives up ro rhe high standard of Mu: at New Delhi. He takes the reader on a
Warren's Chrislittn Presnu:11 series on rhe guided rour of the frontiers of mission in
Beirut, New Delhi, New Guinea, the Philipnon-Christian religions.
With II sure and vivid presentation based pine Islands, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Okinawa.
on long years in India he describes nor jusr Japan, and Korea. Though the book has a
the classical doctrines and practices of Hin- travc:log format the author wants the reader
duism but its interaction with the new India, to recognize that he is atrempring ro do
with the forces of the modern world, and something more than th:at. His incisive obwith Christianity. On this new reli&ious servations of the stare of ecumenia in the
frontier Hinduism is taking new shapes, is overseas work of The Lutheran Churchstimulated ro new and loftier ethical planes, Missouri Synod is the outstanding contribuand is threatened by new dangers, not the tion of this book. In dealing with India and
least of them atheistic, militant Communism. the World Council of Churches, for example,
In this milieu the Christian church is he writes that it has been demonsusted again
present as a witness to the suffering, dying, and again that when Christians come toand
Christ. Stewart's magnifi- gether on whateVCr common basis they find
resurrected
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and continue to study the word of God and
do at least certain common tasks in the lisht
of that \Vord. they are usually led to an
ever clearer articulation of their confessions.
One wishes that the author could have
been equally as incisive in his observations
concernins the basis and principles that must
uadersird the Christian mission and that his
impressions could have been recorded asainst
the backsround of the profound crises in
which the mission finds itself today.
The problem today on the overseas field,
as well as on the American base, is not to
interweave relision with economics but to
discover "vital religion." And when )'OU ask
the question about vital religion, then you
are opening the door to the questions of the
whole fundamental thrust of mission, the
place of mission boards, policies, the lay
apostolate, how to rcco•-er the spiritual impctuS by which the whole church becomes
a church on mission. The church can be
grateful for Danker's book; he asks for the reactions of his readers to what has been written. We hope this book misht start our
church in thinking about what is involved
in being a church on mission.
DBLWIN BYRON ScHNEIDER
BOOK NOTES
THIS PEOPLE ISRAEL: THB MEANING OF
JEWISH ExlSTBNCB (DIESES VOLK: JUBDISCHB ExISTBNZ). By Leo Bacck. translated by Albert Hoschander Friedlander.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
196S. :ni, 403 pages. Cloth. $9.SO. Bacck,
one of the last representatives of the liberal
tradition in German Judaism, writes about
his people and their history with the personal concern of a man who was the chief
rabbi of Berlin and the president of the
Rndm,mnl#ng ""' ]11tlm in the Nazi
epoch. Staying in Germany when he might
when he
have fled, retumiag to
might have stayed in safety in England, be
wu himself imprisoned at Theresieastadt,
and it wu here that he began to write Di•s•s
VoU on any scrap of paper that came to

hand. Much more homily than history, even
when it talks about individuals and episodes,
Dieses Voll: is a moving evocation of the
spirit of Judaism that lifu for the Gentile
reader :i corner of the veil that hangs between him and the Jew.
THROUGH GATES OF SPLENDOR. By
Elisabeth Elliott. New York: Harper and
Row, 196S. 2S8 pages. Paper. $1.7S. Ia
J:inuary 19S6, we remember, the noble army
of martyrs was enlarged by five young American missionaries murdered by the Ecuadorian Aucas whom they had come to evangelize. This is the story of the five - in the
words of their own letters and diaries to
a vet)
' large
extent - told with compelling
passion by one of the women besr equipped
to recount this modern missionary sasa,
James Elliott's )•oung widow. The paperback
reprint includes the excellent photographs 66 pages of them - thnt adorned the
orisinal edition.
JEWS AND CHRISTIANS: PREPARATION
FOR DIALOGUE. Edited by George A. F.
Knight. Philadelphia: The \Vesuninster
Press, 1965. 191 pages. Paper. $2.'IS. 'This
book was written with a view to encouraging
honest, searching dialogue between Christians and between Jews and Christians"
(p. 11 ). The ten topflight authors including knowledgeable Harold Floreen of
the Lutheran Collesc and Seminary at Saskatoon, A. Roy Eckhardt, Norman Gottwald, the
editor himself - were
Jakob Jocz, and
solicited by the Central Department of
Evangelism of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S. A. at the
request of the \Vorld Council of Churches.
Lutherans engaged or interested in dialogue
with representatives of the Jewish community will be better prepared if they will have
read this book.
BUDDHIST TEXTS THROUGH THE AGES,
TRANSLATED FROM
PALI, SANSKRIT, CHIGermany
NESE, TIBETAN, JAPANESE, AND APAPH•
RAMSA. Edited by Edward Conze, I. B.
Horner, David Snellgrove, and Arthur
Waley. New York: Harper & Row, 1964,
333 pases. Paper. $1.85. When the first,
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hard-cover edition of this work came out in
1954, as a sequel to Conze's BHdtlhism, it was
the first time that an even moderately comprehensive English anthology of Buddhist
texts had been attempted. Successive parts
introduce the reader at the hand of 214
newly-translated excerpts to "the teaching of
the elders," that is, to the Hinayana; to the
Mahayana; to the Tantras; and to Chinese
and Japanese Buddhism. The texts themselves are ( barring a few exceptions in the
highly scholastic Yogacarins) astonishingly
readable; in the c:ise of Walcy's sensitive
translations in the fourth part a high literary
quality is often achieved.
THB UPANISHADS: KATHA, ISA, KENA,
MUND.AKA, SVETASVATARA, PRASNA, MANDUKYA, AITAREYA, BRIHADARANYAKA,
TAllTIRIYA, AND CHANDOGYA. Edited by
Swami Nikhilananda. Abridged edition. New
York: Harper & Row, 1964. 392 pages.
Paper. $1.95. The unabridged Nikhilananda
edition of the Upanishads-the basis of
Vediinta philosophy and the chief contribution of Hindu thinkers to the philosophical
thought of the world - runs to four volumes.
The reduction to one volume has been
achieved by omitting the texts that deal
mostly with ritualistic meditation and by
condensing the notes and explanations to a
bare minimum. Nikhilananda's translation is
guided by the nondualistic commentary of
Shankara (780? to 820 ) . ''The vast Vedic
literature of the early Indo-Aryans," says
Nikhilananda, "is like a trackless tropical
forest, full of lush underbrush, weeds, thorns,
and stately trees. Travelers in it often become dismayed, bewildered, and lost" (p. 8).
The present volume is designed to lead them
directly to the "blossoms of rare beauty and
frasrance" that are there. (The 28-page
Upanishadic glossary that Nikhilananda has
added also helps! )
AKmua CARL PIBPXORN

MISSIONARY PRINCIPLBS. By Roland
Allen. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964.
168 pases. Paper. tl.45.
How remarkably far ahead of his time
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Roland Allen actually was appears especially in this reprint of ltfission•r, P,;,,.
ciplcs, considered by many to be his finest
book. In a time that has begun to recognize
God Himself as the Missionary, this work
from another generation has a contemporary
ring as it sums up its theology of mission:
'The impulse is of Christ, the end is Christ,
the means are in Christ. Christ is the source,
the end, the worker" (p. 103). No Cbrisromonist, Allen would ascribe the same allencompassing role to the Holy Spirit.
The similarity between Allen's position
and Lesslie Newbiggin's recent T,inilllrit111
Faith anti Todays Mission is striking even
to the casual reader. Georg F. Vicedom in
works like Missio D~i is saying some of
the same things.
WJLLLUI J. DANKER

.

THB ltrORLD'S UVING
RJJ.UGIONS.
By
Archie J. Bahm. New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1964. 359 pages. Paper.
75 cents.
Bahm, who has studied Hinduism and
Buddhism at first hand in Asia, confesses that
he has abandoned the sectarian outlook in
which he was trained, but 11dmits that he
c:innot wholly escape the infiuences of his
Christian nurture or of Western civilization.
He compares the religions of the world in
their various ways of "yea-saying," that is,
of appreciating that things are as good as
they are. He contrasts this with "nay-saying,"
the view that things should be better than
they 11re.
Bahm's scope is ambitious; it includes the
religions of India, of China and Japan, and
of Western civilization. Under Christianity
he even endeavors to cover major denominations and sects. In so broad an attempt it
is perhaps only natural that the author coma
to grief occasionally, for example, when he
uses "patristics" as the plural of "chmc:li
father." (P. 268)
This .is the type of book on comparative
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rclision that is being found in increasing
numbers on cfrusstore bookshelves.
WILLIAM J. DANKBR

THB RBUGIONS OF JUAN. By Huston
Smith. New York: Harper & R.ow, 1964.
328 pases. Paper. $1.95.
Smith, ttained in philosophy under Henry
Nelson \Vieman at the University of Chi080, has in this book, first published in
1958, produced a most readable and lucid
presentation of ..the religions of man."
Fundamentally, he holds that God's revelation has "taken different facets and different
forms according to the differences in nature
of individual souls and the differences in
character of IOCll uaditions and civilizntions."
(P. 312)
WILLIAM J. DANKBR
THB BIBLB BASIS OP AflSSlONS. By
Robert Hall Glover. Chicago, Ill.: Moody
Press, 1964. 208 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
The current theological emphasis on the
church as being in its dynamic aspect the
motion of God toward men has, in spite of
some nocable conttibutiom, not yet worked
out its full understanding of the Bible as a
missionary book. Until that task has advana:d somewhat farther than is presently the
cue, we must not despise some of the better
cffons of the past in that direction. Glover's
book, which first appeared in 1946, belongs
in that class.
The author, who had both medical and
theological training, was a longtime missionary in China, teacher of minions, and mission
CRCUtive in the conservative the
evangelical
begins
practical
tradition. He
with
Cftlll of 20th-century missions and then
RCb the pertinent Bible answers. This
method docs not sufficiently question current
forms
methods of mission. Perhaps
IOIDCODC will give us a more penetrating
Biblical basis for the mission by beginning
with the Bible itself and unfolding from it
whether
~ ,..,. that God would have us take in
His mission today.

WILLIAM

J.

DANltBll

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
(INCLUDING HOMILETICS
AND WORSHJP)
It is evident that pastoral theoloBY is
presently in uansition on twO fronts. fint,
the ..how-to-do-it books" are going out of
style and the elements of Biblical theoloBY
are breathing new life into the discipline in
ever-widening circles of inquiry. The tendency toward a strange and flaccid mixture
of ecclesiastiml ritual, psychology, sociology,
human relations, and pragmatic clericalism
lw shifted in the direction of efforu to
synthesize and unify into a related whole the
results of other theological disciplines and
apply them to the life of the church pastorally. Cenual in these efforts is the study
of the Scriprures, and of the docuines of
man, word of God, church and minisuy, and
of what these mean for those who have been
called to be in Christ and who are gathered
about the proclamation of the Word (Law
and Gospel) and the administration of the
s:icr.unents.
Secondly, a serious rethinking of human
trouble and a growing concern for effective
spiritual therapy characterize a movement
which is bringing the traditional rituals of
pastoral can: under examination and making
cfforcs to define the particular ministry which
has meaning today. The marks of this movement are not all clearly revealed as yet, but
there is evidence
new that
and creative
rituals of pastoral care may be developed and
employed. This is not to say that the tra•
conditional functions of healing, suscaining,
guiding, and reconciling, which have always
been associated with pastoral care, are being
abandoned; rather they are being examined
and evaluated. That is to ay that whea
modern pastors focus on the guiding function
more sharply than on the other three and
practice it diligently, the quation must be
asked
they are doing 10 u amateUn
imitative of other psychotberapeutical artists.
Or, when puron look upon the nonputoral
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healins professions as the only hcalins
resource, are they failing ro utilize the special
function of the Christi:m communiry to serve
one another? There is evidence that the sustaining function has not been roo badly
jostled by the forces of transition and that
its long-practiced
means modes and
rcm11in
the spccfalry of the pastor. The reconciling
function, likewise, enjoys II rich heritage in
the church and is a mosr signifiant element
of pastoral are for which there is no substitute among the secul11r therapists. The
burden of rebellion :ind guilt which presses
down on 11lmost every m11n, modern or not, is
11 form of hum11n trouble with which the
p:isroral ministry
h:id has
longer
and deeper
fumiliarit)•, plus 11dequate theologicnl resources, than h:as 11ny other healing profession. The reconciling function, with all that
it implies in pasroral care, may well be the
special service which the church must develop
and offer as a unique and holy means of
making men whole in our time.
Current books which pastors should be
be reading include:
Bovet, Theodor. Tha RtM,J, to S11l11111io":
A H11ntlboolt on the Gm, of Persons.
Garden Ciry, N. Y.: Doubleday and Company, 1964.

Brister, C. W. Pt1stor11l Cttr• ;,, the Ch11reh.
New York: Harper & Row, 1964.
Clebsch, William A. and Charles R. Jackie.
Pttstorttl C11r• in Historiul P,rsp.e1i11•.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,

1964.
Thielicke, Helmut. The Blhies of Sex. New
York: Harper & Row, 1964.
Thilo, Hans Joachim. u,,f,t11,,,.,,,_ Mini:
A S111tl1 ;,. PttStorttl Ps1eholoi,. Tram.
A J. Seese,a. Minneapolis: Auasburg
Publishing HOUie, 1964.
Tiemann, William Harold. Th• Ri1ht to
Silnc•: Pmil•1• Co,,.,,,,,,,;u,;o,. 1111tl
1H P11Stor. Ricbmond: John Knox Press,

1964.
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Tournier, Paul. Th• Who/• Pnso• ;,. 11
Brolta• 'Wor/tl. Trans. Helen and John
W. Doberstein. New York: Harper &
Row, 1964.
Morris, J. Kenneth. Mttrri•1• Co""1eli111:
A M11n11ttl for Ministars. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1965.
Clinebell, Howard T. Ma111t1l H11t1/1h
Thro,-1h Christi1111 Comm11ni11 (Tha
Loul Ch11rch's Mi11istr, of Growth ttntl
Htralin1). New York: Abingdon Press,

1965.
Fisher, Wallace E. From Tr11tli1io11 to Mission (An Old Ch11rch Disco11ers the Secret
of N aw Li/a)
.
Nc-w York: Abingdon Press,

1965.

HARRY

G.

CoINER

A MAN NAMED JOHN P. KENNEDY:
SERMONS ON HIS ASSASSINATION.
Edited by Ch:arlcs J. Stewart and Bruce
Kendall. Glen Rock, N. J.: Paulist Press,
1965. 208 pages. Paperback. $1.25.
Twenry-five sermons have been chosen
from 850 gathered in a survey conducted by
the edirors under a grant from Purdue Universiry. They are srouped under eight headings: Clergy and the First Family; The
Pulpit in Texas; We Are All Guilry; Why
Did God Allow It?; Our Freedom Involves
Risk; We Have Reason ro Be Thankful;
Tributes to the Man; Memorials on the
College Campus. Many of these sermons
were extemporaneous, others were adaptations of Thanksgiving Day addresses. Some
have a useful Gospel affirmation.
RICHAm> R. CAIIMMBRBll
THEOLOGY OP WORSHIP IN 17th-CENTURY LUTHBRANISM (Di• uhr• 110•
Kw/IMS tin l,,thmsdJn Kirel,• "'" z.;, tin
Or1hotlom). By Friedrich Kalb. Translated by Henry Hamann, Sr. St. I.ouis,
Missouri: Concordia Publishing House,
1965. xiii and 192 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
Concordia Publishing House is to be commended for the publication of this ICbolarly
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tmaancnt of the theolo&Y of worship in the
17th cenrury, the German original of which
,,as reviewed in this journ:il, Vol. XXXIII
(1962), 685. The inclusion of the footnotes is p:irticularly welcome. Kalb invcstis:ites the question whether classial Lutheran
theolosians are responsible for weakenins the
Jirursical life of Lutheranism and concludes
that "in spite of the descent from the hish
plane of Luther, the tendencies which rcnlly
were desrructive to lirur,gy • . • never emanated from Orthodoxy itself." (P. xi.)
In his anal)•ses the author 80CS far beyond
the period of orthodoxy and shows an insight
into the narure of lirur,gy, which makes the
book valuable also for those interested in
lirurgia itself. For the classical theologian
,11/1111 D~i is the whole of Christian faith as
well as all action in the way of liturgy. It
was identified with religion, made comprehensive, pervaded by veneration for God
(glori• Dri) • and suitable forms for its expression were sought. Besinning with
Melanchthon, worship was associated with
Law. While Luther traced the formal worship to the service celebrated by Christ with
His disciples, in the 17th century the "outward form" of the service is traced to God's
legislative authoriry. The 17th century, however, insisted on outward form and did not
initiate the spiritualism of Pietism and of
the Enlishtenment.
God's institution of the external form of
the Word includes the instirution of the
ministry. This leads the author to an analysis
of the relationship between divine instirution
and human forms. The classical dogmaticians
used the term tlilit,phor• to refer to parts of
the ritual (p. 105) and drew a distinction
between indispensable and nonessential elements; for example, tlosis and motl,,s tlos.6s
in the Lord's Supper. Although the Orthodox theologians appreciated the rich liturgical
heritaae, the dogmatic treatment of "ceremonies" was critical and negative, which
makes it impossible ro operate today with

the repetition of classic Lutheran principles
(p. 136).

Kalb's evaluation of the orthodox theolosians is objective. While he sees them as
correctly grasping the relation of form and
essence in worship, he also criticizes them for
failing to cope with new types of music,
hnving an un-Lutheran theological basis for
the observance of Sunday, and for other
deficiencies.
ERWIN L. LUBICE1l
NOVUM IJ.C INSIGNB OPUS MUSICUM
36 ANTIPHONARUM. By Sixrus Diet•
rich, edited by \Valter E. Buszin. Saint
Louis: Concordia Publishing House (Kusel: Blirenreiter-Verlag), 1964. uv and
92 p:iges. Boards. Price not given.
The humanist Henry Loritus Glarcan
( 1488-1563) called Dietrich ( 1492? to
1548) a friend and an "eminent composer."
By ever,• criterion Dietrich belongs among
the most distinguished practitioners of the
art of music in his generntion, regardless of
denomim1tion, and is a worthy South German
counterpart of the grent John \'<falter (1493?
to 15 70) . A Lutheran rather than 11 Zwinglian in his nttitude toward church music,
despite the fact thnt his scene of activity was
Constance, Dietrich visited \Vittenberg u
a guest of the University twice, in 1540 to
1541 and agnin in 1544. George Rhau published works of Dietrich in connection with
both visits, after the second the composer's
122 H:,mni (1545), after the first the present
collection. The work is an antiphonary for
vespers. It reflects the laudable practice, continued in the Luthernn tradition, of singing
five psalms at vespers daily. The texts of
the five auditional antiphons for each day
of the week (except Friday, for which Dietrich composed on only four rexts) receive
interesting polyphonic treatments in from
five (in the case of 28 of them) to eight
parts. The compositions are short, averqing
under seven lines apiece. Assisted by a grant
from the Committee on Scholarly llesearcb
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of The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod,
Buszin has done the world of music a great
service in rescuing these appealing little
pieces from oblivion and in making them
available in modern notation. This publication is volume VII in the series Georg
Rh«u{s} J\f11sikdru.r:lze «Ns rlen Jahre11 1'38
bis 1,4, in praklisr:her N en«usgabtt. Buszin's
source was a manuscript in the Ratschulbibliothek in Zwickau, Saxony. His 8-page
foreword appears in both English and German. In addition Dietrich's 4-page letter
dedicating the work to the University of
Wittenberg is reproduced from the first
printed edition in collotype. An appended
7-page "critical account" provides annotations and a Biblical index of texts. Parishes
desirous of sampling the kind of music
actually in use in the era of the Reformation
have an admirable resource here.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN
BOOK NOTES
DIARY OP AN OLD SoUL: 366 WRITINGS
FOR DnVOTIONAL RBFLllCTION. By George
Macdonald. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1965. 132 pages. Fabrikoid.
$3.50. We owe this new edition of these
daily half-sonnets to President Alvin N.
Rogness of Luther Theological Seminary,
St. Paul, to whose attention the book was
brought by the interest in them of his late
son Paul. ""I am sure," he writes in the foreword, "that other readers, introduced to the
book without the personal investment that
was mine, will nonetheless find it an exceedingly rich source of comfort, inspiration,
provocation, and joy." (P. 3)
How TO BECOMB A BISHOP WITHOUT
BEING RBLJGIOUS. By Charles Merrill
Smith. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and
Company, 1965. xii, 131 pages. Smith is
a Methodist clergyman in Bloomington, Ill.,
and he writes in the context of his own denomination. But clerical ambition is an ecumenical vice, and non-Methodist clergymen
can profitably have this satire ready as an
antidote when their esaminations of con-
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science reveal that ambition is too persistent
a fault of their own.
A HISTORY OP THE CURB OP SoULS. By
John T. McNeill. New York: Harper and
Row, 1965. xii, 371 pages. Paper. $2.25.
In this eminently readable but scholarly
work, first published in 1951, one of America's great church historians addresses himself
to an aspect of church history of primary
interest to every pastor. He covers the ground
vertically from the Biblical times to the present and horizontally from Lutheranism via
the Reformed and related traditions to Roman Catholicism and Orthodoxy.
THE HEALING OP PERSONS (MEDECINB
DE LA PBRSONNB). By Paul Tournier; translated by Edwin Hudson. New York: Harper
and Row, 1965. xx, 300 pages. Cloth.
$4.95. This "early Tournier" - published
in Switzerland a quarter of a century agowill be as appealing and helpful to those for
whom The H11«/i11g of Persons is their first
literary contact with its author as to those
confirmed Tournier enthusiasts who know
him well from previously published works.
The author is a brilliant psychiauist and a
committed Christian., with a strong sense of
the role of the pastor in the physical and
menral health of his people. No clergyman
will read it without a new access of hope
and encouragement for his minisuy to the
sick, the troubled, and the lonely men and
women to whom be ministers.
LECTJONARY OP THB ROMAN MISSAL.
Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press,
1965. 890 pages. fabrikoid. $7.00. This
volume contains "the text for all Epistles,
intervening chants and Gospels as approved
for liturgical use by the Territorial Hierarchy of the United States of America." The
actwal texts have been adapted from the latest
Confraternity of Christian Docuine translations. They reflect sound Biblical scholarship, and the use of the second person
plural for the hieratic second person singular
of even the Revised Standard Version's address to the Godhead gives the lessons a
modernity of sound that some non-Roman
Catholia may well envy. Of great liturgical
interest are the 10 aeatively couched pro-
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posals for "the common prayer" or "the
pra)•er of the faithful," the
restoration
of
which ( before the offertory) the Co1111it11-, on
tio11
th. S11cnd Li111.rg prescribes. Each
consists of 12 intentions ( of which from
4 ro 9 are to be used at any one Mass), preceded b>• an appropriate introduction and
concluded with a collect.
LUTHER'S \'WORKS. Edited by Jaroslav Jan
Pelikan and Helmut T. Lehmann. Vol. 53:
Litttri, 11ml H1m111, edited by Ulrich S.
Leupold. Philadelphia: Forrress Press, 1965.
xx, 356 pages. Cloth. $6.00. In addition
to providing introductions and annotations,
• been
to revise
Leupold's method has largel>
existing English translations; his own contribution in this area is limited to new versions of the 1528 A gm,s Doi, the 1537
metrical Glori11 iti cxce/Jis, and the preface
ro George Rhau's S1mpho11ia
oc,
i11- mdao
(1538). He gives us as "basic liturgical
writings" Co11corning tho Ord.or of P11blic
Worship (1523), the Porn,ula t1iissaa
( 1523), A Christit111
Exhortatio,i
to tho
Li11011i1111s (1525), and the Gorma,i Mass
(1526). Under the head of "occasional
services" we have the T11N/biichlain in the
1523 and 1526 editions, A,i Bxhorl11tio11 to
mtmfrants (
lh• ,Com
1525), the Trattbiichloin (1529),
Short Ord.or of Confassio11
before tho P.riesl (1529), the order which
replaced this in the Small Catechism from
1531 on, and a conflate summary of the
ordination rite of 1539. The bulk of the
book is devoted to Luther's collects, his
adaptations of liturgical chants, his hymns,
his prefaces to hymnals and other musical
collections, and the motet Non mori•r setl
tli11•m (1545).
PRAYERS FOR. TIIB CHllJfflAN YBAR. By
William Barclay. New York: Harper and
Row, 1965. 175 pages. Paper. $1.35. Glaswesian New Testament scholar Barclay reproduces from the Boo!, of Comma• Prt11er
the collect for each Sunday, holy day, and
major saint's day, indicates the prescribed
Epistle and Gospel, and follows this information with a pqe-long meditation in
prayer form that applies the thoushts of the
collect u, the needs of the contemporary

church. Since the calendars, collecu, and
pericopes of the Lutheran rite and of the
Book of Commo,i
1
Prt1!)1t1r are so very much
alike, these modern, nobly phrased, helpful
medimtions will prove to be of profit to
Lutherans who are looking for stimulation
in their Sunday worship.
THB SBLP IN TRANSPORMAnoN: PsYCH0ANALYSIS, PHILOSOPHY AND THB LIPB
OP THB SPIRIT. By Herbert Fingarette. New
York: Harper and Row, 1965. 362 pages.
Paper. S1.95. The seven chapters of this
provocative essay fall into rwo parts. The
first two are analyses of dynamic insight and
of anxiety which attempt ro link psychoanalysis with recent developments in biologic:i
)•chological,
l, J >S
relig ious, and philosophical thought. The last five attempt
within the major orga
nizing framework of
contemporary psychoanalytic theory ro use
ps)•choanal)•sis in connection with the rask
of self-transformation. Fingarette makes extensive use of Orienml concepts in tracing
this transformation
e phases through th
of
blame, guilt and responsibilit)•, the inner
world, and the external world to the consummatory phase of mystic selflessness.
THB WBIGHT OP GLOR.Y. By Clive SmA Lewis. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William
pies
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965.
66 pages. Paper. $ 1.00. Lewis' little collection of five wartime and postwar essays
that came out in 1949 under the tide Tr•11sflosilio11, a11tl 1s
Other Hssa deserves ro have
been better known. Admirers of the late
author will be grateful for this new edition
under the tide of the sermon that constitutes
the first chapter.
RELEVANT LITURGY: ZABRISKIB LEC·
TURES 1964. By Leslie W. Brown. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1965. vi,
86 pages. Paper. $1.50. The Anglican
Archbishop of Uganda and Rwanda-Urundi
delivered these lectures at the Protestant
Episcopal Seminary, Alexandria, Va. In them
he evaluates the ecumenical significance of
certain contemporary liturgical trends. Valuable for his observations is his long perspective u convener of the committee that
produced the Church of South India litur&Y
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and as the responsible compiler of the new
liturgy for the six .Anglican merropoliran
provinces in Africa. Of documenrary interest is the appended "A Litur,:y for Africa."
THE PLAIN MAN LooKS AT HIMSELF:

A BoOK .ABOUT S ELP-ExAMINATJON POR
THE ORDINARY CHRISTIAN. By William
Purcell. Philadelphia: Forrress Press, 1964.
127 pages. Paper. $1.50. Purcell, British
radio preacher and canon theologian of the
.Anglican Cathedral at Coventry, published
this book in 1960 after a series of addresses
on the subject over the British Broadcasting
Corporation. As he himself explains, it is less
a book about self-examination than a guide
to self-examination. After a general introductory chapter he rakes up in derail the
fruits of the Spirit - love, joy, peace, longsu.ffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
meekness, and temperance.
Goo MY SHEPHllRD: MllDITATIONS ON
PSALM 23. By Martin Luther, trans. from the
German by \VI. M. Miller. Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, [1964]. 35 pages.
Paper. 35 cents. This reprint from Vol. 12
of the American Concordia-Fortress Press
Edition of Luthar's lll'orks reproduces the
charming exposition provided "one evening
after grace at the dinner table by Dr. Martin
Luther [in] 1536." Tbis pamphlet reprint
recommends itself as an inexpensive gift to
a friend or relative who has suffered misfortune or bereavement.
The World Center for Liturgical Studies,
Boca Raton, Florida, announces its sponsorship in America of A. R. Mowbray and
Company's new series of Theologiul 1111,J,
LilNrgiC11l Rap,i111s, reissues of works which,
by reason of their age or the small press
run of the original edition, are now virtually
unobrainable. Volumes in the series are purchasable by subscription only. The price
of each volume will depend upon the total
number of copies subscribed for, with a
minimum price of $3.50, and a maximum
of $5.00, posrqe extra.
The first volume is to be Tb. 0,,1;,,.,,
11,11l C11noo of lh• M11ss ""ordiog lo lh•
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An,ia111 Us,s of l!"lesi11 An,gli,ant1. It will
contain the full text of the ordinary and
canon of the Sarum (Salisbury), York, and
Hereford rites with the text of the 1549 Book
of Common Prayer for comparison. It has
three appendices: Portions from Saxon Sacramenraries and Missals, including the Missals of Lcofric, Robert of Jumie,:es, and
"The Red Book of Darbye," in parallel columns; Textual Notes and Sources; Translation of Texts. The price will be $5.00•
Other projected reprints include TN
Btmadi
, 1io11al of SI. A1hcl1ooltl,
Primars&,by
of 1h11 Lalas Middla A ga and Day's translation of Archbishop Hermann von Wied's
Sin,plax "' tlit1 tleliba,111io.
ARTHUR CARL PIEPKORN

THE SILENT PULPIT: A GUIDB TO
CHURCH PUBLIC RELATIONS. By Edward L Greif. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1964. X and 213 pases.
Cloth. $4.95.

The subtitle "Rationale and rechniques for
communicating the message of religion to
the community" explains the specific goal
of this practical book. The author, a former
newspaperman and film and radio critic, is
now a professional public relations expert
serving religious organizations. Much of this
book grew out of material prepared for lectures at communication workshops for clergymen and at universities.
The author helps the local church answer
such questions as "Are we sending out too
many mailings to our members?" "Should we
advertise in the newspaper or over radio
and/or TV?" "What is the best way to
write an article for the newspapers?" "What
involved
in relisious comare the ethia
munications?" and "How much should be
spent on a public relations program?"
The tide and theme are summed up in
the closing sentence in the book: 'The pulpit
used only one hour a week is a silent pulpit."
ROBBRT A. GRUNOW
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'THB PRBACHER'S PORTRArr. By John
R. W. Stott. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964.
124 pages. Paper.
The rector of All Souls' Church, London,
here publishes five lectures, originally delivered at Fuller Theological Seminary,
J,>353dena. He describes them as "New Testament word studies" on the concepts steward,
herald, witness, father, and servant. The
concept "teacher" is coordinated with "herald," "pastor" with "father." The Biblical
materials are rich. The author has nor forgotten to indicate resources as well as p:1tterns for the preacher's task. This volume
is useful for the refreshment of the pastor
and preacher, individually and in conferences with his colleagues.
.
RICHARD R. CAEMMERER
PSYCHIATRY AND RELIGIOUS PArrI-I.
By S. J. Gassert and Bernard H. Hall.
New York: The Viking Press, 1964.
171 pages. Ooth. $3.95.
This nonprofessional explanation of the
aim and scope of psychiatry was written specifically for Roman Catholic priests and laymen. In the main, however, it is also suitable
for the non-Roman Catholic who has misgivings about bow psychiatry may infringe
on the Christian faith, or who requires more
information about psychiatry because he is
interested in referring people. The authors
.are competent, and the book is written in
a very readable style.
KENNBTH H. BRBIMBIBll
RBVEU.'S MINISTER'S ANNUAL 196,.
By David A- Maclennan. Westwood,
N.J.: Fleming H. Revell, 1964. 377
pases, plus index. $3.95.
Usually a wlume of this sort - morning
and evening sermons, midweek messascs.
'helps for special days, bulletin materials, for
a whole year - is nor to be recommended,
since it is obviously a crutch. This one is

different because it is produced by David
MacI.cnn:m. A preacher with unusual evangelial content, close to the p:1rish and fertile
in resourcefulness, he may be expected to
provide stimulus and not P3P• It will be
useful simply to illustrate the planning that
goes into a good year of the preaching minRICHARD R. CABMMl?RBR
istry.

PREii.CHING THROUGH THB BIBLE. By
Eric W. Hayden. Grand Rapids. Mich.:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1964. 283
p:1ges. Cloth. $3.95.
The author is a British Baptist who for
six years was pastor at Metropolitan Tabernacle, the Spurgeon pulpit, and who is an
authority on Spurgeon. This is nor a volume
of expository preaching, but a collection of
66 sermons, each of which treats a different
book of the Bible. Each sermon is prefaced
by a "key word," a "theme," and a "key
text." Thus for Isaiah: "Salvation"; "The
Unquenchable Love of God"; "With His
stripes we are healed"; or for Colossians:
"Preeminence"; "The Absolute Supremacy
of Christ"; and the key text Col.1:18. Many
of the sermons are in summary rather than
extended form. The Gospel is seldom
preached as a power by which God moves
the listener to the objectives which the
1>reacher holds before him. The preacher
does acknowledge the sacrificial death of
Christ ns the way of atonement.
RICHARD R. CAEMMBRBR
THB I.11.MB ,1ND THB BLBSSBD. By William H. Eifert and Daniel A.. Brockboff.
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House.
1964. 86 pages. Paper. $1.50.
This interesting collection of devotional
addresses directed by a team of parish pastors to their congregation employs the Beatitudes of Matt. 5 plus the additional ones of
Luke 11:28 and John 20:29 to give cues for
sermons during Lent and on Maundy Thunday, Good Friday, Palm Sunday, and Easter
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Sunday. The texu are associated with episodes from the Passion narrative and with
the Palm Sunday and E:aster Gospels. The
mess:ages are straightforw:ard, with a minimum of hort:atory or allusive material. They
read well and are set in type helpfully. The
book should serve to magnify the Lamb of
God, the Son of David and the Risen Lord.
RICHARD R. CABMMBRBR.
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in the fall of 1964. The new materials arc
the result of many ye:ars of study and
prep:aration.

The concern of existential theology for the
present me:aning of the Biblical message and
the concern of linguistic analysis for the
language used to
the Biblial message
have caused much discussion. "Linguistic
Philosophy and Christian Education," a major
symposium appearing in the January-February 196S issue of Religio11s '&J11e111io11.,
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
A survey of the current thrusu in Chris- finds Paul van Buren attempting to defend
ti:an education was done most ably by Ran- and elucidate the position he to0k in his
dolph Crump Miller in two articles appear- The See11/ar Mu11ing of the GosptJl (New
ing in this journal in February and M:arch York: The Macmillan Co., 1963). Ir is
of this ye:ar. There are, however, some spe- van Buren"s contention that religious lancific articles and books to which the reader"s guage is not empirical language, that is,
attention should be called in order to high- factual language capable of empirical proof.
light major trends. '"C:atechetical
•mposiumCrossro:ads," For the secular man to whom van Buren
in the March-April 1964 wants to speak there is no empirical proof of
a S)
issue of Religious Erl11ealion, highlighu the God. Therefore van Buren is willing to
ongoing revision of Roman C:atholic cate- re:ach about faith just as one would reach
chetic:il instruction spurred by books such about love. Most of the respoodeou in the
are willing to agree with van
as Gerard S. Sloyan"s Modem Catechetics:
age aml symposium
Method
Buren
that
telling
the Biblical story is nor
Mess
in Religio11s Porm111io11 (New York: The Macmillan Co.., just a matter of reporting the faas. The
1963). Roman C:atholic catechetia is now telling is a witness which causes a disclosure
being called "kcrygmatic." The emphasis is and evokes a response in the bearer. Howon the telling of the "kerygma" or "salvation ever, the respondents generally feel that
history," rather th:an on systematic presenta- van Buren makes faith an absurd thing since
tion with precise formul:ation. In The Lu- people are to believe a story which van Buren
theran Church - Missouri Synod Arthur C. feels has no historical reality behind it. We
Repp"s Con/irn1111ion in the l.Ntheran Church can look forward to much more discussion
(Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, in this area of religious language and iu use.
1964) shows a concern for the theological
Religious language
concepts
and
are unbasis and structure of confirmation. Repp in- dergoing change in our own church body.
dicates the changes that he feels need to be This is true of the concept of "ministry."
made. We have, however, not yet revised Some have said that there is only one minthe basic catechetical materials which are istry the ministry of the parish pastor,
and have related every other function in the
used in confirmation instruction.
Biblical st11dies, along with other insigbu, church to that ministry. Arnold C. Mueller
have given impetus to the production of a tries u, find a valid ministry for the Lunew curriculum for use in the Lutheran theran reacher in Th• Minis,,, of th• LI,.
Church in America. The introduction of the lhffi#J Te•cb• (Sr. Louis: Concordia Pubnew curriculum on four age levels was beBUD lishing House, 1964). His attempt is
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partially successful, and his book will probably be seen as a sort of half-w:ay house when
11,e reach the point of recognizing that there
are many valid ministries r:ather than only
one ministry and have clarified our current
terminolosical confusion.
ROBERT L CoNRAD

Arthur C. Repp, 100 Yt'lff's of Chrisli•"
BtlNe111ion (mentioned on p. 418). The 28
tables included in the work contain much
CARL S. MBYER
useful information.

BOOK NOTES
FOR Wn HAVll THIS TRBASURli. By Paul
Scherer. New York: Harper and Row, 196S
LUTHERAN BLBAfBNTARY SCHOOLS vii, 212. Paper. $1.9S. The 20 years since
IN THB UNITBD STATES: A HIS- this work first ame our as Th11 Yale ue111n1 has
not dimmed the
TORY OF THB DEVELOPAfENT OF 01i Preaehing 1943
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS AND SYNODI- sparkle or quenched rhe exhilaration of these
CAL BDUCATIONAL POUCIES AND luminous addresses on prCllching by one of
eachers.
PROGRAMS. By Walter H. Beck. Second Ameria's great pr
R BLIGION IN THD PUBLIC SOIOOLS:
edition. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 196S. xv and S11 pases. Paper. A RI!PORT DY THI! COMMISSION ON RELi•
GION IN THB PUBLIC SCHOOLS, AMEllICAN
$4.9S.
ASSOCIATION OP SCHOOL ADMINISTllA•
Since 1939 Beck's work has been a stan- TORS. N ew York: Harper and Row, 1964.
Paper.
e
dard volume on the history of Luther.an 68 pag s.
8S cents. The commission
parochial schools and, in sener:al, Lurher:an which prepared this report had as its wk
elementary education in America. The pub- "ro examine rhe effect of recent decisions of
lisher is to be commended for a second edi- rhe Supreme Court on rhe issues of Bible
tion, in paperback, which consists in adding rc:iding and prayer in rhe public schools"
a loq 16th chapter brinsins the story of rhe and "ro susgest constructive means by which
public school administrators could guide the
put 2S years up to date. The tide pase
development of local policies and practices
should have reflected the fact that this is a responding to rhe Court's interpret:ations of
second edition ( tJitlo, p. v).
rhe Consrirurion on this subject." This is
Beck tells the complete story. He goes back accordingly :a document of huge importance
to the Colonial and Early National period. in the public life of our nation, one with
He finds parallels between that period and which p:mors oushtro be f:uniliar both as
Christians and as community leaders.
the second period of development which beLUTHI!R ON EDUCATION, INCLUDING
gan in Ohio in 1838 and in Missouri in
A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION AND A
1839. The period of major expansion comes
TRANSLATION OP THB RBFORMI!R'S Two
with the period of immigrant growth, 186S MOST IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL TllEA10 1890. The campaigns against the schools
TISI!S. By F. V. N. Painter: Sr. Louis: Conaround 1890 and around 1920 are recounted. cordia Publishing House [196S]. 282
The school systems of smaller synods, for pases. P:aper. $1.9S. This is a reissue of
enmple, the Norwcaian, Slovak, Wiscon- an old but hardy work; the original came
sin, are given ample space. The chapter on out in 1889 and shows its ase very markedly.
mission and special schools adds a notable The two treatises referred to in the subtitle,
the ullor lo Iha M11,1or1 ttntl Aid.,.,,,.,, of
dimcnsioa.
All 1ho Cil#s of Gntnt1"1 ;,. B•httlf of
llcscarchers will find the 17-pase bibli- Chrisli•n Sehools and the S•rmon o,. lh•
ography valuable, although here some items Dt111 of Sntli11g Childt-m lo Sehool, occupy
are miaiD&, for example, the Lutheran Edu- just over a third of the book.
cation Asmciation's 1947 yearbook, edited by
ARTIIUR CAllL PIBPKOJlN
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ARB PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS THB ANSWERi' CATHOUC EDUCATION IN
THB UGHT OP THB COUNCIL. By
Mary Perkins Ryan. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1964. ix and
177 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
Mrs. Ryanprovocative
has written 11
book.
It provoked Msgr. \Villiam E. McManus
of Chicago so much that he proposed to the
Primary Education Department of the National Catholic Educational Association that
it raise 11 "kitty" of $40,000 to hire a person
to show the validity of Roman Catholic
schools. This proposal is costing the 8,000
members of that organiz:ition $5.00 each.
A proposal to investigate and to come up with
findings could be cheered; a proposal for research to come up with predetermined conclusions is more than questionable. But other
Roman Catholics have been provoked. They
have called the book inaccurate, full of overgcneralizations,
irself-contradictory, 11nd
relevant.
The book is all of that. Why, then, should
it stir up so much controversy if it is irrelevant? Or why not simply ignore it if it is
suffering from all these other faults?
Because the book is actually making a plea
for the education of the Roman Catholic
adult laity, an education in doctrine and
worship, it cannot be ignored. In its proposals, however, it does not go far enough.
Mrs. R)•an has not caught the meaning of
the Pauline concept of the mature Christian
in Christ or of the Petrine plea for growth
in grace and knowledge.
Insofar as the work points to the formalism and relatively ineffectual religious education in Roman Catholic schools, it can
serve as another warning apinst an overemphasis on institutions rather than on goals.
An ineffective achieving of objectives, however, does not mean that the objectives themselves are invalid; the methods employed for
reaching them may be. Insofar u the work
questions the large outlay of money and man-
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power in the tocal mission of the church, it
fails to analyze adequately, in the opinion
of this reviewer, the full scope of the reaching and preaching functions of the church.
Anecdotal proof, e. g .• p. 59, n. 7• is not
helpful. Unclear sentences pop up, e.g., the
third on p. 55. Poor uithmetic does nor
belp the argument; 2,000 is not 25 percent
of 500,000 (p. 94). Chapters 4, 5, 11nd 6
neither prove nor disprove the question of
the tide, much as they contribute to a larger
vision.
For all that, a provocative book should
not be dismissed because of its flaws. It
has a right to be judged on its own terms.
Mrs. R)•an has stated her thinking; she has
caused others to do some thinking. Emotions and loaded investigations will not
serde the question. More than this work is
ncec:led, however, even for Roman Catholics
to come to an answer to the question. Secularists, on the other hand, should not take
this work to be a protest against religious
CARL S. MEYER.
education.

THE CHURCH IN THE
WORLD
THB CHURCH OP THB 2lsl CENTURY:
PROSPECTS AND PROPOSALS. By
Richud Sommerfeld. Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1965. 103 pages.
Paper. $1.50.
Here in a few words is a most welcome
articulation of the thoughts of many in the
church who are concerned about what the
church as an organization is and what it
might and should be, or become.
The author frequently challeqes mmmonly held assumptions. and his questions
may disturb some. But his approach stems
from a deep-felt concern for the church.
His book deserves thoroughgoiq discussion
by synodical administrators, by pastors and
seminarians, and by those laymen who feel
that their relationship to Christ's church
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should be more than paying their "dues" of
money and attending church-sponsored functions.
Sommerfeld secs the church facing the very
real danger of simply pursuing its present
forms and organization to the logical conclusions of a cultural religion of great organizational complexity, specialization, and
bureaucratic efficiency, but with little if any
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. "The institutional church," he holds, "can never hope
to influence the course of buman history
through its institutional means." Rather it
needs to develop "uncommon" men who are
socially proficient but whose primary commitment and orientation is to Christ, and
who in their daily interaction with others
will live with their Lord "to His glory."
Sommerfeld argues convincingly that we
need seriousl)• to ask whether our present
forms are accomplishing this purpose. "Unfortunately the wa)•s of the church nre still
woefully rural," he observes. "The church
strikes many as being terribly out of date
and behind the times. The church's image
is often that of an institution providing historic ties v.•ith the past, rather than relating
to the present and pointing to an eternal
future through the Gospel." He feels that
"'in man)• instances the church has built up
a vast reservoir of pat answers for which
there no longer are questions." He laments
that "in the name of church work some
congregations have made themselves commercially obnoxious in their communities.
The congregation appeals to the community
to support and assist it in what it calls church
work." 'The Gospel," he contends, "is never
out of date," but many clergymen seem to
be out of date because "the social and intellectual climate in which they received their
formal training is not comparable with the
climate in which they are to proclaim the
Gospel now."

The final chapter, in which the author
outlines the characteristia of the church of

the 21st century based on the logical development of present tendencies, is a gem of a
horror story. It dare not be disregarded!
RONALD L JOHNSTONE

POVERTY ON A SMALL Pl.ANEZ". By
Edward Rogers. New York, N. Y.: The
Macmillan Company, 1965. 127 pages.
Cloth. $2.75.
If you have been looking for a book on
world poverty that is brief, factual, explodes
m:my erroneous generalizations, keeps a
nice balance between unwarranted pessimism
and unrealistic optimism, and tells you what
can be done about it, your quest is ended.
\'Qith a thoroughly British talent for cutting
through the underbrush of details that Continentals often feel compelled to crowd into
the display case, Rogers has written a
sprightly and common-sense book on what
is probabl)• the most imporr:int topic of this
century.
The population explosion, birth control,
industrialization and other pertinent topics
receive short but very sharp shrift. One of
the most illuminating - and hopeful chapters is the one on "Short Supplies?"
Taking issue with those Cassandras who have
mourned our "plundered planet," Rogers
marshals the evidence to show that our world
can provide the raw materials and the energy
to afford an increasing population a rising
standard of living. He docs this without any
rosy dreams of imminent widespread use of
nuclear energy. It becomes crystal clear that
the only barrier to the attainment of worldwide well-being is the selfishness of man
himself and not the niggardliness of the
Creator.
Rogers challenges mankind to what William James called the "moral equivalent of
war," an all-out global campaign against
poverty. He argues that it is perfectly possible to win that war by the year 2000. He
recognizes the barriers that must be hurdled
in human stupidity - the srupidiry of the
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rich being even more obdurate than that of
the poor and the ignorant. But he feels that
for the first time in history the haves can
be shown that their own enlightened selfinterest demands a global war on poverty
as the only alternative to a global nuclear
warfare in which they would be by for the
greatest losers.
That privileged nations and classes will
continue to follow their self-interest is obvious. The question is, will it be an enlightened self-interest? We had better hope
that Rogers is not to0 optimistic about the
intelligence of the haves. Being well-heeled
is no guarantee of being clear-headed. If
Rogers is wrong, we're dead. \Ve all have
a stake in making his predictions come true.
WILLIAM J. DANKllR
i\llLLHAN DS AND PRl!ACHERS. By Liston Pope, edited by Richard A. Peterson
and N. J. Demerath JII. N ew Haven:
Yale University Press, 1965. xlix and 369
pages. Paper. $2.45.
This reprinting in paperback form of
Pope's classic study in the sociology of
religion is a true joy. In its analysis of a
pag
frequently repeated tendency of the church
to become a near vassal of economic dominants in the community, and in its careful
differentiation between "church" and "sect"
Millha11ds
antl
eachors Pr
still stands on its
own strong merits after 23 years. As Peterson and Demerath put it, Pope's book confronts cenual theoretical issues, has continued
relevance to persisting substantive problems,
conuibutes important data, and serves as a
model for research in any era. This would
be enoush.
RONALD L JOHNSTONE

TANGLED WORLD. Roger L Shinn. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965. 158
pages. Cloth. $3.00.
For a brief but challenging introduction
to a number of critical problems confronting
modem man this book suits admirably. No
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substitute for more detailed analyses in each
area, it does raise many of the critical issues.
The topics include: "A World on the Move,"
"The Scientific Transformation of Life," 'The
Affluent Society," "Poverty in the Midst of
Plenty," '"The Organized Sociery," "Metropolitan Society," "Racial Conftict," "Law,"
'"Political Perplexities," and "Revolution in
Sexual Ethics."
One deficiency is its lack of a bibliography.
The reader looks almost in vain for suggestions for further explorations in some of the
substantial works in each field. The very
noting of this deficienq•, however, is an
oblique word of praise. The book does
stimulate; it does inform; it should lead
most readers to desire further knowledge
about and probing into many of those areas
of modern life that demand decisions both
by persons and b)• society as a whole - decisions that require more and better understanding than is usually available.
RONALD L. JOHNSTONE

CHURCH AND STATB UNDER GOD.
Edited by Albert G. Huegli. St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1964., 455
es plus notes and index. $8.00.
The participants in this massive symposium set out to produce a "Lutheran" synthesis on their subject, but wisely agreed that
Lutheran positions can vary and "the difficulty
of arriving at a universally acceptable position on individual cases has increased." The
editor, a college administrator and economist,
has done a splendid job in his linking commentary and summary, supplemented by
Martin Marty's "Alternative Approaches in
Church-State Relations" ("dialogic interpeneuation" recalls Merrimon Cunningim's
Pre"1om's Haby Lighl). Martin H. Scharlemann begins the study with "Scriptural Concepts," Lewis W. Spitz. Jr., discusses the
"Impact of the Reformation on Church-State
Issues," and H. Richard Klann and William
H. Lehman, Jr., analyze the post-Reformation
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theology of the subject. Part II, "The St:atc in
Relation to the Church" is fine; it comprises
Ncclak S. Tjernagel's "European Experience,"
Carl S. Meyer's "Development of the American Pattern," and Roy C. Frank"s penetrating
"Religious Libert)' in the Constitution."
Part Ill on 'Tensions in the Interaction of
Church and State" brinss helpful units on
the question in education by John H.
Strietelmeier, Arnold C. Mueller, and Arthur
L Miller; on the chaplaincy, by Eugene F.
Klug; on other "lesal contacts" of church and
state, including the relatively new question
of freedom from ta.xlltion, by James S. &vase.
This sttons srudy deserves continuing reference. Its issues will be with us for a Ions
time to come; all of Christendom needs to
share the Biblical support and the historical
badcsround, all America the constitutional
respect, set out here.
RICHARD R. CAEMMERER
CHRISTIANITY IN lVORLD HISTORY:
THB Afl!BTING OF THI! FAITHS OF
MST
AND
By Arend Th. Van
WBST.
Leeuwen. Trans. H. H. Hoskins. Edinburgh: Edinburgh House Press, 1964.

487 pages. 50/-.
This work must be called a programmatic
rather than a definitive analysis of the role
of Christianity in world history. Van Leeuwen has sketched in broad outlines some
very stimulating ideas on the nature and role
of Christianity. He writes from
viewthe
point of a cultural anthropologist, and the
historian would ask for much more evidence
than is supplied in this work.
Van Leeuwen'• basic thesis is that "in the
life, society, state, and culture of Israel the
Lord the Creator is active in carrying out
his purposes • • • [Israel] is called to be the
paradism of God's creation. • . • The Lord
bu created this people to represent mankind,
bu chosen this land u centre and pattern
of the world. Here be will show what is
his purpose for every nation. In this place

is the proof to be siven, in the sight of
the Gentiles, that the good life is possible
on earth, the life lived in harmony and
peace in the community of a people, without raisins a tower with its top in heaven."
(Pp. 110-111)
Van Leeuwen argues that God's good news
in the Old Testament and in the New Testament must alwa)•S wed itself to a culture
:ind that therefore we should not apologize
for the &er rhat Christianity has come to
the East in a western cultural dress. The
ch:allenge to rhe East today is to redress the
Gospel mcss:ase in its own peculiar sarmcnrs.
Every civilization except that of Israel and
of the Christian \Vest
been has
ontoeratic
in nature; th:at is, it has insisted on building
its Tower of Babel, literally or figuratively,
as its declaration of m:an's independence from
the true sod. This thesis is the most satisfactorily developed one in this volume.
Van Leeuwen is optimistic about the future of the Gospel and the mission program
of the church. He calls for a virile "reChristian era," rather than for any type of
defeatist "post-Christian era." Van Leeuwen
joins the srowins number of men who are
asking that the traditional isolation of
western history from that of the East be
ended so that full justice can be done to an
understanding of the one world in which
we live.
The book should be read by every missiolosist and historian (and probably in that
order of value). It will doubtlessdeal
stimulate
of discussion. We agree with
a srcat
the final commenrs in Hendrik Kraemer's
foreword which challenges the author to
spell out in greater detail, and to supply more
proof for, several of his key theses.
HBllBBRT T. MAYBR
BOOK NOTES
THB HISTORIC REALITY OP CIIRimAN
CULTUJlES: A WAY TO THB R.BNBWAL OP
HUMAN LIPB. By Christopher Dawson.
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New York: H11rper 11nd Row, 1965. 124
pages. Paper. 95 ccnu. A reissue of the
1960 edition, this study of the relation of
Christianity and culture by an internationally
famous Roman Catholic lay church historian
is a clarion call to hope amid the changes
and chances of this present hour.
OUR CALLING (VAR KALLELSE) . By
Einar Billing; translated by Conrad Bergendoff. Philadelphia: Fortress Press [1965].
vii, 46 pages. Paper. 7S cents. "'Nowhere
h11ve I found a simpler, more direct statement of the rel:ationship of Christian faith
and Christian living than in this little book,'"
says Franklin Sherman, editor of the P11eel
Books Social Ethics Series, of which this is
No. 1. It was published in Swedish in 1909;
the English version has been in steady demand ever since it came out in 1947.
POLITICS AS A VOCATION (POLITIK ALS
BHRUP). By M11x Weber; translated by
H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965. v, 56 pages.
85 cents. One of the last of Webcr"s works
and certain!)•
one ""
of the classic statemenu
of the p,ob/0111
,
of ethical dualism"' here receives a handy separate form. It is No. 3 in
rhe Social Ethics Series of Pa,al Books.
THE PROBLEM OP RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
By John Courtney Murray. Westminster,
Md.: The Newman Press, 1965. 112 pages.
Paper. $1.50. In this highly important
treatise, No. 7 in the "'ocasional essays for
theolo,gy" known as Tho lfloodstoek Papars,
the inRuential Jesuit author of Wo Hold
Thasa TrNlhs discusses the difficulties that
confront the Roman Catholic Church in
draftins a statement on religious freedom.
These arise, he says, primarily from what
he calls the ""two views"' within his denomination on the issue. He avoids intentionally
an exposition of his personal attitude. Instead he formulates both views on "'the care
of reli,gion by government"" and by presenting the objections that each has to the
other he seeks to institute a dialog between
them.
THB WORLD SITUATION. By Paul Tillich.
Philadelphia: Foruess Press, 1965. 50 pages.
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Paper. 85 cents. No. 2 in the Social Ethia
Series of Pa,01 Books, this title rcprinu a
chapter in the symposium Tho Chris1i1111
Answar, which Henry Pitney van Dusen
edited in 1945. Series editor Franklin Sherman prefaces the work with an appreciative
4-pase essay.
THE RACIAL PROBLllt IN CHRISTIAN
PBRSPEcrIVB. By Kyle Haselden. New York:
Harper & Row, 1964. 222 pa,gcs. Paper.
S1.4 5. When Haselden, now mana,ging editor
of Tho Chrislia,i CenlNry, came out with the
first edition of this book in 1959, he brou,ght
to iu writing a South Carolina background,
the experience of a West Virginia ministry,
a sensitive conscience, and vast resources of
charity and courage. Iu republication as
:1 Harper Torchbook attesu iu value as one
of the import:int works in the contemporary
biblio,graphy of race rel:ations. Haselden's
8-page introduction to the otherwise unaltered second edition :ippraises the significance of the developments of 1963 for the
Negro and for the American white Christian.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

BLACK, WHrrB AND GRAY. Edited by
Bradford Daniel. New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1964. 308 pases. Ooth. $5.95.
B/11,k, Whit• antl Gray is a masterful collection of the many sides of the Negro's
revolutionary struggle for civil righu today.
Ir includes essays by 21 individuals along
a spectrum from Southern governors Barnett,
F:iubus, and Wallace to Martin Luther King
and James Baldwin. Also included are such
names as Harry Golden, Roy Wilkins, P. D.
East, Franklin Littell, Benjamin Mays, Nor•
man Podhoretz, John I.a Farge, and even the
Mississippi State Junior Chamber of Commerce.
None of the essays drag; all stimulate; all
provoke soul searching. Whether the reader
be Sourhern segregationist, Negro integrationist, or white "libenl," he will find himself challenged and growing ar each page, u
he thinks through the issues and engages in
dialog with each proragonisr. Perhaps most
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.readers will come away from this book
with
confticts,
essentially the same convictions with which
they approached it. But they will inevitably
have a deeper understanding of the issues
involved.
An additional significant value of the book
lies in this: Many of the "liberal" writers
nor only cut deeply and insightfully into the
issues and problems but also expose many of
their own agonies of soul searching and selfanal)•sis, without covering them with pb.titudes.
Of the almost countless books analyzing
and evaluating the current civil rights issue,
this reviewer heartily recommends this collection for initial reading. It states all issues
clearly and succinctly.
RONALD L ]OHNSTONB

RBUGION AND SOCIAL CONFUCT.
Edited by Robert Lee and Martin E.
Marry. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1964. 193 pages. Coth. $5.00.
This book serves two grand purposes:
( 1 ) Ir dispels the popular dictionary notion
of "conftict" u an essentially negative concept; ( 2) it presents a diversity of instances
in which sociological analysis demonstrates
the operation of conflict within religious
spheres not solely for evil but also for good.
In the essays, based upon lectures given
ar the 1962 Institute of Ethia and Sociery
at San Francisco Theological Seminary, 10 authorities probe into areas in which conftict
confronts religious institutions or operates
within them: technology, relisious group
formation, racial protest movements, rightand and
politia,
groups, religion
church-stare relatiom, inrerreligious
the
group

and
role of the pastor in social
conflict.
Charles Glock makes a noteworthy contribution to sociological theory and to the
time-honored church-sect rypology by broad·
ening the concept of sectarian origins from
rhe economic to five rypes of deprivation, of
which the economic is only one. Seymour
Lipser presents 11 short bur solid hiStory of
religion and politics in .American history.
\'<fill Herberg makes a thoughtful extension
of his well-known thesis of the development
of America from Protestant domination to
its present "rrifairh" religious pluralism.
John Bodo"s suggestions for the pastor's role
in utilizing conflict within the congregation
and the denomination constructively are by
themselves worth rhe price of the book. Benjamin Reist in his essay "'ChurchStare
and
in America'" urges the church consciously to
utilize conflict in carrying out its mission
and God-given task. He 53)'5: "The church
must succeed in disentangling itself from
that comfortably innocuous religiosity which
the nation as a whole seems ro assume is its
only basic concern. Wbat in fact must occur
is rhe development of 11 healthy tension
between the church 11nd the nation at large,
which is all roo lacking in contemporary
life." (P. 139)
This book speaks in a field which needs
to attract greater interest and concern in the
church. This reviewer would make R•liiion
•11d. Social Con/liel required reading for the
student of the sociology of religion and for
the Christian pastor. The issues it considen
are central ro an effective Gospel proclamation in this day.
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